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Zusammenfassung
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit beshäftigt sih mit vershiedenen Eekten der
dynamishen Reibung innerhalb von Kleinstgalaxien sowie deren Entstehung.
Das Zentrum der Fornax Zwergengalaxie, welhe grösstenteils aus dunkler
Materie besteht, wird von fünf Kugelsternhaufen in einem Abstand von unge-
fähr einem Kiloparse umkreist. Besässe die Galaxie ein Halo aus kalter dun-
kler Materie mit einem zum Zentrum hin ansteigenden Dihteprol (Spitze),
wären die beobahteten Kugelsternhaufen shon innerhalb von wenigen Giga-
jahren im Zentrum der Galaxie versunken. Eine Erklärung für die Tatsahe,
dass diese bis zur heutigen Zeit überlebt haben, liefert ein ahes Halo aus
dunkler Materie. Denn in dieser Konstellation dauert die Einsinkzeit der
Kugelsternhaufen mehrere Hubblezeiten, wie numerishe Simulationen und
analytishe Berehnungen zeigen. Die Kugelsternhaufen bleiben de fato am
Rand des ahen Kerns stehen. Fornax besitzt also ein sehr seihtes inneres
Dihteprol. Die Grösse des Kernradius' lässt sih durh die Position des
innersten Kugelsternhaufens bestimmen. Sollte sih die Phasenraumdihte
des Kerns in ihrem Urzustand benden, liesse dieses Dihteprol auf warme
dunkle Materie shliessen mit einer oberen Grenzmasse des dazugehörigen
Teilhens von einem halben Kiloelektronenvolt. Dunkle Materie in diesem
Massenbereih würde auh das Substrukturproblem lösen.
Satelliten, die in harmonishe Kerne mit konstanter Dihte einsinken,
durhleben anfangs eine Phase von sehr rapider (Super-Chandrasekhar) dy-
namisher Reibung, nah deren Ende sie keinerlei Reibung mehr ausgesetzt
sind, wie analytishe Berehnungen und N -Körper Simulationen zeigen. Im
vorliegenden Spezialfall von harmonishen Potenzialen geshieht dies, weil sih
die Hintergrundteilhen auf Epizyklen um den einfallenden Satelliten bewe-
gen, da dort stabile Lösungen existieren. Das gesamte System bewegt sih
shnell auf diese dauerhafte Konguration zu. Während dies geshieht, er-
fährt der Satellit einen kurzen Moment verstärkter Reibung. Sobald sih das
System im Gleihgewiht bendet, gibt es keinen Impulsaustaush zwishen
Hintergrundteilhen und Satellit mehr, sodass die Reibung vershwindet. Für
Dihteprole, die in ihrem Innern dem Potenzgesetz ρ ∝ r−α folgen, heizt der
einfallende Satellit den Hintergrund auf und verringert somit den Wert von
α. Für anfänglihe Werte von α < 0.5 erzeugt der Satellit einen kleinen Kern
mit konstanter Dihte und bleibt, wie auh im Fall von α = 0, stehen.
Die Existenz von Doppelkerngalaxien, wie VCC 128, die vor kurzem von
v
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Debattista et al. (2006) beobahtet worden ist, stellt ein Problem für Mod-
elle kalter dunkler Materie dar, weil diese Modelle eindeutig zentrale Spitzen
vorhersagen. VCC 128 besitzt zwei dihte, fünfzig Parse voneinander ent-
fernte Sternhaufen. Die Zeitskala, welhe die beiden Kernteile in Halos mit
vershieden steilen Spitzen benötigen, um ins Zentrum einzusinken und dort
zu vershmelzen, wird in der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuht. Die Einsinkzeit
für den Fall eines Halos bestehend aus klassisher kalter dunkler Materie be-
trägt wenige Millionen Jahre. Deswegen sheint es sehr unwahrsheinlih, ein
solhes System beobahten zu können. Die statistishe Auswertung solher
Systeme wird im Folgenden untersuht und damit die möglihen Werte für
die innere Steigung der Dihteprole von Galaxien eingeshränkt - shwähere
Steigungen ergeben längere Reibungszeitskalen. Ausserdem gilt es zu be-
denken, dass Doppelkerne ausshliesslih in Kernen mit konstanter Dihte
längerfristig überleben können.
Sollte dunkle Materie aus Neutralinos bestehen, so bildeten sih als erste
Strukturen spitze Halos aus kalter dunkler Materie. Sie formten sih bei einer
Rotvershiebung z ≈ 100 − 50 mit Massen 10−6 − 10−3 M⊙. Die Überleben-
shanen dieser Mikrohalos, die in unserer Galaxie den Gezeitenkräften von
Sternen, Molekülwolken und anderer Substruktur aus dunkler Materie ausge-
setzt sind, werden hier studiert. Mithilfe von N -Körper Simulationen wird
die Gültigkeit von analytishen Berehnungen über die impulsive Aufheizung
getestet. Ein grosser Nahteil der analytishen Kalkulationen ist, dass dort die
durhshnittlih zugeführte Energie mit der durhshnittlihen Bindungsen-
ergie anstelle des realen Massenverlustes des Systems verglihen wird. Dieses
Energiekriterium führt zu einer Übershätzung der losgelösten Massen und zu
einer Untershätzung der Zerstörungszeitskala, da Halos aus kalter dunkler
Materie in ihrem Inneren sehr stark gebunden sind. Zwar kann ein signikan-
ter Anteil des Materials von Mikrohalos aus kalter dunkler Materie durh
Begegnungen mit galaktisher Substruktur oder Sternen losgelöst werden,
die spitzen Zentralregionen bleiben jedoh intakt. Deswegen erwartet man
eine signikante gleihverteilte Komponente mit einer shmalen Signatur im
Phasenraum, die mit direkten Experimenten entdekt werden kann, sowie eine
grosse Anzahl überlebender spitzer Kerne mit Eigenbewegungen von mehreren
Bogensekunden pro Jahr, die indirekt über ihre Annihilation in Gammas-
trahlen entdekt werden können.
Ultrakompakte Zwergengalaxien (UCDs) bilden eine neue, interessante
vi
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Galaxienklasse. Sie besitzen Ähnlihkeit zu sehr grossen Kugelsternhaufen.
So wird denn auh für möglih erahtet, dass diese UCDs entstanden sind
durh das Einsinken von Kugelsternhaufen via dynamisher Reibung und der
daraus resultierenden Vershmelzung im Galaxienzentrum zu einem einzel-
nen, dihten Kern. Dieser Entstehungsprozess wird im Folgenden mithilfe
von hohauösenden numerishen Simulationen studiert. Es werden damit
Dihteprole und Halblihtradien erzeugt, die mit den beobahteten Werten
sehr gut übereinstimmen. Allerdings hat dieses Entstehungsmodell zwei grosse
Unstimmigkeiten: Die beobahteten UCDs sind heller und haben ein höheres
Masse-zu-Liht-Verhältnis als die Vorhersagen aus der Simulation. Deswegen
wird ein zweites möglihes Entstehungsszenario untersuht, welhes besagt,
dass UCDs die dihten Kerne von zerstörten Sheibengalaxien sind. Dies
stimmt mit allen Beobahtungsdaten überein und liefert sogar eine Vorher-
sage über die radiale Verteilung von UCDs in Galaxienhaufen.
vii
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Summary
Summary
This thesis presents a study on the eet of dynamial frition in dwarf galaxies
and their formation.
The dark matter dominated Fornax dwarf spheroidal has ve globular
lusters orbiting at ∼ 1 kp from its entre. In a uspy old dark matter
(CDM) halo the globulars would sink to the entre from their urrent positions
within a few Gyr, presenting a puzzle as to why they survive undigested at
the present epoh. A solution to this timing problem is to adopt a ored
dark matter halo. Under these onditions, the sinking time beomes many
Hubble times, as numerial simulations and analyti alulations show; the
globulars eetively stall at the dark matter ore radius. The Fornax dwarf
spheroidal has a shallow inner density prole with a ore radius onstrained
by the observed positions of its globular lusters. If the phase spae density
of the ore is primordial then it implies a warm dark matter partile and
gives an upper limit to its mass of ∼ 0.5 keV, onsistent with that required to
signiantly alleviate the substruture problem.
In onstant density (harmoni) ores, sinking satellites undergo an initial
phase of very rapid (super-Chandrasekhar) dynamial frition, after whih
they experiene no dynamial frition at all, as analyti alulations and N -
body simulations show. This ours beause, for the speial ase of harmoni
potentials, there are stable solutions where the bakground partiles move on
epiyles about the in-falling satellite. The system moves rapidly into this
stable onguration. In doing so, the satellite experienes a brief moment of
enhaned frition. One in equilibrium, there is no net momentum transfer
between the bakground partiles and the satellite and frition eases. For
density proles with a entral power law prole, ρ ∝ r−α, the infalling satellite
heats the bakground and auses α to derease. For α < 0.5 initially, the
satellite generates a small entral onstant density ore and stalls as in the
α = 0 ase.
The existene of galaxies with binary nulei, like VCC 128 observed re-
ently by Debattista et al. (2006), provide a puzzle for old dark matter
models whih ubiquitously predit entral usps. VCC 128 has two dense
stellar lusters separated by 50 parses. The dynamial frition timesale is
alulated for these two nulei to sink and oalese within dierent dark mat-
ter uspy haloes. For a CDM halo, this should happen within a few million
years, thus to observe this system in its urrent state appears to be unlikely.
ix
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The statistis of suh systems is investigated and thus onstraints are plaed
on the inner usp slopes of the galaxies - shallower slopes give rise to longer
frition timesales. Furthermore long lived binary nulei an only exist in
onstant density ores - whih again may be onneted to the nature of the
dark matter.
If the dark matter partile is a neutralino then the rst strutures to
form are uspy CDM haloes ollapsing at redshifts z ≈ 100 − 50 in the mass
range 10−6 − 10−3 M⊙. A detailed study of the survival of these miro-
haloes in the Galaxy is arried out as they experiene tidal enounters with
stars, moleular louds, and other dark matter substrutures. The validity of
analyti impulsive heating alulations is tested using high resolution N -body
simulations. A major limitation of analyti estimates is that mean energy
inputs are ompared to mean binding energies, instead of the atual mass
lost from the system. This energy riterion leads to an overestimate of the
stripped mass and underestimate of the disruption timesale sine CDM haloes
are strongly bound in their inner parts. A signiant fration of material from
CDM miro-haloes an be unbound by enounters with Galati substruture
and stars, however the uspy entral regions remain relatively intat. Thus a
signiant smooth omponent with narrow features in phase spae is expeted,
whih may be unovered by diret detetion experiments, as well as numerous
surviving uspy ores with proper motions of ar-minutes per year, whih an
be deteted indiretly via their annihilation into gamma-rays.
Ultra ompat dwarf galaxies (UCDs) are a new and interesting lass of
galaxies that have some resemblane to very large globular lusters. Indeed, a
popular formation mehanism for UCDs is via the sinking of globular lusters
by dynamial frition, thus merging at the galati entre to form a single
dense nuleus. This proess is studied with high resolution numerial simula-
tions. It produes density proles and half light radii whih t the observed
UCDs very well. Unfortunately, this model has two major drawbaks. The
observed UCDs are too luminous and have a mass-to-light ratio whih is too
high. Therefore a seond possible formation senario is investigated - that
UCDs are the dense nulei of stripped disk galaxies. This explanation seems
to math all the observational onstraints and also gives a predition of their
radial distribution in lusters.
x
1 Introdution
In this hapter, I provide general notions about osmology, globular lusters
and dark matter as well as the formation and evolution of osmi strutures
within the ontext of the standard osmologial model, based on a spatially
homogeneous and isotropi expanding universe. I will briey review and dis-
uss how dynamial frition and modern numerial omputational tehniques
an be joined together to improve our understanding of the nature and evo-
lution of the universe.
1.1 Cosmology
Cosmology, from the Greek: κoσµoλoγι´α [osmologia, κóσµoς (osmos) order
+ λóγoς (logos) word, reason, plan℄ is the quantitative (usually mathematial)
study of the universe in its totality, and by extension, humanity's plae in it.
The study of the universe has a long history involving siene, philosophy,
esoteriism, and religion.
Physial osmology is the branh of physis and astrophysis that deals
with the study of the physial origins of the universe and its nature on the
very largest sales. In its earliest form it was what is now known as elestial
mehanis, the study of the heavens. The Greek philosophers Aristarhus of
Samos, Aristotle and Ptolemy proposed dierent osmologial theories. In
partiular, the geoentri Ptolemai system was the aepted theory to ex-
plain the motion of the heavens until Niolaus Copernius, and subsequently
Johannes Kepler and Galileo Galilei proposed a helioentri system in the 16th
entury. This is known as one of the most famous examples of epistemologial
rupture in physial osmology.
With Isaa Newton and the 1687 publiation of Prinipia Mathematia,
the problem of the motion of the heavens was nally solved. Newton provided
a physial mehanism for Kepler's laws and his law of universal gravitation
allowed the anomalies in previous systems, aused by gravitational interation
between the planets, to be resolved. A fundamental dierene between New-
ton's osmology and those preeding it was the Copernian priniple that the
bodies on earth obey the same physial laws as all the elestial bodies. This
was a ruial philosophial advane in physial osmology.
Modern sienti osmology is usually onsidered to have begun in 1917
with Albert Einstein's publiation of his nal modiation of general relativ-
1
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ity in the paper "Cosmologial Considerations of the General Theory of Rel-
ativity." General relativity prompted osmogonists suh as Willem de Sitter,
Karl Shwarzshild and Arthur Eddington to explore the astronomial on-
sequenes of the theory, whih enhaned the growing ability of astronomers
to study very distant objets. The resolution of the debate on the struture
of the osmos ame with the detetion of novae in the Andromeda galaxy by
Edwin Hubble in 1923 and 1924. Their distane established spiral nebulae
well beyond the edge of the Milky Way and as galaxies of their own. Subse-
quent modelling of the universe explored the possibility that the osmologial
onstant introdued by Einstein in his 1917 paper may result in an expanding
universe, depending on its value. Thus the big bang theory was proposed by
the Belgian priest Georges Lemaître in 1927 whih was subsequently orrob-
orated by Edwin Hubble's disovery of the red shift in 1929 and later by the
disovery of the osmi mirowave bakground radiation by Arno Penzias and
Robert Woodrow Wilson in 1964. These ndings were a rst step to rule out
some of many alternative physial osmologies.
Reent observations made by the COBE and WMAP satellites observing
this bakground radiation have eetively, in many sientists' eyes, trans-
formed osmology from a highly speulative siene into a preditive siene,
as these observations mathed preditions made by a theory alled Cosmi
ination, whih is a modiation of the standard big bang theory. This has
led many to refer to modern times as the "Golden age of osmology".
1.2 The Friedmann-Lemaître universe
The idea that the universe should be uniform led to the formulation of the
Cosmologial Priniple, on whih most of the urrent osmogoni pitures are
based. In one of its versions, the Cosmologial Priniple states that the uni-
verse is homogeneous and isotropi in its spatial part. Under this assumption
about the symmetry of the spae-like hypersurfaes, it is possible to show
that a system of oordinates an always be found in whih the line element is
written as:
ds2 = a2
(
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2dΩ2
)
, (1)
where k = +1, 0,−1 desribes the urvature of spae. With a suitable deni-
tion of the units of r, in the above expression the urvature onstant k an
be onsidered to have only three possible values; k = 0 for a spatially at
2
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universe, k = +1 for a losed (positive urvature) universe and k = −1 for an
open (negative urvature) universe. If the matter ontent of the universe an
be desribed by a perfet uid, suh equations redue to the system of two
equations
H2(t) ≡
(
a˙
a
)2
=
8πG
3
ρ− k
a2
+
Λ
3
, (2)
− a¨
a
=
4πG
3
(ρ+ 3p) (3)
where ρ is the density and a(t) represents the osmi expansion fator. This
quantity gives the rate at whih two points of xed omoving oordinates r1
and r2 inrease their distane as a(t) inreases and its time dependene leads
to the Hubble onstant H(t). Determinations of the Hubble onstant by using
redshift-independent methods to measure galaxy distanes give us
H(t0) = 100hkm s
−1Mpc−1, (4)
where the Hubble parameter h is introdued to parametrise unertainties in
the determination of the distane-sale of the universe. The ombined results
of the WMAP satellite study of osmi mirowave bakground anisotropies,
large-sale struture and type Ia supernovae observations (Bennet et al. 2003)
yield a best t value of the Hubble onstant of H(t0) = 71 km s
−1
Mp
−1
.
In equation (2), Λ represents the osmologial onstant term whih a number
of reent observations indiate representing a substantial fration of the total
energy ontent of the universe (Spergel et al. 2003). Based on equation (3),
we dene the ritial density ρc(t) orresponding to k = Λ = 0:
ρc ≡ 3H
2(t)
8πG
, (5)
suh that density values ρ above, below or equal to ρc refer to losed, open
or at universes (in the absene of a osmologial onstant term), respe-
tively. One the equation of state (i.e., the relation between energy density
and pressure) is speied, the two Friedmann equations an be solved for the
expansion fator a(t). One of the fundamental onsequenes of the standard
osmologial model is the predition that the universe has undergone in the
past a hot phase, during whih the osmi temperature took a muh higher
value than that, T0 ∼ 2.7K, whih is today observed for the osmi mirowave
bakground. The resulting osmologial framework of the hot Big Bang in a
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spatially homogeneous and isotropi universe is so widely aepted that it
reeived the denomination of Standard Model (not to be onfused with the
Standard Model for eletroweak interations). Indiations point in favour of
this model and the most striking and diret supports an be summarised as
follows (Kazantzidis 2005):
 The observed proportionality between the reession veloity of galax-
ies and their distane (Hubble law), whih is a natural onsequene of
assuming the FLRW metri of equation (1).
 The detetion and the high degree of isotropy of the osmi mirowave
bakground radiation, whih is the evidene of a primordial hot stage of
the universe, haraterised by a high degree of homogeneity
 The observed light element abundanes, whih math remarkably well
the preditions of primordial nuleosynthesis, that represents an un-
avoidable step in the evolution of the hot universe.
1.3 Globular luster
A globular luster is a spherial olletion of stars that orbits a galati ore
as a satellite. Globular lusters are very tightly bound by gravity, whih gives
them their spherial shapes and relatively high stellar densities toward their
entres. Globular lusters, whih are found in the halo of a galaxy, ontain
onsiderably more stars and are muh older than the less dense galati, or
open lusters, whih are found in the disk. A globular luster is sometimes
known more simply as a globular; the word is derived from the Latin glob-
ulus (a small sphere). Globular lusters are fairly ommon; there are about
150 urrently known globular lusters in the Milky Way, with perhaps 10-20
more undisovered (Ashman et al. 1992). Large galaxies an have more: An-
dromeda, for instane, may have as many as 500 (Barmby & Huhra 2001).
Some giant elliptial galaxies, suh as M87 (Strom et al. 1981), may have as
many as 10,000 globular lusters. These globular lusters orbit the galaxy out
to large radii, 40 kiloparse or more (Dauphole et al. 1996).
In ontrast to open lusters, most globular lusters remain gravitationally-
bound for time periods omparable to the life spans of the majority of their
stars. (A possible exeption is when strong tidal interations with other large
masses result in the dispersal of the stars.) At present the formation of glob-
ular lusters remains a poorly understood phenomenon. It remains unertain
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whether the stars in a globular luster form in a single generation, or are
spawned aross multiple generations over a period of several hundred million
years. This star-forming period is relatively brief, however, ompared to the
age of many globular lusters. Observations of globular lusters show that
these stellar formations arise primarily in regions of eient star formation,
and where the interstellar medium is at a higher density than in normal star-
forming regions. Globular luster formation is prevalent in starburst regions
and in interating galaxies (Elmegreen & Efremov 1999).
After they are formed, the stars in the globular luster begin to gravita-
tionally interat with eah other. As a result the veloity vetors of the stars
are steadily modied, and the stars lose any history of their original veloity.
The harateristi interval for this to our is the relaxation time. This is
related to the harateristi length of time a star needs to ross the luster as
well as the number of stellar masses in the system. The value of the relax-
ation time varies by luster, but the mean value is on the order of 109 years.
Core-ollapse is thought to our when the more massive stars in a globular
enounter their less massive ompanions. As a result of the enounters the
larger stars tend to lose kineti energy and start to settle toward the ore.
Over a lengthy period of time this leads to a onentration of massive stars
near the ore, a phenomenon alled mass segregation.
Binary stars form a signiant portion of the total population of stellar
systems, with up to half of all stars ourring in binary systems. Numerial
simulations of globular lusters have demonstrated that binaries an hinder
and even reverse the proess of ore ollapse in globular lusters. When a star
in a luster has a gravitational enounter with a binary system, a possible
result is that the binary beomes more tightly bound and kineti energy is
added to the solitary star. When the massive stars in the luster are sped up
by this proess, it redues the ontration at the ore and limits ore ollapse.
When a globular luster has a lose enounter with a large mass, suh as the
ore region of a galaxy, it undergoes a tidal interation. The dierene in the
pull of gravity between the part of the luster nearest the mass and the pull
on the furthest part of the luster results in a tidal fore. A "tidal shok"
ours whenever the orbit of a luster takes it through the plane of a galaxy.
As a result of a tidal shok, streams of stars an be pulled away from the
luster halo, leaving only the ore part of the luster. These tidal interation
eets reate tails of stars that an extend up to several degrees of ar away
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from the luster. These tails typially both preede and follow the luster
along its orbit. The tails an aumulate signiant portions of the original
mass of the luster, and an form lump-like features. Tidal interations add
kineti energy into a globular luster, dramatially inreasing the evaporation
rate and shrinking the size of the luster. Not only does tidal shok strip o the
outer stars from a globular luster, but the inreased evaporation aelerates
the proess of ore ollapse. The same physial mehanism may be at work
in dwarf spheroidal galaxies suh as the Sagittarius dwarf, whih appears to
be undergoing tidal disruption due to its proximity to the Milky Way.
The distintion between luster types is not always lear-ut, and objets
have been found that blur the lines between the ategories. For example, BH
176 in the southern part of the Milky Way has properties of both an open
and a globular luster (Ortolani, Bia & Barbuy 1995). Huxor et al. (2005)
disovered a ompletely new type of star luster in the Andromeda Galaxy,
whih is, in several ways, very similar to globular lusters. The new-found
lusters ontain hundreds of thousands of stars, a similar number of stars that
an be found in globular lusters. The lusters also share other harateristis
with globular lusters, e.g. the stellar populations and metaliity. What
distinguishes them from the globular lusters is that they are muh larger -
several hundred light years aross - and hundreds of times less dense. The
distanes between the stars are, therefore, muh greater within the newly
disovered extended lusters. Parametrially, these lusters lie somewhere
between a (low dark-matter) globular luster and a (dark matter-dominated)
dwarf spheroidal galaxy. How these lusters are formed is not yet known, but
their formation might well be related to that of globular lusters. Why M31
has suh lusters, while the Milky Way does not, is not yet known. It is also
unknown if any other galaxy ontains these types of lusters, but it would be
very unlikely that M31 is the sole galaxy with extended lusters.
1.4 Dark matter
Dark matter refers to hypothetial matter of unknown omposition that does
not emit or reet enough eletromagneti radiation to be observed diretly,
but whose presene an be inferred from gravitational eets on visible mat-
ter. Aording to present observations of strutures larger than galaxy-sized
as well as Big Bang osmology, dark matter aounts for the vast majority
of mass in the observable universe. Fritz Zwiky used it for the rst time to
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delare the observed phenomena onsistent with dark matter observations as
the rotational speeds of galaxies and orbital veloities of galaxies in lusters,
gravitational lensing of bakground objets by galaxy lusters suh as the Bul-
let luster, and the temperature distribution of hot gas in galaxies and lusters
of galaxies. Dark matter also plays a entral role in struture formation and
galaxy evolution, and has measurable eets on the anisotropy of the osmi
mirowave bakground. All these lines of evidene suggest that galaxies, lus-
ters of galaxies, and the universe as a whole ontain far more matter than
that whih interats with eletromagneti radiation: the remainder is alled
the "dark matter omponent".
The omposition of dark matter is unknown, but may inlude ordinary and
heavy neutrinos, reently postulated elementary partiles suh as WIMPs and
axions, astronomial bodies suh as dwarf stars and planets (olletively alled
MACHOs), and louds of non-luminous gas. Current evidene favours models
in whih the primary omponent of dark matter is new elementary partiles,
olletively alled non-baryoni dark matter. The dark matter omponent has
vastly more mass than the "visible" omponent of the universe. At present,
the density of ordinary baryons and radiation in the universe is estimated to
be equivalent to about one hydrogen atom per ubi metre of spae. Only
about 4% of the total energy density in the universe (as inferred from gravi-
tational eets) an be seen diretly. About 22% is thought to be omposed
of dark matter. The remaining 74% is thought to onsist of dark energy, an
even stranger omponent, distributed diusely in spae. Some hard-to-detet
baryoni matter makes a ontribution to dark matter, but onstitutes only
a small portion. Determining the nature of this missing mass is one of the
most important problems in modern osmology and partile physis. It has
been noted that the names "dark matter" and "dark energy" serve mainly as
expressions of our ignorane, muh as the marking of early maps with "terra
inognita".
The rst to provide evidene and infer the existene of a phenomenon that
has ome to be alled "dark matter" was Swiss astrophysiist Fritz Zwiky
in 1933. He applied the virial theorem to the Coma luster of galaxies and
obtained evidene of unseen mass. Zwiky estimated the luster's total mass
based on the motions of galaxies near its edge. When he ompared this mass
estimate to one based on the number of galaxies and total brightness of the
luster, he found that there was about 400 times more mass than expeted.
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The gravity of the visible galaxies in the luster would be far too small for suh
fast orbits, so something extra was required. This is known as the "missing
mass problem". Based on these onlusions, Zwiky inferred that there must
be some non-visible form of matter whih would provide enough of the mass
and gravity to hold the luster together.
Muh of the evidene for dark matter omes from the study of the motions
of galaxies. Many of these appear to be fairly uniform, so by the virial theorem
the total kineti energy should be half the total gravitational binding energy
of the galaxies. Experimentally, however, the total kineti energy is found
to be muh greater: in partiular, assuming the gravitational mass is due to
only the visible matter of the galaxy, stars far from the entre of galaxies have
muh higher veloities than predited by the virial theorem. Galati rotation
urves, whih illustrate the veloity of rotation versus the distane from the
galati entre, annot be explained by only the visible matter. Assuming
that the visible material makes up only a small part of the luster is the
most straightforward way of aounting for this. Galaxies show signs of being
omposed largely of a roughly spherially symmetri, entrally onentrated
halo of dark matter with the visible matter onentrated in a dis at the entre.
Low surfae brightness dwarf galaxies are important soures of information
for studying dark matter, as they have an unommonly low ratio of visible
matter to dark matter, and have few bright stars at the entre whih impair
observations of the rotation urve of outlying stars.
Clowe et al. (2006) observed dark separate from ordinary matter through
measurements of the Bullet Cluster, atually two nearby lusters of galaxies
that ollided about 150 million years ago (Markevith et al. 2004). They
analysed the eets of gravitational lensing to determine total mass distribu-
tion in the pair and ompared that to X-ray maps of hot gases, thought to
onstitute the large majority of ordinary matter in the lusters. The hot gases
interated during the ollision and remain loser to the entre. The individual
galaxies and the dark matter did not interat and are farther from the entre.
There are plaes where dark matter seems to be a small omponent or
totally absent. Globular lusters show no evidene that they ontain dark
matter, though their orbital interations with galaxies do show evidene for
galati dark matter. For some time, measurements of the veloity prole of
stars seemed to indiate onentration of dark matter in the disk of the Milky
Way galaxy, however, now it seems that the high onentration of baryoni
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matter in the disk of the galaxy (espeially in the interstellar medium) an
aount for this motion. Galaxy mass proles are thought to look very dif-
ferent from the light proles. The typial model for dark matter galaxies is a
smooth, spherial distribution in virialized halos. Suh would have to be the
ase to avoid small-sale (stellar) dynamial eets.
Another important tool for future dark matter observations is gravitational
lensing. Lensing relies on the eets of general relativity to predit masses
without relying on dynamis, and so is a ompletely independent means of
measuring the dark matter. Strong lensing, the observed distortion of bak-
ground galaxies into ars when the light passes through a gravitational lens,
has been observed around a few distant lusters inluding Abell 1689. By
measuring the distortion geometry, the mass of the luster ausing the phe-
nomena an be obtained. In the dozens of ases where this has been done,
the mass-to-light ratios obtained orrespond to the dynamial dark matter
measurements of lusters.
Perhaps more onvining, a tehnique has been developed over the last
10 years alled weak lensing whih looks at mirosale distortions of galaxies
observed in vast galaxy surveys due to foreground objets through statistial
analyses. By examining the shear deformation of the adjaent bakground
galaxies, astrophysiists an haraterise the mean distribution of dark mat-
ter by statistial means and have found mass-to-light ratios that orrespond
to dark matter densities predited by other large-sale struture measure-
ments. The orrespondene of the two gravitational lens tehniques to other
dark matter measurements has onvined almost all astrophysiists that dark
matter atually exists as a major omponent of the universe's omposition.
Dark matter is ruial to the Big Bang model of osmology as a ompo-
nent whih orresponds diretly to measurements of the parameters assoiated
with Friedmann osmology solutions to general relativity. In partiular, mea-
surements of the osmi mirowave bakground anisotropies orrespond to a
osmology where muh of the matter interats with photons more weakly than
the known fores that ouple light interations to baryoni matter. Likewise,
a signiant amount of non-baryoni, old matter is neessary to explain the
large-sale struture of the universe.
Observations suggest that struture formation in the universe proeeds
hierarhially, with the smallest strutures ollapsing rst and followed by
galaxies and then lusters of galaxies. As the strutures ollapse in the evolv-
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ing universe, they begin to "light up" as the baryoni matter heats up through
gravitational ontration and the objet approahes hydrostati pressure bal-
ane. Ordinary baryoni matter had too high a temperature, and too muh
pressure left over from the big bang to ollapse and form smaller strutures,
suh as stars, via the Jeans instability. Dark matter ats as a ompator of
struture. This model not only orresponds with statistial surveying of the
visible struture in the universe but also orresponds preisely to the dark
matter preditions of the osmi mirowave bakground. This bottom up
model of struture formation requires something like old dark matter to su-
eed. Large omputer simulations of billions of dark matter partiles have
been used to onrm that the old dark matter model of struture formation
is onsistent with the strutures observed in the universe through galaxy sur-
veys, suh as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey,
as well as observations of the Lyman-alpha forest. These studies have been
ruial in onstruting the Lambda-CDM model whih measures the osmo-
logial parameters, inluding the fration of the universe made up of baryons
and dark matter.
Data from a number of lines of evidene, inluding galaxy rotation urves,
gravitational lensing, struture formation, and the fration of baryons in lus-
ters and the luster abundane ombined with independent evidene for the
baryon density, indiate that 85-90% of the mass in the universe does not inter-
at with the eletromagneti fore. This "dark matter" is evident through its
gravitational eet. Several ategories of dark matter have been postulated.
 Baryoni dark matter
 Non-baryoni dark matter whih is divided into three dierent types:
 Hot dark matter - nonbaryoni partiles that move ultrarelativis-
tially (Umemura & Ikeuhi 1985)
 Warm dark matter - nonbaryoni partiles that move relativisti-
ally
 Cold dark matter - nonbaryoni partiles that move non relativis-
tially (Vittorio & Silk 1984)
Davis et al. wrote in 1985: Candidate partiles an be grouped into three
ategories on the basis of their eet on the utuation spetrum (Bond et
al. 1983). If the dark matter is omposed of abundant light partiles whih
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remain relativisti until shortly before reombination, then it may be termed
"hot". The best andidate for hot dark matter is a neutrino [..℄
A seond possibility is for the dark matter partiles to interat more weakly
than neutrinos, to be less abundant, and to have a mass of order 1eV. Suh
partiles are termed "warm dark matter", beause they have lower thermal
veloities than massive neutrinos [..℄ there are at present few andidate par-
tiles whih t this desription. Gravitinos and photinos have been suggested
(Pagels and Primak 1982; Bond, Szalay and Turner 1982) [..℄ Any partiles
whih beame nonrelativisti very early, and so were able to diuse a negligible
distane, are termed "old" dark matter (CDM). There are many andidates
for CDM inluding supersymmetri partiles
The Conordane Model requires that, to explain struture in the universe,
it is neessary to invoke old (non-relativisti) dark matter. Large masses, like
galaxy-sized blak holes an be ruled out on the basis of gravitational lensing
data. Possibilities involving normal baryoni matter inlude brown dwarfs or
perhaps small, dense hunks of heavy elements; suh objets are known as
massive ompat halo objets, or "MACHOs". However, studies of big bang
nuleosynthesis have onvined most sientists that baryoni matter suh as
MACHOs annot be more than a small fration of the total dark matter.
At present, the most ommon view is that dark matter is primarily non-
baryoni, made of one or more elementary partiles other than the usual ele-
trons, protons, neutrons, and known neutrinos. The most ommonly proposed
partiles are axions, sterile neutrinos, and WIMPs (Weakly Interating Mas-
sive Partiles, inluding neutralinos). None of these are part of the standard
model of partile physis, but they an arise in extensions to the standard
model. Many supersymmetri models naturally give rise to stable WIMPs
in the form of neutralinos. Heavy, sterile neutrinos exist in extensions to
the standard model that explain the small neutrino mass through the seesaw
mehanism.
1.5 The ΛCMD model
ΛCDM is an abbreviation for Λ-Cold Dark Matter. It is frequently referred to
as the onordane model of big bang osmology, sine it attempts to explain
osmi mirowave bakground observations, as well as large sale struture
observations and supernovae observations of the aelerating expansion of the
universe. It is the simplest known model that is in general agreement with
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observed phenomena.
Λ stands for the osmologial onstant whih is a dark energy term that
allows for the urrent aelerating expansion of the universe. The osmologial
onstant is often desribed in terms of ΩΛ, the fration of the energy density
of a at universe in the form of the osmologial onstant. Currently, ΩΛ ≃
0.74, implying 74% of the energy density of the present universe is in this form.
Cold dark matter is the model where the dark matter is explained as being
old (i.e. not thermalized), non-baryoni, ollisionless dust. This omponent
makes up 22% of the energy density of the present universe. The remaining
4% is all of the matter and energy that makes up the atoms and photons that
are the building bloks of planets, stars, and gas louds in the universe.
The model assumes a nearly sale-invariant spetrum of primordial pertur-
bations and a universe without spatial urvature. It also assumes that it has
no observable topology, so that the universe is muh larger than the observ-
able partile horizon. These are preditions of osmi ination. These are the
simplest assumptions for a onsistent, physial model of osmology. However,
ΛCDM is a model. Cosmologists antiipate that all of these assumptions will
not be borne out exatly, after more is learned about the appliable funda-
mental physis. In partiular, osmi ination predits spatial urvature at
the level of 10
−4
to 10
−5
. It would also be surprising if the temperature of
dark matter were absolute zero. Moreover, ΛCDM says nothing about the
fundamental physial origin of dark matter, dark energy and the nearly sale-
invariant spetrum of primordial urvature perturbations: in that sense, it is
merely a useful parameterisation of ignorane.
The model has six parameters. The Hubble onstant determines the rate
of expansion of the universe, as well as the ritial density for losure of
the universe, ρ0. Densities for baryons, dark matter and dark energy are
given as Ωs, whih are the ratio of the true density to the ritial density:
e.g. Ωb = ρb/ρ0. Sine the ΛCDM model assumes a at universe, these
densities sum to one, and the density of dark energy is not a free parameter.
The optial depth to reionization determines the red shift of reionization.
Information about the density utuations is determined by the amplitude
of the primordial utuations (from osmi ination) and the spetral index,
whih measures how the utuations hange with sale (ns = 1 orresponds
to a sale-invariant spetrum).
One of the major shortomings of any CDM model is the diulty in
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Parameter Value Desription
H0 70.9 km s
−1
Mp
−1
Hubble Parameter
Ωb 0.0444 Baryon density
Ωm 0.276 Total matter density
τ 0.079 Optial depth to reionization
As 0.813 Salar utuation amplitude
ns 0.948 Salar spetral index
ρ0 0.94×10−26 kg m−3 Critial density
ΩΛ 0.732 Dark energy density
zion 10.5 Reionization red-shift
σ8 0.772 Galaxy utuation amplitude
t0 13.73 Gyr Age of the universe
Table 1: The 6 basi plus 5 derived parameters of the onordane ΛCDM
theory.
mathing the steep observed luminosity funtion with the at mass spetrum
of haloes predited from simulations or Press-Shehter models. From osmo-
logial N -body simulations this problem manifests itself as a lak of observed
substruture in the viinity of our Milky Way and other galaxies. Several
alternative dark matter andidates have been proposed to address this and
related problems, suh as the harmoni ore at the entre of the Fornax dwarf
spheroidal, many of whih an be tested using observations of galaxies on
small sales. An alternative osmology, whih provides a natural explana-
tion for the lak of substruture, is warm dark matter, whih introdues an
additional free parameter - the free streaming sale.
1.6 Galaxy formation
The formation and evolution of galaxies is still one of the most ative re-
searh areas in osmology. Some ideas, however, have gained wide aeptane.
Galaxy formation is presently believed to proeed diretly from struture for-
mation theories, formed as a result of tiny quantum utuations in the wake
of the Big Bang. N-body simulations have been able to predit the types of
strutures, morphologies, and distribution of galaxies whih we observe today
both in our present universe, and - by examining distant galaxies - in the early
universe.
Above I have briey disussed the dynamis of a homogeneous universe.
Clearly, the observed universe is far from being homogeneous - there is an
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enormous rihness of struture ranging from dwarf galaxies, to groups and
lusters of galaxies, and nally to huge superlusters. For the observer, galax-
ies appear as islands of stars, with stellar densities 108 times larger than the
mean stellar density. Their typial size is roughly 10 kp, yet their average
distane is of order 1 Mp. Nevertheless, the ommon assumption is that
on sales somewhat larger than 100 Mp homogeneity is approahed. If the
universe is smoothed on larger sales, it will appear homogeneous. Despite its
small-sale lumpiness the global dynamis of the universe an still be desribed
by the Friedmann-Lemaître models.
The urrently favoured theories of struture formation in the universe
assume that the struture grows due to gravitational instability out of the
primordial density utuations. Note that these theories are in priniple om-
pletely speied by their initial onditions. In the simplest ase, there are
already fully given by the form of the initial utuation spetrum, and by
the values of the osmologial parameters. However, the problem enountered
in pratie is that it is highly non-trivial to ompare the preditions of suh
a model (the lustering of dark matter) with the objets that are atually
observed (galaxies).
At this point, it is worth pointing out that the dominant interation that
governs the dynamis and evolution of galaxies, stellar systems in general, and
of large-sale struture in the universe is gravitation. Although dissipative
gas physis is learly important for galaxy formation, it likely plays only a
minor role for the struture of elliptial galaxies, for luster of galaxies, for the
dynamis of large-sale struture, and the other gas-poor objets. The relative
importane of the gravitational interation is orroborated sine it appears
that the majority of the mass in the universe onsists of dark matter, whih
has been deteted only by its gravitational interations. Modern osmology
assumes that there is a lass of yet unidentied partiles ontributing as dark
matter to the mass density. While the dark matter has not been diretly
deteted on earth so far, there is a lot of indiret evidene that demonstrates its
existene. This indiret evidene stems from the dark matter's gravitational
eets on its surroundings, seen for example in the orbital motions of galaxies
within lusters, or in the rotation urves of galaxies, or in the kinematis of
their satellites.
The dark matter is believed to interat with other matter only by grav-
ity. This idea brings a great simpliation, beause the dynamis of the dark
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matter an then be studied using the laws of gravity alone, without having to
worry about the muh more ompliated physial proesses related to gas that
ultimately forms the stars in the visible parts of the galaxies. The study of
the growth of density perturbations under their self-gravity in an expanding
universe is therefore one of the major topis in osmology. As long as the
utuations are small, the equations of motion an be linearised by expand-
ing around the homogeneous solution. The resulting linear theory together
with its higher-order extensions are among the best methods to study the for-
mation of large-sale struture. However, espeially in the ontext of galaxy
formation, analyti tehniques are severely limited by the inherently nonlinear
harater of gravity. In galaxies, the mean density is more than ∼ 107 times
larger than the bakground density, making linear theory useless. There are
a few speial analyti solutions for the nonlinear ollapse of strutures, most
notably the spherial ollapse model. While these solutions oer invaluable
insight into the relevant dynamis, they provide no adequate desription for
the highly asymmetri proesses in hierarhial galaxy formation.
Consequently, diret numerial simulation of the gravitational dynamis
has beome an indispensable tool in osmology. At the heart of these meth-
ods lies the gravitational N -body problem, whih desribes the dynamis of
a olletion of N point partiles under their mutual gravity. For example,
the stars in a galaxy, or the dark matter partiles in the universe are often
modelled as N -body systems.
After the Big Bang, the universe had a period when it was remarkably
homogeneous, as an be observed in the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground, the
utuations of whih are less than one part in one hundred thousand. All the
struture we observe today was formed as a onsequene of the growth of pri-
mordial utuations. The primordial utuations aused gas to be attrated to
areas of denser material, hierarhially forming superlusters, lusters, galax-
ies, star lusters and stars. One onsequene of this model is that the loation
of galaxies indiates areas of higher density of the early universe. Hene the
distribution of galaxies is losely related to the physis of the early universe.
The observed omponents of galaxies (inluding our own Milky Way) that
must be explained in, or at least not be at odds with, a theory of galati
evolution, inlude:
 the stellar disk is quite thin, dense, and rotates
 the stellar halo is very large, sparse, and does not rotate (or has perhaps
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even a slight retrograde rotation), with no apparent substruture
 halo stars are typially muh older and have muh lower metaliities
than disk stars (there is a orrelation, but there is no absolute onnetion
between these data)
 some astronomers have identied an intermediate population of stars,
variously alled the "metal weak thik disk", the "intermediate pop-
ulation II". If these are indeed a distint population, they would be
desribed as metal-poor (but not as poor as the halo stars), old (but
not as old as the halo stars), and orbiting very near the disk, in a sort
of "pued-up", thiker disk shape.
 globular lusters are typially old and metal-poor as well, but there are
a few whih are not nearly as metal-poor as most, and/or have some
younger stars. Some stars in globular lusters appear to be as old as the
universe itself (by entirely dierent measurement and analysis methods)!
 in eah globular luster, all the stars were born at virtually the same time
(exept for a few globulars that show multiple epohs of star formation)
 globular lusters with smaller orbits (loser to the galati entre) have
orbits whih are somewhat atter (less inlined to the disk), and less
eentri (more irular), while those further out have orbits in all in-
linations, and tend to be more eentri.
 High Veloity Clouds, louds of neutral hydrogen are "raining" down on
the galaxy, and presumably have been from the beginning (these would
be the neessary soure of a gas disk from whih the disk stars formed).
The earliest modern theory of the formation of our galaxy (known by as-
tronomers as ELS (Eggen, Lynden-Bell & Sandage 1962) desribes a single
(relatively) rapid monolithi ollapse, with the halo forming rst, followed by
the disk. Another view (Searle & Zinn 1978) desribes a more gradual proess,
with smaller units ollapsing rst, then later merging to form the larger om-
ponents. An even more reent idea is that signiant portions of the stellar
halo ould be stellar debris from destroyed dwarf galaxies and globular lusters
that one orbited the Milky Way. The halo would then be a "new"er ompo-
nent made of "reyled" old parts. In reent years, a great deal of fous has
been put on understanding merger events in the evolution of galaxies. Rapid
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tehnologial progress in omputers have allowed muh better simulations of
galaxies, and improved observational tehnologies have provided muh more
data about distant galaxies undergoing merger events.
Giant elliptial galaxies are probably formed by mergers on a grander sale.
In the Loal Group, the Milky Way and M31 (the Andromeda Galaxy) are
gravitationally bound, and urrently approahing eah other at high speed.
Sine we annot determine the speed of M31 perpendiular to the line from us
to it, we do not know if it will ollide with the MilkyWay. If the two galaxies do
meet they will pass through eah other, with gravity distorting both galaxies
severely and ejeting some gas, dust and stars into intergalati spae. They
will travel apart, slow down, and then again be drawn towards eah other, and
again ollide. Eventually both galaxies will have merged ompletely, streams
of gas and dust will be ying through the spae near the newly formed giant
elliptial galaxy. Out of the gas ejeted from the merger, new globular lusters
and maybe even new dwarf galaxies may form and beome the halo of the
elliptial. The globulars from both M31 and the Milky Way will also form
part of the halo; globulars are so tightly held together that they are largely
immune to large sale galati interations. On the stellar sale, little will
happen. If anybody is around to wath the merger, it will be a slow, but
magnient event, with the sight of a distorted M31 spetaularly spanning
the entire sky. M31 is atually already distorted: the edges are warped. This
is probably beause of interations with its own galati ompanions, as well
as possible mergers with dwarf spheroidal galaxies in the reent past - the
remnants of whih are still visible in the disk populations.
In our epoh, large onentrations of galaxies (lusters and superlusters)
are still assembling. This "bottom-up" piture is referred to as hierarhial
struture formation [similar to the Searle & Zinn (1978) piture of galaxy
formation, on a larger sale℄. While we have learned a great deal about our and
other galaxies, the most fundamental questions about formation and evolution
remain only tentatively answered.
Dwarf galaxies, the observed ounterparts to dark matter substrutures
provide a fasinating testbed for onstraining suh dark matter andidates.
This is espeially important today, sine galaxy dynamis belongs to the
strongest methods to test dark matter andidates due to the lak of on-
rmation of a signal from diret and indiret detetion experiments whih
attempt to measure the neutralino properties.
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1.7 Dynamial frition
Dynamial frition is a term related to loss of momentum and kineti energy of
moving bodies through a gravitational interation with surrounding matter in
spae. It is sometimes referred to as gravitational drag, and was rst disussed
in detail by Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar in 1943.
The mentioned eet must exist aording to the priniple of onserva-
tion of (potential and kineti) energy and to the priniple of onservation of
momentum. The momentum is onserved as any gravitational interations
between two or more bodies orrespond to elasti ollisions between those
bodies. E.g. when a heavy body B moves through a loud of lighter bodies,
the gravitational interation between B and the light bodies auses the light
bodies to aelerate and gain momentum and kineti energy. Sine energy and
momentum are onserved, B has to lose a part of its momentum and energy
equal to the sums of all momenta and energies gained by the light bodies.
Beause of the loss of momentum and kineti energy of the body under on-
sideration the eet is alled dynamial frition. The greater the density of
the surrounding media, the stronger the fore from dynamial frition. Sim-
ilarly, the fore is proportional to the square of the mass of the objet. The
fore is also proportional to the inverse square of the veloity. This means the
frational rate of energy loss drops rapidly at high veloities.
Dynamial frition is partiularly important in the formation of planetary
systems and interations between galaxies. During the formation of planetary
systems, dynamial frition between the protoplanet and the protoplanetary
disk auses energy to be transferred from the protoplanet to the disk. This
results in the inward migration of the protoplanet. When galaxies interat
through ollisions, dynamial frition between stars auses matter to sink
toward the entre of the galaxy and for the orbits of stars to be randomised.
This proess is alled violent relaxation and an hange two spiral galaxies
into one larger elliptial galaxy.
1.7.1 The Chandrasekhar piture
One way of thinking about this proess is that the light bodies near the
heavy body B are attrated by its gravity toward its position and therefore
the density at that loation inreases and is referred to as a gravitational
wake. In the meantime, B has moved forward. Therefore, the gravitational
attration of the wake pulls B bakward and slows it down. Of ourse the
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mehanism works the same for all masses of interating bodies and for any
relative veloities between them. However, while in the above ase the most
probable outome is the loss of momentum and energy by the body under
onsideration, in the general ase it might be either loss or gain (when one
body loses momentum and energy in an elasti ollision the other one gains
them).
Consider the motion of a system B with mass M through a medium on-
sisting of many individual 'partiles' of mass m≪M . As an example, think
of a satellite galaxy moving through the dark matter halo of its parent galaxy.
Due to gravitational fousing M reates an overdensity of partiles behind its
path (the wake). The bakreation of this wake on M is alled dynamial
frition and auses M to slow down. Consequently, energy is transferred from
the massive to the less massive bodies: dynamial frition is a manifestation
of mass segregation.
Assuming, for simpliity, a uniform density medium with an isotropi ve-
loity distribution f(vm) of the partiles m≪M , then
F df = M
dvM
dt
= −4πG
2M2
v2M
lnΛρ(< vM) (6)
with lnΛ the Coulomb logarithm and
ρ(< vM) = 4π
∫ vM
0
f(vm)v
2
mdvm (7)
the mass density of bakground partiles with veloities vm < vM. The deriva-
tion of this equation (see Binney & Tremaine 1987) is due to Chandrasekhar
(1943), and one therefore often speaks of Chandrasekhar dynamial frition.
The full dynamial frition formula then beomes
F dyn = −
4πlnΛG2ρM2
ν3M
[
erf
(
ν√
2σ
)
−
√
2ν
σ
√
π
exp
(
ν2
2σ2
)]
vM, (8)
where G is the gravitational onstant, M is the mass of the moving objet, ρ
is the density, and vM is the veloity of the objet in the frame in whih the
surrounding matter was initially at rest (Carroll & Ostlie 1996). Note that
F df ∝ M2: the amount of material that is deeted (i.e. the 'mass' of the
wake) is proportional to M and the gravitational fore that this wake exerts
on M is proportional to M times its own mass. Note that F df ∝ v−2M in the
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limit of large vM, but F df ∝ vM in the limit of small vM [i.e. for suiently
small vM one may replae f(vm) with f(0)℄. Note that F df is independent of
m!
One has that Λ = bmax/bmin with bmin and bmax the minimum and max-
imum impat parameters for whih enounters an be onsidered eetive:
Enounters with b > bmax do not ause a signiant deetion, and these
therefore do not ontribute signiantly to the wake. Enounters with b < bmin
ause very strong deetion so that these also do not ontribute to the wake.
We an estimate bmin as the impat parameter that orresponds to a lose
enounter, and thus bmin ≃ GM/ < v2 > with < v2 >1/2 the rms veloity
of the bakground partiles. The maximum impat parameter, bmax, is muh
harder to estimate (see White 1976), and one typially takes bmax ≃ L with
L the size of the system. Typial values that one enounters for the Coulomb
Logarithm are 3 ∼< lnΛ∼< 30. Note that Chandrasekhar Dynamial Frition is
a purely loal phenomenon: The dynamial frition fore F df depends only on
the loal density ρ(< v), and the bakreation owes to a loal phenomenon,
namely wake-reation due to gravitational fousing.
1.7.2 The Weinberg piture
However, a system A an also experiene dynamial frition due to a system B
when it is loated outside of B (Lin & Tremaine 1983). Clearly, this frition
annot arise from a wake. Instead, it arises from torques between A and
partiles in B that are in resonane with A. Further on, it an be shown that
the fritional eets arise entirely from near resonant partiles.
Tremaine & Weinberg (1984) and Weinberg (1986) formulated a perturba-
tive theory of dynamial frition whih ould be applied to spherial systems.
Notie from equation (8), that most of the dynamial frition originates from
partiles with large impat parameters: it is the aumulation of many long
range small interations whih leads to most of the dynamial frition; not the
large angle sattering of lose enounters. This is why perturbative methods
an be used. Together they onsider a general, small, perturbation to a single
bakground partile; and then sum over all partiles in the system to obtain
to total torque indued on the perturber.
The two main assumptions are: (i) that the perturbation is small and (ii)
that the frequeny of the perturber hanges with time, Ωs = Ωs(t), faster
than the perturbation an grow non-linear. For most potentials of interest
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this seond assumption is satised. The perturber (the GC) will lose angular
momentum to the bakground partiles as a result of the dynamial frition,
and Ωs will then inrease as the GC falls inwards.
Under this assumptions, the perturbation method gives us new physial
insight into the dynamial frition problem. To the order of the perturbation
approximation, all of the torque omes from bakground partiles whih are
lose to resonane with the perturber. Non-resonant partiles do not on-
tribute to the frition at all. This is a key dierene between the perturbation
solution and that of equation (8).
The essene of this perturbative approah to dynamial frition an be un-
derstood in the following way: onsider a spherial potential, Φ(r), to whih
a small non-axisymmetri perturbation, Φs, is applied. The perturbation ro-
tates with angular frequeny Ωs. In this ase, the equations of motion of a
test partile moving in a frame stationary with respet to the perturbation
are given by:
r¨ +∇[Φ + Φs] + 2Ωs × r˙ +Ωs × (Ωs × r) = 0 (9)
where the third and fourth terms are the familiar Coriolis and Centrifugal
inertial fores respetively.
The problem is symmetri about the plane ontaining the perturbation,
so it makes sense to work in ylindrial oordinates: r = r(R,φ, z). Equation
(9) then redues to:
R¨−Rφ˙2 = −∂[Φ + Φs]
∂R
+ 2Rφ˙Ωs +Ω
2
sR (10)
Rφ¨+ 2R˙φ˙ = − 1
R
∂Φs
∂φ
− 2R˙Ωs (11)
and equation (11) an be rearranged to give:
d
dt
(
R2φ˙
)
= J˙z = −∂Φs
∂φ
− 2RR˙Ωs (12)
where Jz is the z-omponent of the spei angular momentum of the test
partile and we have introdued the notation Ωs = |Ωs|; and similarly for
other vetors.
In order to solve equation (12), we have to speify the perturbation,
Φs(R,φ), and the angular motion of the test partile, φ(t). While it is not ne-
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essary in general, it also greatly simplies the analysis to assume that R˙ = 0,
whih we do from here on. With this assumption, we an still illustrate use-
fully the key points of the perturbation method.
We onsider the perturbation: Φs = Ae
imφ
. This is instrutive sine it is
then one omponent of a more general Fourier series sum. We an nd φ(t)
if we assume that the perturbation is small. The usual trik is to suppose
that over short times the partile trajetory is the same as in the unperturbed
ase. For the unperturbed ase, Φs,Ωs → 0 and equation (12) gives: φin =
Ω∗t+ const; where the subsript in reminds us that this is now with respet
to an inertial frame. Transforming φin to the non-inertial frame rotating with
Ωs, gives: φ = (Ω∗ − Ωs)t+ const.
Equation (12) may now be integrated to give:
Jz = −Re
{
A exp[im(Ω∗ − Ωs)t]
(Ω∗ − Ωs)
}
−R2Ωs (13)
It is lear from equation (13) that Jz just osillates with no time averaged
hange
1
(i.e. no dynamial frition) unless Ω∗ = Ωs. At this resonant frequeny
the test partile appears to have a pathologial spei angular momentum.
In pratise this just means that the approximation that the perturbation is
small fails.
Tremaine & Weinberg (1984) show that if Ωs = Ωs(t), then this prob-
lem an be solved. Provided Ωs hanges faster than the time taken for the
perturbation to grow into the non-linear regime, then we an sum over all
of the resonant interations from the bakground partiles and alulate the
resulting torque on the perturber
2
. There are two regimes of interest: fast
and slow passages through resonane. The fast passage through resonane
reovers the LBK torque formula (Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972). This is the
perturbation theory equivalent of equation (8): it desribes the dynamial
frition. For slow passages through resonane, Tremaine & Weinberg (1984)
nd quite dierent behaviour. The torque is stronger than in the LBK ase,
reversible, and an lead to the apture (gravitational binding) of bakground
partiles by the perturber. These dierenes led Tremaine & Weinberg (1984)
to refer to this as dynamial feedbak, rather than frition.
The extent to whih dynamial frition is a loal (wake) versus global
1
Reall that we have assumed that R = const.
2
Note that there is now an extra term whih should also be inluded in equation 9: Ω˙×r;
we assume that this is small.
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(resonant-oupling) eet is still being debated.
1.8 N-body simulations
A omplete desription of the proesses of formation and evolution of os-
mi strutures is very ompliated and far from having reahed a satisfatory
level of explanation. Formation of galaxies and galaxy lusters involves both
gravitational dynamis and hydrodynamial proesses. The situation is even
less lear when trying to aount for dissipative hydrodynamial eets. This
really represents a serious limitation to our understanding of the large-sale
galaxy distribution, sine the observational mapping of the universe mostly
passes through the detetion of luminous strutures, i.e. of the regions where
dissipation plays a fundamental role. A omplete desription of the attempts
devoted to desribing the hydrodynamial eets involved in galaxy forma-
tion is beyond the sope of this thesis. In the framework of the gravitational
instability piture, any non-gravitational eet is expeted to be relevant only
at quite small sales, where the harateristi time-sale for gravitational ol-
lapse, tdyn ∼ (Gρ)−1/2, beomes omparable to the ooling time-sale tcool.
The determination of tcool is surely less reliable than that of tdyn, sine it
relies on the knowledge of ooling mehanisms, loal hemial omposition,
et. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that at sales larger than that
of a typial galaxy the dynamis is entirely determined by the non-dissipative
gravitational interation. However, the diulty of analytially following the
gravitational evolution when suh equations are not linearisable fores one to
resort to numerial methods. In this ontext, N -body simulations furnish a
fundamental ontribution towards understanding in more detail the nature of
non-linear gravitational dynamis. In fat, N-body odes desribe the evo-
lution of non-linear gravitational lustering by following partile trajetories
under the ation of the gravitational fore. Initial onditions (i.e, initial u-
tuation and veloity elds) are xed in a onsistent way at a suiently early
time, so that linear theory is a good approximation at all the relevant sales.
Then, the nal result of gravitational lustering is ompared with the obser-
vational data, in order to assess the reliability of the initial ondition model.
It is however lear that, sine small sale virialized strutures probably have
almost no memory of initial onditions, strutures on larger sales (e.g. la-
ments or voids) are muh more useful in giving onstraints about the nature
of the primordial utuations.
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A basi parameter whih measures the apability of N-body odes to faith-
fully represent gravitational lustering is the width of their dynamial range
for mass and length resolution. Mass resolution is xed by the total number of
partiles employed. Sine a given mass is assigned to eah partile, we should
require at the linear stage that utuations on a mass sale below that of a
partile were negligible. The dynamial range for length resolution is xed
by the ratio of the size of the simulation box to the softening sale for the
omputation of the gravitational fore. Very detailed tests are always required
to measure the resolution of numerial odes, in order to be sure about the
reliability of the subsequent lustering representation. Beause of the limits
imposed by omputational osts and omputer memory, dierent strategies
an be adopted in order to ompromise between numerial resoure and ex-
tension of the dynamial range. Aordingly, three main ategories of N-body
simulations an be devised, whih essentially dier in their presriptions for
evaluating the gravitational fore between partiles.
 Diret integration of the fore ating on eah partile, due to the pres-
ene of all the other partiles (Aarseth 1984). Within this approah, the
fore softening sale is usually very small and the partile trajetories
are alulated with great preision. However, the prie to be payed for
this auray is the high omputational ost, whih goes like N2 (N
being the number of partiles). Therefore, only a rather limited num-
ber of partiles (∼<104) is usually employed. Early N -body work suh as
studies of relatively small stellar systems were approahed using a diret
summation of the fores on eah body due to every other body in the
system (Aarseth 1984). This diret O(N2) approah is impratial for
large numbers of bodies, N , but has enjoyed a revival due to inredible
throughput of speial purpose hardware suh as GRAPE (Hut & Makino
1999). The GRAPE hardware performs the mutual fore alulation for
sets of bodies entirely in hardware and remains ompetitive with other
methods on more standard oating hardware up to N ∼ 100000.
 A popular sheme for larger N is the Partile-Mesh (PM) method whih
has long been used in eletrostatis and plasma physis. The adop-
tion of PM was strongly related to the realization of the existene of
the O(N logN) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in the 1960's. The FFT
is used to solve for the gravitational potential from the density dis-
tribution interpolated onto a regular mesh. In astrophysis submesh
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resolution is often desired, in whih ase the fore an be orreted
on sub-mesh sales with loal diret sums as in the Partile-Partile
Partile-Mesh (P
3
M) method. PM is popular in stellar disk dynam-
is, and P
3
M has seen widespread adoption in osmology, PM odes
have similarities with multigrid and other iterative shemes. However,
working in Fourier spae is not only more eient, but it also allows
eient fore error ontrol through optimisation of the Green's fun-
tion and smoothing. Fourier methods are widely reognised as ideal for
large, fairly homogeneous, periodi gravitating simulations. Multigrid
has some advantages in parallel due to the loal nature of the iterations.
The Partile-Partile orretion an get expensive when partiles luster
in a few ells. Both multigrid and P
3
M an adapt to address this via a
hierarhy of sub-meshes. With this approah the serial slow down due
to heavy lustering tends toward a xed multiple of the unlustered run
speed.
In appliations suh as galati dynamis where high resolution in phase
spae is desirable and partile noise is problemati, the smoothed grav-
itational potentials provided by an expansion in modes is useful. PM
does this with Fourier modes; however, a more elegant approah is the
Self-Consistent Field method (SCF) (Weinberg 1999). Using a basis set
losely mathed to the evolving system dramatially redues the num-
ber of modes to be modelled; however, the system must remain lose
to axi-symmetri and similar to the basis. SCF parallelises well and is
also used to generate initial onditions suh as stable individual galaxies
that might be used for merger simulations.
 Combination of the two above methods, in order to improve the fore res-
olution of the PM ode. The resulting partile-partile-partile mesh
(PM) ode orrets the small sale fore ating on eah partile by sum-
ming over the ontributions from neighbour partiles (Efstathiou et al.
1985).
 The ode employed in this work, Pkdgrav2 (Stadel 2001) uses tree
algorithms whih are inherently O(N logN). This approah reognises
that details of the remote mass distribution beome less important for
aurate gravity with inreasing distane. Thus the remote mass distri-
bution an be expanded in multipoles on the dierent size sales set by
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a treenode hierarhy. The appropriate sale to use is set by the opening
angle subtended by the tree-node bounds relative to the point where the
fore is being alulated. The original Barnes-Hut (Barnes & Hut 1986)
method employed ot-trees but this is not espeially advantageous, and
other trees also work well (Jernighan & Porter 1989). The tree ap-
proah an adapt to any topology, and thus the speed of the method is
somewhat insensitive to the degree of lustering.
A partiularly useful property of tree odes is the ability to eiently al-
ulate fores for a subset of the bodies. This is ritial if there is a large
range of time-sales in a simulation and multiple independent timesteps
are employed. At the ost of fore alulations no longer being syn-
hronised among the partiles substantial gains in time-to-solution may
be realized. Multiple timesteps are partiularly important for urrent
astrophysial appliations where the interest and thus resolution tends
to be foused on small regions within large simulated environments suh
as individual galaxies, stars or planets. Dynamial times an beome
very short for small numbers of partiles. P
3
M odes are faster for full
fore alulations but are diult to adapt to alulate a subset of the
fores.
The Fast Multipole Method (FMM) reognises that the applied fore
as well as the mass distribution may be expanded in multipoles. This
leads to a fore alulation step that is O(N) as eah tree node inter-
ats with a similar number of nodes independent of N and the number
of nodes is proportional to the number of bodies. Building the tree is
still O(N logN) but this is a small ost for simulations up to N ∼ 107
(Dehnen 2000). For the majority of astrophysial appliations the al-
lowable fore auraies make it muh more eient to use xed order
Cartesian expansions and an opening angle riterion similar to standard
tree odes. This approah has the nie property of expliitly onserving
momentum (as do PM and P
3
M odes).
For further tehnial details about N-body odes I refer to the standard
textbook by Hokney & Eastwood (1981).
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2 Does the Fornax dwarf spheroidal have a entral
usp or ore?
3
2.1 Abstrat
The dark matter dominated Fornax dwarf spheroidal has ve globular lusters
orbiting at ∼ 1 kp from its entre. In a uspy CDM halo the globulars would
sink to the entre from their urrent positions within a few Gyrs, presenting
a puzzle as to why they survive undigested at the present epoh. We show
that a solution to this timing problem is to adopt a ored dark matter halo.
We use numerial simulations and analyti alulations to show that, under
these onditions, the sinking time beomes many Hubble times; the globulars
eetively stall at the dark matter ore radius. We onlude that the Fornax
dwarf spheroidal has a shallow inner density prole with a ore radius on-
strained by the observed positions of its globular lusters. If the phase spae
density of the ore is primordial then it implies a warm dark matter partile
and gives an upper limit to its mass of ∼ 0.5 keV, onsistent with that required
to signiantly alleviate the substruture problem.
2.2 Introdution
The Fornax dwarf spheroidal is a dark matter dominated satellite orbiting the
Milky Way. It has ve globular lusters that are at a projeted distane from
the entre of 1.60, 1.05, 0.43, 0.24 and 1.43 kp (Makey & Gilmore 2003)
as well as further substruture at a projeted distane of 0.67 kp (Coleman
et al. 2005). These star lusters move within a dense bakground of dark
matter and should therefore be aeted by dynamial frition, ausing them
to lose energy and spiral to the entre of the galaxy. We will show later that,
if Fornax has a osmologially onsistent density distribution of dark matter,
the orbital deay timesale of these objets from their urrent positions is
∼< 5Gyr. This is muh shorter than the age of the host galaxy, presenting us
with the puzzle of why these ve globulars have not merged together at the
entre forming a single nuleus (Tremaine, Ostriker & Spitzer 1976; Tremaine
1976).
Several groups have studied the origin of nulei in galaxies: e.g. Lotz et
al. (2001) arried out Monte Carlo simulations, whih show that some, but
3
This hapter has been published as Goerdt et al. (2006).
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not all, of the nulei of dwarf elliptial galaxies ould indeed have formed
through oalesene of their globular lusters. Additionally they observed
several dE galaxies and found out that within the inner few sale lengths,
their sample appeared to be depleted of bright lusters. Oh and Lin (2000)
used numerial simulations to show that in dwarf galaxies with relatively weak
external tidal perturbations, dynamial frition an lead to signiant orbital
deay of globular lusters and the formation of ompat nulei within a Hubble
timesale.
Oh, Lin and Riher (2000) gave two possible models for the observed spa-
tial distribution of Fornax globulars. One possibility they proposed is that
the dark matter onsists of massive blak holes whih transfer energy to the
globulars, preventing them from sinking to the entre of the galaxy. Another
possibility they investigated was to postulate a strong tidal interation be-
tween the Milky Way and Fornax whih also ould injet energy into their
orbits and the entral ore of the dSph. This latter idea is probably ruled out
due to the proper motion observations of Fornax (Dinesu et al. 2004) whih
suggest it is already at losest approah on an extended orbit whih never
takes it lose to the Milky Way.
Here we investigate another possibility for the lak of a nuleus in Fornax,
namely that the entral dark matter distribution has a very shallow usp
or ore whih dramatially inreases the dynamial frition sinking timesale
(Hernandez & Gilmore 1998). This would be inonsistent with dark haloes
that form within the CDM osmology whih have usps steeper than -1 on all
mass sales from 10−6M⊙ − 1015M⊙ (Dubinski & Carlberg 1991; Diemand,
Moore & Stadel).
Controversial evidene for ored mass distributions in dwarf spiral galax-
ies has been debated for over a deade (Moore 1994). The inner struture
of spheroidal galaxies is harder to determine, however Kleyna et al. (2003)
laimed that the seond peak in the stellar number density in the nearby Ursa
Minor dwarf spheroidal (UMi dSph), is inompatible with usped old dark
matter haloes. With their observations they show that this substruture has a
old kinematial signature and that its radial veloity with respet to its host
galaxy is very small. Suh a old onguration ould only survive intat if the
stars orbited within a ored mass distribution where the orbital frequenies
are all idential (harmoni potential) and phase mixing does not our.
The stellar kinematial data for Fornax suggest that it is dark matter
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dominated with a mass to light ratio of order 20 within its optial extent.
Due to the unertainty on the orbital anisotropy, the mass distribution an
only be weakly onstrained - the data is onsistent with either usped or
ored density distributions (okas 2002). However the normalisation (or mass
within the entral 1 kp) is better onstrained. In the inner ∼1 kp of a ored
halo the mean density is approximately six times lower than in a usped halo.
Furthermore the veloity distribution funtion of the bakground partiles is
hotter than a usped halo. These fats onspire to signiantly inrease the
dynamial frition timesale in a ored mass distribution.
In this paper we onstrut ored and uspy dark matter potentials and
alulate orbital deay and sinking times using high resolution numerial sim-
ulations together with analyti alulations (Chandrasekhar 1943). The haloes
are onsistent with the kinematial data for Fornax. We follow irular and
eentri orbits of single and multiple globular lusters. Although many dy-
namial frition studies have been arried out before (White 1983; Hernquist
& Weinberg 1989; Capuzzo-Doletta & Viari 2005), we are not aware of any
studies within onstant density ores at the resolution used in this paper,
although the reent study explored the eets of sinking objets on various
usp strutures (Merritt et al. 2004). In setion 2.2 we present the numeri-
al methods we used, the analytial omputation of the sinking times whih
are ompared to our high resolution numerial simulations. In setion 2.3 we
disuss our results and draw our onlusions.
2.3 Results
We arry out a series of self onsistent simulations to examine the orbital
behaviour of massive partiles moving within a dark matter or stellar bak-
ground. We use the parallel multi-stepping N-body tree-ode, pkdgrav2, de-
veloped by Joahim Stadel (Stadel 2001). We onstrut stable partile haloes
using the tehniques developed by Kazantzidis, Magorrian & Moore (2004).
These models have density distributions that are desribed by the α, β, γ law
(Hernquist 1990):
ρ(r) =
ρ0(
r
rs
)γ [
1 +
(
r
rs
)α]β−γ
α
(14)
For our simulations we used NFW-like haloes (Navarro, Frenk & White
1996; Moore et al. 1999b) with α = 0.5 − 1.5, β = 3.0 and γ = 0.5 − 1.5, or
ored haloes with α = 0.5 − 1.5, β = 3.0 and γ = 0.0. In the former ase we
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have ρ0 = 0.0058M⊙/p
3
and rs = 2.4 kp. This uspy halo has a virial mass
of 2.0 × 109M⊙. The onentration parameter is 15 but our results would
not hange with a lower onentration, sine in either ase we are within the
asymptoti usp part of the density prole.
We use a three shell model (Zemp 2006); 105 partiles for the innermost
sphere with 100 p radius, 105 partiles for the shell between 100 and 500 p
and 105 partiles for the rest of the halo. The softening lengths of the partiles
in these shells are 1, 10 and 100 p respetively. The results were found not
to be sensitive to these values. The partile masses are 58M⊙, 569M⊙ and
3.2 ×104M⊙. These models are stable in isolation but allow us to ahieve
very high resolution at the halo entre where we wish to follow the dynamial
frition.
For a small ored halo we have ρ0 = 0.10M⊙/p
3
and rs = 0.91 kp (n.b.
the radius at whih the slope of the density prole is shallower than -0.1 is
approximately 200 p whih denes the onstant density region in this model).
This halo has a virial mass of 2.0×109M⊙ and the onentration parameter is
40. Again, we use a three shell model that has 105 partiles for the innermost
sphere with 300 p radius, 105 partiles for the shell between 0.3 and 1.1 kp
and 3 × 105 partiles for the rest of the halo. The softening lengths of the
partiles in these shells are 3, 30 and 300 p respetively. The partile masses
are 89M⊙, 1640M⊙ and 7572M⊙. For a big ored dark matter halo we have
basially the same parameters as for the halo with the small ore, exept for
the sale length rs = 2.2 kp (here the onstant density region is approximately
1 kp), the virial mass Mvir = 3.0 × 1010M⊙ and the partile masses, whih
are in this ase 106M⊙, 3625M⊙ and 1.2 × 105M⊙. The density proles of
these three haloes are shown in gure 1.
The density proles agree fairly well with the onstraints made by observa-
tions of Fornax (okas 2002, Walker et al. 2006). We did atually perform the
same simulations and treatment as desribed in the following with the very
haloes proposed by okas (2002) with the same results. We also repeated
several of our simulations with haloes modelled with ten times as many parti-
les than desribed above. These high resolution runs show exatly the same
features as the low resolution runs, but with less noise.
Where available, we will present the high resolution graphs in this paper.
The globular lusters are modelled as single partiles of mass MGC = 2 ×
105M⊙ with a softening of 10 p. We do not expet our onlusions to hange
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Figure 1: The initial radial density proles for the three dierent haloes used
in the simulations. The vertial lines indiate the size of the ore of the ored
haloes.
if we used a partile model for eah globular sine they are stable against tidal
disruption within Fornax. We start the globulars outside the ore, mostly on
irular orbits and let them orbit, expeting them to spiral in to the entre
of their respetive host haloes due to dynamial frition. The distane from
the entre of the host halo as a funtion of time, r(t), an be omputed using
Chandrasekhar's dynamial frition formula (Binney & Tremaine 1987), whih
is given by:
F = −4πlnΛ(r)ρ(r)G
2M2GC
v2c (r)
{
erf
[
vc(r)√
2σ(r)
]
− 2vc(r)√
2πσ(r)
exp
[−v2c (r)
2σ2(r)
]}
, (15)
whih gives the fore ating on the massive partile rossing the halo. The
density prole ρ(r) is given by our equation 14, and we assume that the
veloity distribution is isotropi and Maxwellian at all radii. Of ourse this
assumption does not hold, but is good enough for our purposes (Kazantzidis
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et al. 2004). We an then easily alulate the veloity dispersion using the
Jeans equation:
σ2(r) =
G
ρ(r)
∫ ∞
r
M(r′)ρ(r′)
r′2
dr′. (16)
We nd similar sinking times for eentri orbits, therefore for brevity we
show only the irular orbits in this paper and leave the detailed parameter
spae study for a future paper whih explores the tehnial aspets of dy-
namial frition in strutures with dierent density proles. Additionally we
assume, that MGC ≫ mpar. This is a little problemati in the ase of the
uspy and the big ored potential beause the partiles in the outermost shell
have mpar = 3 × 104M⊙ and mpar = 1.2 × 105M⊙, respetively. However,
these partiles rarely penetrate the innermost 0.5 kp of the halo. In equation
15, lnΛ(r), is the Coulomb logarithm:
lnΛ(r) = ln
bmaxσ
2(r)
GMGC
, (17)
in this denition bmax is the largest impat parameter to be onsidered. This
parameter is dened by one of the assumptions Chandrasekhar made while
deriving the above dynamial frition formula: The intruder must be mov-
ing through a medium with onstant density, therefore bmax is the greatest
distane for whih this is still valid. We keep bmax as a free parameter when
tting our analyti formulae to the simulations. We nd for the uspy haloes
bmax = 0.25 kp and for the ored ones bmax = 1.0 kp. In this equation vc(r)
is the irular veloity at radius r. The fore exerted by dynamial frition
on the perturber is tangential with respet to its movement and thus auses
the luster to lose angular momentum per unit mass at a rate
dL
dt
=
Fr
MGC
= −4πlnΛ(r)ρ(r)G
2MGCr
v2c (r)
{
erf
[
vc(r)√
2σ(r)
]
− 2vc(r)√
2πσ(r)
exp
[−v2c (r)
2σ2(r)
]}
. (18)
Sine the luster ontinues to orbit at a speed vc(r) as it spirals to the entre,
its angular momentum per unit mass at radius r is at all times L = rvc(r).
Substituting the time derivative of this expression into equation 18 we obtain
dr
dt
= −4πlnΛ(r)ρ(r)G
2MGCr
v2c (r)
d[rvc(r)]
dr
{
erf
[
vc(r)√
2σ(r)
]
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− 2vc(r)√
2πσ(r)
exp
[−v2c (r)
2σ2(r)
]}
. (19)
Substituting values for the initial radii we obtain the analytial urves
drawn in gure 2 plotted on top of the results from the numerial simulations.
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Figure 2: Radial distane of the single globular luster from the entre of its
host halo as a funtion of time. We start the alulations with the globular
at dierent initial radii for larity. Solid urves are the analyti estimates,
dashed urves are from the numerial simulations.
For the uspy potential the analyti alulation agrees very well with the
numerial simulation. Haloes with a ore give a poorer agreement. After an
initial sinking rate that agrees well with the analyti expetation, the globulars
sink faster as they approah twie the ore radius, and then stop sinking at
the ore radius. The analyti formula predits a ontinued, but slow infall
to the entre. This resonane/sattering eet will be investigated in a more
detailed paper (Read et al. 2006). We note, however, that it is not trivially
due to the fat that the globular is of omparable mass to that enlosed by its
orbit; the radius at whih M(r) = MGC is ∼ three times smaller than the ore
radius (see Figure 4). The stalling results are apparent in both of the ored
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halo simulations (small ore and big ore). We onlude that the presene of
a entral density ore leads to the infall of the lusters stopping at the ore
radius; the problem is in this sense salable.
2.3.1 Partile noise and halo entring
It is diult to dene the entre of the onstant density ore. The potential
has a negative minimum, but
√
N noise perturbations an have deeper po-
tentials than the ore itself. Thus dening the entre using the most bound
partile gives a large error in determining the entre. We found that a shrink-
ing spheres method an work, so long as one takes the entre of mass of a
sphere ontaining most of the ore. If you ontinue to shrink the sphere based
on a small number (< 104) partiles, then this also piks out the largest Pois-
son utuation in the ore. The entre dened using ∼ 105 partiles gives a
robust estimate.
In our standard resolution simulations we use 105 partiles in the high
resolution region eah of mass 89M⊙. Simulating the entire halo at this
resolution would require ∼ 4 × 107 partiles. However, as disussed above,√
N noise an be substantial, even at this resolution. This may introdue
spurious heating, preventing the globulars from sinking. We an investigate
this by examining the orbit of the globular luster. For a perfetly smooth
spherial potential the orbit of the globular luster would always remain in
its initial orbital plane. Flutuations from partile representation will ause
deviations from this plane. One the globular reahes the high density entre
in the ases of the low resolution runs utuations in the orbital plane beome
very large (utuations in Lz/L ∼0.5%) - the relaxation time is very short and
ats to ounter dynamial frition. We therefore arried out simulations with
ten times as many partiles. At this resolution the utuations are greatly
redued (utuations in Lz/L ∼0.05%).
2.3.2 Multiple globular lusters
Finally we re-ran these simulations using ve globulars to study the eet of
having multiple sinking objets. Perhaps interations between the globulars
themselves may prevent them from sinking to the entral usp and merging.
We distribute the globulars randomly, what position and plane of the orbit
onerns, with distanes to the entre between 0.2 and 0.8 kp. The lusters
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are again plaed on irular orbits around the entre of their host halo and
are evolved with Pkdgrav2.
Interestingly, the lusters do not prevent one another from falling to the
entre, but instead reate an interesting predition. Figure 3 shows the infall
as a funtion of time for the ve globulars in the uspy dark matter halo.
Notie that all of the lusters fall to the entre. However, lusters whih start
out at very similar radii arrive ∼ 1Gyr apart. At any given time, even for very
similar initial onditions, the lusters oupy a range of radii. By ontrast, for
the ase with a entral dark matter ore (see gure 4), although the globulars
still arrive at dierent times due to interations, they stall at the ore radius;
they do not sink to the entre even within 20Gyrs
4
. Thus, if Fornax does
have a entral onstant density ore we should expet the lusters to stall
at some minimum radius. No globular luster ould possibly get any loser
to the entre of the halo than the ore radius. The lower limit of the ore
size is onstrained by the smallest observed projeted luster distanes to be
0.24 kp.
Finally, one an see in gure 5 that for the ase where there is a usp
and the globular lusters do spiral in, they displae the dark matter from
the entre. Dark matter partiles move out of the nuleus. The density of
the dark matter in the entre drops by more than an order of magnitude, an
eet that does not happen in ored haloes. We note that several authors
have reently studied this proess in detail. For example El-Zant, Shlosman
& Homan (2001) and Merritt et al. (2004) study the hange in an initial
uspy density prole due to the fritional eets of sinking objets. This
proess allows initially usped density proles to be transformed into nearly
harmoni ores as the globulars fall in. For the ase of the ve globulars in
the Fornax halo, the maximum initial entral density slope for whih this an
our is approximately 0.5. Thus in order for these data to be onsistent with
a CDM halo, the entral usp must have been modied and attened to a
slope shallower than this value. Exoti senarios whih might ahieve this
inlude infall and subsequent blowout of massive gas louds or star lusters
(Read & Gilmore 2005).
4
Reall that this stalling behaviour was also present in the run with a larger ore size
and so is not peuliar to the small ore density prole.
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Figure 3: Radial distane of the ve globular lusters from the entre of
their host halo as funtion of time, as they orbit within a usped density
distribution. The arrow indiates the radius at whih MGC = M(r).
2.4 Conlusions
The Fornax dwarf spheroidal has ve globular lusters orbiting at a projeted
radius of ∼ 1 kp from its entre. Using a uspy CDM potential with entral
slope steeper than 0.5 and normalised to math the inferred properties from
the kinematial data, we nd that these globulars would all sink to the halo
entre within 5 Gyrs.
By ontrast, we showed that if Fornax has a onstant density entral ore
then the dynamial frition time beomes arbitrarily long - the globulars stop
sinking at the edge of the ore, thus the present position of the innermost
globular gives a lower limit of the ore radius of the dark matter distribution.
Sine CDM uniquely predits that all haloes are usped, this suggests that the
dark matter distribution within Fornax is not old, but may be warm dark
matter or some other andidate. Alternatively, the mass distribution has been
modied through some exoti dynamial phenomenon suh as rapid mass loss
(Read & Gilmore 2005). If the phase spae density of the ore, measured
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Figure 4: Radial distane of the ve globular lusters from the entre of the
host halo as funtion of time within the ored potential. The upper arrow
indiates the size of the ore and the lower arrow indiates the radius at
whih MGC = M(r).
as Q ∼ 10−5M⊙ p−3(km s−1)−3 in our model, is primordial then it implies
a warm dark matter partile of mass ∼ 0.5 keV (Hogan & Dalanton 2000;
Dalanton & Hogan 2001). This is onsistent with that required to largely
solve the substruture problem (Moore et al. 1999a).
Although the dwarf spheroidals around the Milky Way do not ontain
prominent nulei, about 30 perent of dwarf spheroidals (dE's) in lusters
are nuleated. If these nulei form by the merging of star lusters then we
must onlude that these galaxies have uspy mass distributions. This ould
be due to the fat that transformation to dE via galaxy harassment gives
an exponential distribution of stars whih usually dominate the entral mass
distribution. Therefore globulars ould sink via frition against the stellar
bakground. Most nuleated dE's are near the luster entre where harassment
is important whih supports this idea.
Our numerial simulations show that the standard Chandrasekhar esti-
mate of sinking timesales works well for uspy ores but fails ompletely for
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Figure 5: Radial density prole of the dark matter haloes. Only the dark
matter is shown, the mass of the globular lusters is negleted. The initial
onditions are ompared with the nal state of the system. An isolated halo,
evolved for the same time, has exatly the same density prole as the initial
onditions.
ored mass distributions. In addition we showed that over 106 partiles are
required within the ore region to suppress heating from partile noise (Wein-
berg 1998). This is partiularly important in a ored mass distribution where
the potential minimum is quite shallow. The fat that ored mass distribu-
tions do not give rise to dynamial frition is an important result. We believe
that this is due to orbit-resonant sattering. This will be the subjet of a
forthoming paper (Read et al. 2006).
We have shown that a natural solution to the timing problems for Fornax's
globular lusters is a entral dark matter ore. A predition of this model is
that the lusters have a well-dened minimum radius. Fornax is not alone
in showing indiret evidene for suh a ore. The UMi dSph galaxy also has
substruture whih appears to have survived longer than is possible within a
uspy halo. Understanding the origin of these onstant density ores ould be
one of the most exiting hallenges faing astronomy in the next few years.
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3 Dynamial frition in onstant density ores: a
failure of the Chandrasekhar formula
5
3.1 Abstrat
Using analyti alulations and N-body simulations we show that in onstant
density (harmoni) ores, sinking satellites undergo an initial phase of very
rapid (super-Chandrasekhar) dynamial frition, after whih they experiene
no dynamial frition at all. For density proles with a entral power law
prole, ρ ∝ r−α, the infalling satellite heats the bakground and auses α
to derease. For α < 0.5 initially, the satellite generates a small entral
onstant density ore and stalls as in the α = 0 ase. We disuss some
astrophysial appliations of our results to deaying satellite orbits, galati
bars and mergers of supermassive blak hole binaries. In a ompanion paper
we show that a entral onstant density ore an provide a natural solution
to the timing problem for Fornax's globular lusters.
3.2 Introdution
In a seminal paper, Chandrasekhar (1943) showed that a massive partile
moving through an innite, homogeneous and isotropi bakground of lighter
partiles experienes a fore of dynamial frition given by:
Mc
dv
dt
= −4πG2M2c
v
|v|3 ln
(
bmax
bmin
)∫ |v|
0
M(v′)dv′ (20)
whereMc and v are the mass and veloity of the in-falling partile, M(v
′)dv′ is
the mass density of bakground objets with speeds v′ → v′+dv′, and bmax and
bmin are the maximum and minimum impat parameters for the enounters
6
.
From here on, we refer to the massive in-falling objet as a `Globular Cluster'
(GC) and the bakground of lighter partiles as simply `partiles'. However,
we ould equally refer to, for example, a bar moving in a bakground of stars
and dark matter.
While equation 20 is only stritly valid for an innite, homogeneous and
5
This hapter has been published as Read et al. (2006).
6
Note that bmin → 0 an be ahieved (see e.g. White 1976; Binney & Tremaine 1987,
p. 423), while bmax → ∞ annot. This is beause the derivation of equation 20 assumes
an innite bakground; bmax denes a sale on whih the innite bakground should be
trunated. This is often, reasonably, take to be the radius at whih the mean density falls
by a fator of two or so.
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isotropi bakground, it has been shown to work remarkably well for satellites
orbiting in spherial galaxies with more general bakground distributions
7
(see
e.g. White 1983; Bontekoe & van Albada 1987; Zaritsky & White 1988; Cora,
Muzzio & Vergne 1997). Suh suesses make equation 20 of great pratial
value. But they beg the question: why has it been so suessful, even when it is
used so far beyond its expeted regime of validity? Are we missing important
physial insight into the dynamial frition proess in spherial systems? Does
Chandrasekhar fail to work well in some situations?
In order to address some of these issues, Tremaine & Weinberg (1984)
(hereafter TW84) and Weinberg (1986) (hereafter W86) formulated a per-
turbative theory of dynamial frition whih ould be applied to spherial
systems. Notie from equation 20, that most of the dynamial frition orig-
inates from partiles with large impat parameters: it is the aumulation
of many long range small interations whih leads to most of the dynamial
frition; not the large angle sattering of lose enounters. This is why per-
turbative methods an be used. TW84 and W86 onsider a general, small,
perturbation to a single bakground partile; and then sum over all partiles
in the system to obtain to total torque indued on the perturber.
In setion 3.3, we will briey summarise the essene of this perturbation
method. For now, it is important to note the key assumptions in the method;
and the key results. The two main assumptions are: (i) that the perturbation
is small and (ii) that the frequeny of the perturber hanges with time, Ωs =
Ωs(t), faster than the perturbation an grow non-linear. For most potentials of
interest this seond assumption is satised. The perturber (the GC) will lose
angular momentum to the bakground partiles as a result of the dynamial
frition, and Ωs will then inrease as the GC falls inwards.
Under the above assumptions, the perturbation method gives us new phys-
ial insight into the dynamial frition problem. To the order of the perturba-
tion approximation, all of the torque omes from bakground partiles whih
are lose to resonane with the perturber. Non-resonant partiles do not on-
tribute to the frition at all. This is a key dierene between the perturbation
solution and that of equation (20). It suggests that if equation (20) is ever
going to fail, it would do so for bakground partile distributions whih are
espeially resonant.
In this paper, we desribe suh a super-resonant potential: that of the
7
When orreted for veloity anisotropies, it has also been shown to work well in aspher-
ial systems (see e.g. Binney 1977; Statler 1991; Peñarrubia, Just & Kroupa 2004).
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onstant density (harmoni) ore. For this speial potential, all partiles and
the perturber always move with onstant angular frequeny, Ω. In this ase,
perturbation methods an no longer be used. This is beause Ωs = const;
assumption (ii), above, is violated; and the perturbations, whih are always
driven at the same resonant frequeny, an grow indenitely
8
.
To ope with this speial ase, we develop a non-perturbative analyti
model using a 3D driven harmoni osillator. This essentially generalises an
earlier result derived by Kalnajs (1972). Using our analyti model and N-
body simulations, we show that in onstant density ores, equation (20) fails.
Sinking satellites undergo an initial phase of very rapid (super-Chandrasekhar)
dynamial frition, after whih they experiene little or no dynamial frition
at all.
Weinberg & Katz (2007a,b) nd similar stalling results for galati bars
(whih may be thought of as two diametrially opposed satellites) inside on-
stant density ores.
Constant density ores have reently beome interesting in astrophysis.
Observations of galaxies on all sales from dwarf spheroidals in the Loal
Group, up to giant spirals suggest that their entral dark matter density
has suh a onstant density ore on the sale of ∼ 1 kp (see e.g. Binney
& Evans 2001; Borriello & Salui 2001; de Blok et al. 2001; Kleyna et
al. 2003); but see also Hayashi et al. (2004) and Rhee et al. (2004), for a
disussion of the potential systemati errors in suh observations. If ores are
present at the entre of galaxies, their resonant properties an signiantly
aet the dynamis. Bars an be muh longer lived
9
, while in-falling satellites
and GCs will stall at the ore radius. In a ompanion paper, Goerdt et al.
(2006), we investigate this last idea further (see also Hernandez & Gilmore
1998 and Sánhez-Saledo, Reyes-Iturbide & Hernandez 2006). The Fornax
dwarf spheroidal galaxy in the Loal Group has 5 GCs at a range of projeted
radii. Appliation of Chandrasekhar dynamial frition suggests the lusters
should rapidly fall to the entre of Fornax from their urrent positions; ne
tuning is required to have them arrive at their present positions at the urrent
epoh. In Goerdt et al. (2006) we show that a small ore of radius greater
than 0.24 kp an solve this problem by ausing some, or all, of Fornax's GC
8
This is true for any perturbative sheme (e.g. Colpi, Mayer & Governato 1999).
9
Debattista & Sellwood (1998) and Debattista & Sellwood (2000) show that low entral
dark matter densities lead to bars whih remain fast. Here we disuss the extreme ase of
onstant density ores, in whih we show that bars would not slow down at all. This agrees
well with earlier ndings by Weinberg & Katz (2007a,b).
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to stall.
This paper is organised as follows: in setion 3.3 we briey review the
perturbative method for alulating dynamial frition and demonstrate that
it fails for the speial ase of a onstant density ore. We show that insight
an be gained from a non-perturbative approah by modelling the system as
a driven harmoni osillator. In setion 3.4 we desribe our semi-analyti and
full N-body simulations. In setion 3.5, we test our analyti model against
these high resolution (∼ 107 partiles) simulations of satellites sinking in har-
moni ores. We demonstrate that suh high resolution is required in order to
redue numerial preession of the GC orbit plane, but that near-onverged
results for the GC orbit an be obtained at lower resolution with O(106 parti-
les). We disuss the importane of the initial GC orbit, mass, the underlying
gravitational potential and the partile-partile interations. Finally, in se-
tion 3.6 we briey disuss the impliations of these results and present our
onlusions.
3.3 Analyti results
3.3.1 A brief review of the perturbation method
The essene of the TW84 perturbative approah to dynamial frition an be
understood in the following way: onsider a spherial potential, Φ(r), to whih
a small non-axisymmetri perturbation, Φs, is applied. The perturbation ro-
tates with angular frequeny Ωs. In this ase, the equations of motion of a
test partile moving in a frame stationary with respet to the perturbation
are given by:
r¨ +∇[Φ + Φs] + 2Ωs × r˙ +Ωs × (Ωs × r) = 0 (21)
where the third and fourth terms are the familiar Coriolis and Centrifugal
inertial fores respetively.
The problem is symmetri about the plane ontaining the perturbation,
so it makes sense to work in ylindrial oordinates: r = r(R,φ, z). Equation
21 then redues to:
R¨−Rφ˙2 = −∂[Φ + Φs]
∂R
+ 2Rφ˙Ωs +Ω
2
sR (22)
Rφ¨+ 2R˙φ˙ = − 1
R
∂Φs
∂φ
− 2R˙Ωs (23)
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and equation 23 an be rearranged to give:
d
dt
(
R2φ˙
)
= J˙z = −∂Φs
∂φ
− 2RR˙Ωs (24)
where Jz is the z-omponent of the spei angular momentum of the test
partile and we have introdued the notation Ωs = |Ωs|; and similarly for
other vetors.
In order to solve equation 24, we must now speify the perturbation,
Φs(R,φ), and the angular motion of the test partile, φ(t). While it is not ne-
essary in general, it also greatly simplies the analysis to assume that R˙ = 0,
whih we do from here on. With this assumption, we an still illustrate use-
fully the key points of the perturbation method.
We onsider the perturbation: Φs = Ae
imφ
. This is instrutive sine it is
then one omponent of a more general Fourier series sum. We an nd φ(t) if
we assume that the perturbation is small. The usual trik is to suppose that
over short times the partile trajetory is the same as in the unperturbed ase.
For the unperturbed ase, Φs,Ωs → 0 and equation 24 gives: φin = Ω∗t+const;
where the subsript in reminds us that this is now with respet to an inertial
frame. Transforming φin to the non-inertial frame rotating with Ωs, gives:
φ = (Ω∗ − Ωs)t+ const.
Equation 24 may now be integrated to give:
Jz = −Re
{
A exp[im(Ω∗ − Ωs)t]
(Ω∗ − Ωs)
}
−R2Ωs (25)
It is lear from equation 25 that Jz just osillates with no time averaged
hange
10
(i.e. no dynamial frition) unless Ω∗ = Ωs. At this resonant fre-
queny the test partile appears to have a pathologial spei angular mo-
mentum. In pratise this just means that the approximation that the pertur-
bation is small fails.
TW84 show that if Ωs = Ωs(t), then this problem an be solved. Provided
Ωs hanges faster than the time taken for the perturbation to grow into the
non-linear regime, then we an sum over all of the resonant interations from
the bakground partiles and alulate the resulting torque on the perturber
11
.
There are two regimes of interest: fast and slow passages through resonane.
10
Reall that we have assumed that R = const.
11
Note that there is now an extra term whih should also be inluded in equation 21:
Ω˙× r; we assume that this is small.
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The fast passage through resonane reovers the LBK torque formula (Lynden-
Bell & Kalnajs 1972). This is the perturbation theory equivalent of equation
20: it desribes the dynamial frition. For slow passages through resonane,
TW84 nd quite dierent behaviour. The torque is stronger than in the
LBK ase, reversible, and an lead to the apture (gravitational binding) of
bakground partiles by the perturber. These dierenes led TW84 to refer
to this as dynamial feedbak, rather than frition. We return to this eet in
setion 3.3.2.
In this paper we disuss a speial potential of interest generated by a
onstant density ore. For this speial ase, the divergene in equation 24
persists beause Ωs stays xed. The potential for a onstant density ore is
the harmoni potential given by:
Φ =
Ω2
2
r2 + const (26)
where Ω is the angular frequeny of test partiles (inluding the GC; Ωs = Ω)
in the harmoni ore.
The equation of motion for the GC perturber moving in the harmoni
potential is given by:
r¨c +∇Φ = 0 = r¨c +Ω2rc (27)
Whih may be trivially solved to give the general solution:
rc = [X sin(Ωt+ φx), Y sin(Ωt+ φy)] (28)
From equation 28 we an see that orbits in harmoni potentials are of xed
relative phase angle, losed and of onstant angular frequeny, Ω. This means
that provided the potential remains harmoni, any perturbation to the GC
orbit - inluding dynamial frition and loss of angular momentum - will not
hange Ω or Ωs = Ω. In other words, Ωs 6= Ωs(t) and we an no longer apply
perturbation theory methods.
M. Weinberg (private ommuniation) has made the valid point that the
perturber itself, and the non-spherially symmetri bakground distribution
it indues, ause deviations from true harmony. It may be possible to use a
perturbative approah in this, more realisti, ase.
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3.3.2 A non-perturbative approah
Perturbation methods fail for the harmoni ore. However, all is not lost
analytially. We an still gain muh insight by writing down the equations
of motion for the GC and a traer bakground population, and searhing for
stable solutions. As we shall show next, for the speial ase of a harmoni
potential plus point mass perturber (the GC), solutions exist where the bak-
ground partiles rotate about the GC on stable epiyles. Stable orbits mean
no time averaged angular momentum transfer and, therefore, no dynamial
frition.
Suh a model allows us to make rm qualitative (if not quantitative) state-
ments about what will happen when a GC is introdued to an isotropi on-
stant density ore. Initially, partiles will be in equilibrium in the onstant
density ore. As the GC approahes the ore, the system will need to re-
arrange itself and reah a new equilibrium state. The non-linear interplay
between the GC and the bakground distribution during this rearrangement
leads to a period of enhaned, super-resonant frition. After ∼ 1 dynamial
time, the distribution funtion of the bakground will now be the orret one
for the GC plus harmoni ore, and dynamial frition will ease. Note that
this rearrangement may also be understood in terms of the TW84 dynamial
feedbak disussed in setion 3.3.1.
Our model does not inlude the bak-reation of the test partiles on
the GC, nor does it inlude the interation between the bakground partiles
themselves. However, we nd a good agreement between our analyti model
and full N-body simulations, whih inlude the above eets, in setion 3.4.
This suggests that our simple model does apture the essential physis of the
problem.
The analyti set-up is shown in Figure 6. The in-falling GC at a radius,
rc is marked by the blak irle and is a phase angle, α, away from a given
bakground partile at a radius, rp. We assume that the underlying potential
is always harmoni (given by equation 26); the GC is well approximated by a
point mass; and the bakground potential is nailed down (this is reasonable
provided that Mc ≪Men where Men is the mass enlosed by the GC). Under
these assumptions, the equation of motion for a single bakground, massless
traer, partile is given by:
r¨p +Ω
2rp = F =
GMc(rc − rp)
|rc − rp|3
(29)
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Figure 6: A shemati diagram of the analyti set-up. The in-falling GC is
marked by the solid blak irle. The GC and partile orbits are marked by
the grey ellipses. See text for further details.
where F is the spei fore on the partile from the GC, G is the gravitational
onstant and Mc is the mass of the GC.
We now searh for stable solutions to equation 29 where the GC orbit is
unhanged by the bakground. Combining equations 27 and 29 gives:
r¨d +
(
Ω2 − GMc|rd|3
)
rd = 0 (30)
where rd = rc − rp.
From equation 30, it is lear that stable solutions exist where the bak-
ground partiles move on irular epiyles about the GC with |rd| = const.
However, more general solutions may be found by noting that equation 30 is
spherially symmetri. Moving to spherial polar oordinates: rd = (r, θ, φ),
it is straightforward to show that the θ and φ spei angular momenta are
onserved: Jθ = r
2θ˙ = const;Jφ = const. This is to be expeted given the
symmetry of the problem. Equation 30 then redues to:
r¨ +
dΦeff
dr
= 0 (31)
Φeff =
Ω2r2
2
+
GMc
r
+
J2θ
2r2
(32)
where Φeff is the eetive potential.
From equation 31, we an see that in general, the bakground partiles
move on epiyles about the GC. These epiyles will not be losed, but they
are quasi-periodi. Provided the distribution funtion of these bakground
partiles is the orret equilibrium distribution for the GC plus the harmoni
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ore, there will be no time averaged momentum exhange between the GC
and the bakground, and therefore no dynamial frition. The epiyli orbits
are stable, as an be readily seen by onsidering
∂2Φeff
∂r2 .
The existene of stable analyti solutions is a very speial property of the
harmoni potential; they exist beause Ω = const. In more general potentials,
Ω = Ω(rp) and the symmetry of equation 30 is broken. This is an important
issue. One an imagine a thought experiment where a GC is held (artiially)
on a xed orbit in a general spherial potential. After a few dynamial times,
it will have sattered the resonant bakground partiles, reduing the torque
from the bakground to zero. It is important to stress that this is quite
dierent to the situation we have desribed in this paper. In the above thought
experiment, a tiny perturbation to the GC orbit (whih must in pratise our
as a result of its self-onsistent interation with the bakground) will expose
the GC to an entirely new set of resonant bakground partiles: dynamial
frition will not ease. In our example, however, any perturbation to the GC
orbit will not alter its orbital frequeny at all: the resonanes will remain
unhanged. This is why our assumption, above, that the GC orbit is xed is
not an important one for the harmoni potential, but would be for any other
potential. We test that this is indeed the ase by relaxing the assumption of
a xed GC orbit in setion 3.4.
We an use the above solution to alulate the nal distribution of bak-
ground partiles at equilibrium when the dynamial frition eases. The key
point is that the nal distribution will move on stable epiyles about the
GC. Firstly, this means that we an expet a density enhanement around
the GC, and a depletion of partiles away from the GC. Seondly, we an ex-
pet a large depletion in ounter-rotating partiles with respet to the entre
of the potential. All partiles, whether they move on o- or ounter-rotating
epiyles have guiding entres whih o-rotate with the GC. For |rd| < |rc|,
the radius of the epiyli orbit is smaller than that of the GC: none of these
partiles an ounter-rotate with respet to the entre of the potential. For
|rd| > |rc|, partiles on ounter-rotating epiyles an appear to ounter-rotate
with respet to the entre of the potential. These will be a small fration of
the total partiles whih remain. We test these qualitative expetations, using
simulations, in setion 3.4.
A nal point, whih will beome important later on, is that the orbit
plane of the GC matters. Equation 30 is spherially symmetri about the
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GC and hides this fat. If the GC orbit hanges (and noise within the full
N-body simulations an ause this to happen) then the angular frequeny
vetor of the GC, Ω, will hange: the bakground distribution will no longer
be in equilibrium with the GC. The system will have to move one again into
equilibrium and this rearrangement will lead to some assoiated dynamial
frition on the GC.
3.3.3 The Kalnajs solution
Our analyti method is a more general ase of an earlier result found by
Kalnajs (1972). Kalnajs studied dynamial frition in a uniformly rotating
sheet in whih all partiles initially move on irular orbits. This is an equiva-
lent problem to a GC moving on a irular orbit within a harmoni potential.
He showed, using results from plasma physis, that in this ase dynamial
frition will vanish. Here we generalise this result to a GC moving on a
general orbit within a harmoni potential. In our solution, the bakground
perturbation need not lie in the plane of the GC orbit.
3.4 Simulations
In this setion we ompare semi-analyti and full N-body simulations to the
analyti formulae derived in setion 3.3. The simulations are labelled as in
Table 2 and desribed in detail in the sub-setions below.
The analyti arguments given in setion 3.3 suggest that one a GC is
introdued to a onstant density bakground, the system will move towards
a stable equilibrium where the bakground partiles move on epiyles about
the GC. However, this simple analyti argument annot say anything about
interations between the GC and the bakground partiles prior to suh an
equilibrium being ahieved; or of interations between the bakground parti-
les themselves. In this setion we investigate this approah to equilibrium
using numerial simulations. We use two types of simulation. The semi-
analyti (SA) run solves equation 29 numerially. We still assume that the
GC orbit is xed, however we an study how the system moves from one equi-
librium state (without the GC) to its nal equilibrium with the GC. The full
N-body (NB) run inludes the interation between the partiles and the GC
self-onsistently. The GC is now free to respond to the bakground partiles.
This allows us to study the full eet of dynamial frition on the GC as the
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Simulation Desription GC orbit
SA{,e} Semi-analyti Fixed, {()ir., (e)llip.}
NB{,e} N-body Live
NB3{,e} N-body Live
Simulation Resolution Potential Mc
SA{,e} 105 traer Fixed, harmoni 2× 105M⊙
NB{,e} 107 Live, α, β, γ = [1.5, 3, 0] 2× 105M⊙
NB3{,e} 107 3-shell Live, α, β, γ = [1.5, 3, 0∗ ] 2× 105M∗⊙
Table 2: Simulation labels and parameters. From left to right the olumns
show the simulation label; a brief desription (for more details see the rele-
vant subsetion in setion 3.4); the initial GC orbit (see setion 3.4.3); the
bakground gravitational potential; the simulation resolution; and the mass
of the GC (Mc). Parameters marked with a ∗ are allowed to vary. In setion
3.5.3, we measure the eet of hanging γ on the NB3 simulation; in setion
3.5.2, we measure the eet of hanging Mc.
system moves towards its new equilibrium state. We ompare results for a
GC initially on a irular orbit and an elliptial orbit.
3.4.1 The semi-analyti model: SA
In the semi-analyti model (SA) we solved equation 29 with the GC orbit
held xed (the GC initial onditions are desribed in setion 3.4.3). The
underlying potential was pure harmoni and stati. We used Ω2 = 4/3πGρ0
and ρ0 = 9.93 × 107M⊙ kp−3. We used an isotropi, onstant density, 3D,
initial distribution of massless traer partiles. The equations of motion were
solved using an RK4 numerial integrator (Press et al. 1992), with xed
timesteps of 1.5 × 10−5Gyrs. This was found to onserve energy to mahine
auray over the whole simulation time in the limit Mc → 0. We ran the
simulations for 1Gyr, whih is ∼ 10 dynamial times for the GC at the ore
radius. This is the appropriate length of time for omparison with the full
N-body run (see setion 3.4.2). We tried runs with fore softening for the
GC and without. There was no signiant hange in the results for a fore
softening of 10 p. The GC orbit was hosen to math the nal stalled orbit
observed in the N-body models. We ensured that the nal position of the GC
was idential in both models.
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3.4.2 The N-body model: NB
In the full N-body (NB) model, we used the parallel multi-stepping N-body
tree-ode, Pkdgrav2, developed by Stadel (2001). The potential was alu-
lated self-onsistently from the live partile distribution. The GC was allowed
to freely respond to the bakground partiles.
Figure 7: The density distribution for the bakground partiles used in the
numerial simulations, see equation 33. The dotted line marks the asymptoti
entral ore where the density is onstant and the potential harmoni. Inset
in the plot is the distribution of orbital frequenies in the ore region, plotted
as |r¨i/ri|; ri = xp, yp, zp (solid, dotted and dashed lines). These are equal
and strongly peaked around a single value, showing that the ore is indeed
harmoni.
We onstruted stable partile halos using the tehniques developed by
Kazantzidis, Magorrian & Moore (2004). The partiles are drawn selfonsis-
tently from a numerially alulated distribution funtion. We used a density
distribution that is desribed by the α, β, γ law (Hernquist 1990; Saha 1992;
Dehnen 1993; Zhao 1996):
ρ(r) =
ρ0(
r
rs
)γ [
1 +
(
r
rs
)α]β−γ
α
(33)
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where we used ρ0 = 9.93 × 107M⊙ kp−3, rs = 0.91 kp, α = 1.5, β = 3.0
and γ = 0.0. Note that rs is the sale radius, not the ore radius. The
radius at whih the log-slope of the density prole is shallower than −0.1 is
rcore ∼ 200p, whih denes the onstant density region in this model. This
halo has a virial mass of 2.0× 109M⊙ and the onentration parameter is 40.
A plot of the density prole is given in Figure 7, where rcore is marked by the
vertial dotted line. Inset in the plot is the distribution of orbital frequenies
in the ore region, plotted as |r¨i/ri|; ri = xp, yp, zp (solid, dotted and dashed
lines). These are equal and strongly peaked around a single value, showing
that the ore is indeed harmoni (.f. equation 26).
The NB run, with 107 partiles, orresponds to just 103 partiles within
300 p. To ahieve higher resolution, in the NB3 model we also used a novel
3-shell approah (Zemp 2006). We briey summarise this approah here, but
defer the details and tests to Zemp (2006). The 3-shell model breaks up the
mass distribution into three onentri spheres. The partiles in eah sphere
are redued in mass and inreased in number so that entral regions are of
higher resolution. Suh a model is very useful for the urrent study where
we would like many partiles to aurately sample the entral harmoni ore,
but are not interested in the outer density prole whih may then be less
aurately sampled. Massive partiles from the outer sphere an and do enter
the entral ore in this model, but they are given proportionately higher fore
softening to prevent them from ausing spurious hard sattering. The model
produes stable density proles over > 20Gyrs, very high entral resolution,
and no unwanted two body eets. More detailed tests are given in Zemp
(2006), but for the present study we also expliitly veried that the single
omponent model (NB) gives omparable two-body noise (see appendix 3.8).
We used a three shell model that has 106 partiles for the innermost sphere
with 300 p radius, 106 partiles for the shell between 0.3 and 1.1 kp and
4×106 partiles for the rest of the halo. This gives us O(106) partiles within
the ore region. To ahieve a similar number of partiles within the entral
300 p without the 3-shell model would require 4×108 partiles in total. This
is not yet tehnially feasible. Yet, as we show in setion 3.4.4 and appendix
3.8, suh high resolution is required to avoid spurious preession of the GC
orbit plane. The advantage of the 3-shell model, given suh limitations, is
lear. The softening lengths of the partiles in these shells were 3, 30 and 300
p respetively. The partile masses were 8.9M⊙, 164.0M⊙ and 757.2 M⊙.
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Even the most massive partiles were 100 times less massive than the GC. We
experimented with varying the shell fore softening and radii and found our
results to be insensitive to these values.
3.4.3 The GC orbit
We used a GC mass of Mc = 2× 105M⊙ with a fore softening of 10 p. This
gives Mc/Men = 0.06, where Men is the total mass of bakground partiles in-
side rcore. For the N-body simulations, the GC was plaed initially at a radius
of 1.069 kp on a irular (NB3) and elliptial (NB3e; vi = 0.4vcirc) orbit. In
both ases the GC orbited in the xp, yp plane. For the SA simulations, the
GC orbit was hosen to math that of the GC in the N-body models after it
hit the onstant density ore and stalled. Its orbital phase was hosen suh
that at the end of the SA simulation (after 1Gyr) the GC would be in the
same plae as in the N-body simulations.
3.4.4 Partile noise, resolution and onvergene
We had surprising diulty in obtaining enough resolution in the N-body
simulations for our results to be believable. The problem entred around the
preession of the GC orbit plane. For a spherial potential (suh as that
studied here) all orbits, inluding that of the GC, should be planar. However,
in our initial lower resolution runs, with a resolution of 105 partiles within
300 p, we found that the GC orbit plane would preess, sometimes by as
muh as 20
o
over 10Gyrs. Sine we are trying to model an eet that relies
ritially on the orientation of the GC orbit plane, it is essential that the plane
remains stable.
In appendix 3.8, we use a simple analyti model of a 2D random walk
to prove that this preession is a result of two-body noise in the simulations.
Reduing suh noise drove us to use the three shell model disussed above.
We show in appendix 3.8, that the noise is not some speial property of the
three shell model, but is present in all N-body simulations. We found that
some initial GC orientations showed more preession than others, for the same
resolution. This is to be expeted from a random walk driven by two-body
noise. The eet of suh preession was found to be quite small. However, it
does lead to a spurious (and very slow, sub-Chandrasekhar) deay of the GC
orbit one it reahes the ore. We present the results here from simulations
whih showed the minimal GC plane preession. However, our main results
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are not sensitive to suh seletion. Nor are our results sensitive to the use of
the three shell model.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 The stalling of dynamial frition in the ore
Figure 8 (straight solid line) shows the deay of the radius of the GC as a
funtion of time for the NB3 and NB3e simulations (see Table 2). Overlaid
is the predition from the Chandrasekhar formula given in equation 20. For
this we used a onstant ln Λ = 5, whih is the value we use throughout this
paper. If we equate bmin with the GC fore softening, bmin = 10 p, this gives
bmax ≃ 1.5 kp, whih is of order the `size' of our system. This is onsistent
with values found in other numerial studies of dynamial frition on point
mass partiles (see e.g. Spinnato, Fellhauer & Portegies Zwart 2003).
Figure 8: The deay of the radius of the GC as a funtion of time for a GC on a
irular (straight solid line) and elliptial (osillating solid line) orbit. Overlaid
(dotted lines) are the preditions from the Chandrasekhar formula given in
equation 20, using ln Λ = 5. Notie that for the rst few Gyrs the agreement
with equation 20 is exellent. As the luster nears the onstant density ore
(rcore ∼ 200p), it enters a phase of super-Chandrasekhar dynamial frition,
after whih dynamial frition pratially eases.
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As the luster nears the onstant density ore (rcore ∼ 200p), it enters
a phase of super-Chandrasekhar dynamial frition, after whih dynamial
frition pratially eases. This ours irrespetive of the initial GC orbit.
This is in exellent qualitative agreement with analyti expetations from
setion 3.3.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of partiles in a slie about the orbit plane
of the GC. The slie is dened suh that |Jp ·Jc| < |Jp||J c| cos(θ), with
θ = 10o, where Jp,c is the spei angular momentum of the partile and GC
respetively. The left panel shows density ontours for the partile distribution
(whih was initially onstant-density) in the xp, yp plane. The right panel
shows veloity histograms for the vφ omponent of the veloity; where vφ is
the veloity about the zp-axis. We do not show the vr and vθ omponents of
the veloity, sine they are not altered from the initial onditions and remain
approximately Gaussian (r, θ and φ are the usual spherial polar oordinates).
In the top panels, the solid lines show the slie just before the GC hits the ore
in the NB3 simulation (at time t = 5Gyrs); the dotted ontours show the
SA simulation at t = 0. The middle panels show similar results for the NB3
and SA simulations at times t = 8Gyrs and t = 1Gyrs, respetively. The
bottom panels show the NB3e and SAe simulations at times t = 4Gyrs and
t = 1Gyrs, respetively. We analyse within this slie to highlight the hanges
in density aused by the GC. Outside of the slie, bakground partiles still
move on epiyles about the GC, but their projeted positions onto the xp, yp
plane make it diult to see the density enhanement about the GC.
Notie that the veloity histograms for vφ (right panel, top) are double-
peaked. This is beause we have taken a thin slie in the orbit-plane of the
luster. The only partiles that have vφ = 0 in this plane are those on pure
radial orbits, whih is a very small number of partiles in the isotropi initial
onditions.
In the top panels of Figure 9, the partiles are lose to their initial on-
guration. There has been some depletion in density at the entre and the
on-set of some substruture, but the veloity histograms show that the veloity
distribution of the bakground partiles is still isotropi.
In Fig. 9 you see the distribution of partiles in the xp, yp plane for the N-
body (solid lines) and semi-analyti (dotted lines) simulations. The left panels
show density ontours for the partile distribution (that was initially onstant-
density) in the xp, yp plane. The right panels show veloity histograms for the
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Figure 9: The distribution of partiles in the xp, yp plane for the N-body
(solid lines) and semi-analyti (dotted lines) simulations. The left panels
show density ontours and the right panels show veloity histograms for the
vφ omponent of the veloity.
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vφ omponent of the veloity; where vφ is the veloity about the zp-axis. The
solid vertial line marks the GC veloity about the zp-axis. The top two panels
show the GC irular orbit simulations just before the GC experienes super-
Chandrasekhar dynamial frition. This orresponds to t = 0Gyrs for the SA
simulation, and t = 5Gyrs for NB3. Notie that, for the NB3 simulation
(solid lines), the bakground partiles are nearly unhanged from their initial
distribution. The middle two panels show the GC on a irular orbit after
the super-Chandrasekhar frition has nished and the GC has settled into a
steady-state in the harmoni ore. This orresponds to t = 1Gyrs for the SA
simulation, and t = 8Gyrs for NB3. The bottom two panels show the GC on
an elliptial orbit (vi = 0.4vcirc) after it has reahed the harmoni ore. This
orresponds to t = 1Gyrs for the SAe simulation, and t = 4Gyrs for NB3e.
In all ases the nal position of the GC in the SA,e and NB3,e simulations
is idential and marked by the solid irle. Note that there is no GC marked
in the top panels sine, in the NB3 simulation, the GC lies outside of the
plot area at this time.
The middle and bottom panels in Figure 9 show the distribution of par-
tiles in the slie after the super-Chandrasekhar frition has ended, and the
GC has settled into equilibrium in the ore. Notie the good agreement with
the semi-analyti (SA,e) simulations for both the density and veloity distri-
bution in the slie, irrespetive of the initial GC orbit. As expeted from the
arguments given in setion 3.3, the number of ounter-rotating partiles has
been signiantly depleted.
The density distribution in the slie is peaked just behind the luster; it
has a tail whih is longer for the full N-body run. This is likely due to partile-
partile sattering whih prevents high density regions from forming. Suh a
tail should lead to some dynamial frition on the GC from the bakground.
We estimated the strength of this eet for the SA model. To do this, we
summed the fore from all of the bakground partiles on the GC, assuming
that their total mass was Men. What really matters is the time averaged fore
on the GC. This must be small, sine little or no dynamial frition is observed
after the GC reahes the ore. However, even the total fore at an instant is
always smaller than the dynamial frition fore, omputed from equation 20.
Notie from equation 31, that we ould onstrut any nal density dis-
tribution using an appropriate ombination of epiyli orbits about the GC.
In pratise, however, the nal density distribution is set by the initial ong-
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uration of bakground partiles within the ore. The transformation of this
initial distribution by the arrival of the GC, must be determined numerially.
The SA model is essential in this respet.
The keen observer will notie that the enhaned frition appears to set
in rather near the region where the resolution in the 3-shell model inreases
(reall that the high resolution inner shell starts at 300 p). This is almost
ertainly a oinidene. We performed two tests to hek this. Firstly, an
expliit test by starting a GC sinking inside the high resolution shell. One
again, we observed enhaned frition followed by stalling. Seondly, we per-
formed a test-run starting the GC outside the 2nd shell. As it moved through
the shell transition at 1.1 kp, no detetable eet was observed.
3.5.2 The eet of varying Mc
Figure 10 shows the deay rate of the GC as a funtion of the GC mass, Mc
(solid lines); Mc is marked in solar masses. Overlaid are analyti preditions
from equation 20 using ln Λ = 5, as previously (dotted lines). For these
simulations, we re-ran simulation NB3 but using 10 times the GC mass (Mc =
2 × 106M⊙), and half of the GC mass (Mc = 1 × 105M⊙). For reasons of
omputational expense, we ran these new runs at a lower resolution with 105
partiles in eah shell. We ould not investigate smaller GC masses than
Mc = 10
5
M⊙, sine then Mc approahes the mass of the heaviest partile and
two-body eets dominate over dynamial frition.
Notie that the lower resolution runs are noisier and deay faster one the
GC hits the ore. This deay is due to the preession (due to numerial noise)
of the GC orbit plane, disussed in setion 3.4.4 and appendix 3.8, and is
muh smaller in the higher resolution runs. We expliitly heked that this is
indeed the ase using lower resolution runs of NB3.
In all runs, the GC shows a redued frition at the ore region. Notie that
the point at whih the GC departs from Chandrasekhar like frition appears
to be a weak funtion of the GC mass. This is to be expeted: a more massive
GC will more rapidly satter the bakground partiles and stall more quikly
one it reahes the ore region. However, it is tempting to suggest a simpler
explanation: that equation 20 is failing simply beause Men = ηMc; where
Men is the nal mass enlosed and η is some onstant of order unity. This is
perhaps worrisome given the mass ratios, Men/Mc, at the point of the onset of
the stalling behaviour. These are, in order of inreasing Mc: [3,5,2℄. However,
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we believe that the situation is not this simple for the following reasons: (i)
if the stalling were a result only of Mc ≃Men, then it would not be a speial
property of onstant density ores. We show in setion 3.5.3, below, that the
stalling behaviour does not our for steeper density proles, whatever the
enlosed mass. (ii) The model we present in setion 3.3 provides a good t to
the nal density and veloity distribution of the bakground partiles in the
ore suggesting that we have aptured the orret physial explanation.
3.5.3 The eet of varying γ
Figure 11 shows the deay rate of the GC as a funtion of the entral log-
slope of the bakground density distribution, γ (solid lines); γ is marked
on the plot. For these simulations, we re-ran simulation NB3 but using
γ = [0.1, 0.5]. Also shown are results for a simulation with γ = 1 taken from
Goerdt et al. (2006). Overlaid are analyti preditions from equation 20
using ln Λ = [8, 7, 3.5], in order of inreasing γ (dotted lines). ln Λ is dierent
for eah of these simulations, reeting the hange in the underlying density
distribution; similar results have been found elsewhere in the literature (see
e.g. Just & Peñarrubia 2005). All simulations were high resolution (∼ 106
partiles per shell), but sine we are interested in the ore stalling properties
of the GC, we started the γ = [0.1, 0.5] simulations at ∼ 400p, rather than
∼ 1 kp as previously.
The key point is that the γ = 1 model is well-t by the Chandrasekhar
form over the entire simulation time. This is despite the fat that Men ≃Mc
at ∼ 0.1 kp for this run. This suggests that the ore stalling behaviour is a
speial property of the harmoni ore and not to do with the enlosed mass.
However, the γ = [0.1, 0.5] runs both show stalling behaviour despite not
having a entral ore. This ours beause the GC itself reates a small ore
as it falls in and heats the bakground partile distribution. For initial density
distributions steeper than γ = 0.5 this no longer ours. In this ase, the
density prole does beome shallower as a result of heating, but the heating is
not suient to form a ore in the entre before the GC falls all of the way in.
The rosses on Figure 11 mark the radii at whih the nal density prole has
a entral log-slope shallower than -0.1. Reall that this is the same denition
we used to dene rcore earlier.
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Figure 10: The deay rate of the GC as a funtion of Mc (solid lines); Mc
is marked in solar masses. Overlaid are analyti preditions from equation
20 using ln Λ = 5, as previously (dotted lines). For these simulations, we
re-ran simulation NB3 (see Table 2) but using 10 times the GC mass (Mc =
2×106M⊙), and half of the GC mass (Mc = 1×105M⊙). Men/Mc at the point
of the onset of the stalling behaviour is, in order of inreasing Mc: [3,5,2℄.
3.6 Conlusions
Using analyti alulations and N-body simulations we have shown that in
onstant density harmoni ores, sinking satellites undergo an initial phase
of very rapid (super-Chandrasekhar) dynamial frition, after whih they ex-
periene no dynamial frition at all. This ours beause, for the speial
ase of harmoni potentials, there are stable solutions where the bakground
partiles move on epiyles about the in-falling satellite. The system moves
rapidly into this stable onguration. In doing so, the satellite experienes
a brief moment of enhaned frition. One in equilibrium, there is no net
momentum transfer between the bakground partiles and the satellite and
frition eases. For density proles with a entral power law prole, ρ ∝ r−α,
the infalling satellite heats the bakground and auses α to derease. For
α < 0.5 initially, the satellite generates a small entral onstant density ore
and stalls as in the α = 0 ase.
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Figure 11: The deay rate of the GC as a funtion of the entral log-slope of
the bakground density distribution, γ (solid lines); γ is marked on the plot.
Overlaid are analyti preditions from equation 20 using ln Λ = [8, 7, 3.5], in
order of inreasing γ (dotted lines). The rosses mark the radii at whih the
nal density prole has a entral log-slope shallower than -0.1. Men/Mc at
the point of the onset of the stalling behaviour is, in order of inreasing γ:
[4,1℄.
Our results onerning dynamial frition stalling in onstant density ores
are of broad astrophysial interest. Reent observational work suggests that
galaxies may have entral dark matter density ores, rather than the r−1 den-
sity usps predited by numerial simulations. Galati bars orbiting in suh
potentials will experiene very weak dynamial frition and an be very long-
lived (in fat entral density distributions do not need to be pure harmoni to
see this eet, low-density will also lead to very little frition  see e.g. De-
battista & Sellwood 1998 and Debattista & Sellwood 2000). Satellites falling
into suh galaxies will stall at the ore radius and never make it to the entre.
This point was investigated in a ompanion paper (Goerdt et al. 2006), where
we suggested that a onstant density ore ould solve the `timing problem' for
the GCs in the Fornax dwarf galaxy. Finally, reent work on merging blak
holes suggests that they an form a entral onstant density ore in the bak-
ground distribution (see e.g. Milosavljevi¢ et al. 2002; Ravindranath, Ho &
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Filippenko 2002) prior to forming a hard binary. If true, our results suggest
that this ould further exaerbate the well-known problem of getting the bi-
naries to oalese. Their rate of hardening will stall, even before the majority
of stars and dark matter have been ejeted from the ore, if the bakground
distribution is lose to onstant density. This may point towards gas playing
a more important role in bringing supermassive blak holes together at the
entre of galaxies (see e.g. Gould & Rix 2000).
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3.8 Two body noise and preession of the GC orbit plane
In this appendix we present a simple analyti model for the preession of the
GC orbit plane due to partile noise and ompare this with the simulations.
We show that even quite small partile noise an lead to signiant plane
preession over ∼ 100 dynamial times.
Under the assumption of linear bakground partile trajetories, it is
straightforward to show that an interation with one bakground partile will
produe a veloity kik perpendiular to the GC's orbit plane given by (Binney
& Tremaine 1987):
δvz =
2mbv3
G(Mc +m)2
[
1 +
b2v4
G2(Mc +m)2
]−1
(34)
where m is the mass of the bakground partile, Mc is the mass of the GC and
b is the impat parameter (initial perpendiular separation) of the enounter.
Suh a kik ours over ∼ a dynamial time.
Summing over all suh enounters (all impat parameters) then gives the
mean total veloity kik to the GC in ∼ a dynamial time. We sum over δv2z
to give the r.m.s. hange; δvz is of random sign and will sum to zero:
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Figure 12: Evolution of the GC orbit plane in angle, θ, over the simulation
time. The straight solid lines are for an analyti model that assumes a 2D
random walk. Results are shown for inreasing partile number, N . Over-
plotted are results from three typial N-body simulations: NB, NB3 and
NB3' - see Table 2 and this appendix for details; NB3' is idential to NB3,
exept that the GC initial orbit plane is dierent.
∆v2z
v2
=
1
v2
∫ bmax
bmin
δv2z
2Nb
b2max
db
=
8
2N
[
x2min − x2max
(1 + x2min)(1 + x
2
max)
+ ln
(
1 + x2max
1 + x2min
)]
=
8
N
ln Λ′ (35)
xmax =
Nm
Mc +m
; xmin =
Nm
Mc +m
Λ−1 (36)
where v is now ∼ the veloity of the GC; Λ = bmax/bmin is the term inside
Coulomb logarithm that also appears in equation 20; N is the number of
bakground partiles inside ∼ bmax (the GC orbit is assumed to lie in the x-y
plane); and ln Λ′ = 1/2[...] is dened by equation 35.
Notie that in the limit of large impat parameters, bmax ≫ bmin ≫
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GMc/v
2 ⇒ xmax ≫ xmin ≫ 1, and equation 35 redues to the more familiar
form: ∆v2z/v
2 = (8/N) ln Λ. It is then independent of the GC mass.
In one orbit, the GC will move a mean z distane, ∆z ∼ ∆vztdyn, where
tdyn is the orbit time. The mean hange in angle over one orbit, ∆θ, of the
vetor normal to the GC orbit plane is then given by:
∆θ ∼ tan−1
(
∆z
r
)
= tan−1
(
2π
√
8 ln Λ′
N
)
(37)
where we have assumed that the GC moves on a irular orbit of radius, r.
Any dependene on the underlying potential ompletely fators out in
equation 37, and ∆θ depends only on the number of partiles, N , and very
weakly on Mc/m.
The orbit plane an be tilted due to suh sattering noise from the bak-
ground distribution in two independent diretions. Sine the potential is
spherial, there is no restoring fore and one the plane has tilted, the proba-
bility it will tilt again is independent of its past history. Thus we may model
the aumulated preession of the orbit plane by a 2D random walk. This
gives:
θ = ∆θ
√
t
tdyn
(38)
The orbit time at r = rcore for our model is given by tdyn = 2π
√
r3
GM(r) =
0.15Gyrs. In Figure 12 we plot the mean orbit plane preession predited
by this random walk model, as a funtion of simulation time, t/tdyn. We use
bmax = 1.5 kp and bmin = 10p, whih gives ln Λ = 5, as in setion 3.5. In
setion 3.5, we typially ran our N-body models for 10Gyrs whih orresponds
to ∼ 100 dynamial times. The straight solid lines show the eet of inreasing
the partile number, N . Notie that extremely high resolution is required to
keep plane preession to a minimum over our simulation time: even with
107 partiles we an expet a mean preession over the whole simulation of
∼ 7o. Over-plotted are results from the NB, NB3 and NB3' simulations
(see Table 2). Reall that the NB model was a single shell model with 107
partiles in total, with 103 within 300 p. The NB3 simulations were three-
shell models with 106 partiles within 300 p. NB3' is a simulation whih is
idential to NB3 but with a dierent GC initial orbit plane. Notie that in
all ases the plane preesses; it is not some numerial error introdued by the
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three shell model. The NB3 simulations show a smaller preession than the
NB simulation as is expeted given their higher eetive resolution. Finally,
notie that hanging the initial GC orbit plane an alter the total preession
quite dramatially (ompare the NB3 and NB3' simulations). This is to be
expeted given the random walk model, above.
The total partile number, N , in equation 37 is a slightly ill-dened quan-
tity and so should not be equated exatly with the number of partiles in the
simulation (partiularly for the 3-shell models). However, it is enouraging
that our simple random walk model produes the orret mean slope for the
plane preession and the orret saling with partile number. It is lear that
the 3-shell model has an advantage over the single shell model: it samples the
ore region with 1000 times the resolution of the single shell and shows muh
smaller two-body noise.
Throughout this paper, we present simulations whih minimise the evo-
lution of the orbit plane. It is important to note, however, that all of our
simulations show the same entral result: a period of super-Chandrasekhar
frition, followed by stalling at the onstant density ore.
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4 Core reation in galaxies via sinking massive ob-
jets: appliation to the puzzling binary nuleated
galaxy VCC 128
4.1 Abstrat
Massive objets sinking within galaxies or dark matter haloes via dynami-
al frition will exhange energy with entral partiles, ejeting them from
the usp and possibly reating a onstant density inner region. We explore
parameter spae using numerial simulations and give empirial relations for
the size of the resulting ore within strutures that have dierent initial usp
slopes. We show that simple energeti arguments an be used to predit these
saling laws. As an appliation we onsider the dwarf spheroidal galaxy VCC
128 whih has a double nuleus separated by less than a hundred parses. If
this galaxy has a surrounding old dark matter halo then these objets should
sink the to entre of the usp and oalese in a few million years. We show
that a likely solution is that the sinking nulei would reate a ore equal to
their urrent separation if the initial dark matter usp is shallower than a
slope of -1. The sinking objets would naturally stall at this radius for many
Gyrs perhaps giving us an indiret observation of dynamial frition operating
within the entre of a CDM halo.
4.2 Introdution
Any massive objets orbiting within a uspy mass distribution are expeted
to lose energy and sink via dynamial frition (Chandrasekhar 1943; White
1983; Hernquist & Weinberg 1989; Capuzzo-Doletta & Viari 2005). While
spiralling inwards the massive perturber will transfer energy to entral par-
tiles/stars et, moving them to a larger orbital radius. One proposed eet
of this proess is to make a primordially uspy dark matter distribution shal-
lower (El-Zant, Shlosman & Homan 2001). A similar proess will happen if
a binary system is present at the entre of a distribution of lighter partiles,
for example a massive blak hole binary in the entre of a stellar distribution
an possibly explain the reation of a ore in the light distribution as stars
are ejeted via three body enounters (Merritt et al. 2004).
In the prevailing ΛCDM osmology primordial dark matter haloes are
uspy, having an inner density slope ρ(r) ∝ rγ steeper than 1.0 (Dubinski
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& Carlberg 1991; Diemand, Moore & Stadel 2005). Observations of dwarf
galaxies seem to indiate that they have a ored mass distribution (Sánhez-
Saledo, Reyes-Iturbide & Hernandez 2006; Goerdt et al. 2006; Kleyna et
al. 2003). Controversial evidene for ored mass distributions in dwarf spiral
galaxies has been debated for over a deade (Moore 1994).
Any suiently ompat sinking perturber will transform any host halo,
that has been uspy in the beginning, into a ored one at some sale. One a
ore has formed then dynamial frition is no longer eetive (Goerdt et al.
2006). Dynamial arguments show that sinking perturbers must stall at the
outer edge of a ore (Read et al. 2006).
In this paper we quantify this stalling behaviour as a funtion of perturber
mass and entral usp slope. We give empirial saling relations using high
resolution N-body simulations and attempt to explain these using simple en-
ergeti arguments. As an example we attempt to explain the lose separation
of binary nulei within the dwarf galaxy VCC 128 (Debattista et al. 2006).
The two nulei are expeted to sink into the entre of a uspy halo, and o-
alese there on timesales whih are extremely short ompared to the age of
the galaxy.
This paper is organised as follows: In setion 2 we desribe our analytial
framework, whih is supported using N -body simulations. In setion 3 we
apply our ndings to VCC 128 and in setion 4 we give our onlusions.
4.3 Transforming usps to ores
We are interested in the eets of dynamial frition at modifying the entral
struture of dark matter haloes, stellar distributions et, so we take as an
initial distribution the α, β, γ law (Hernquist 1990):
ρ(r) =
ρ0
(r/rs)
γ [1 + (r/rs)
α](β−γ)/α
(r ≤ Rvir) (39)
In this equation we have 5 variables: ρ0, rs, α, β and γ. Sine we fous on the
very inner regions of the halo in our analysis, α and β are of little interest to
us. We x them at the ommonly aepted values for old dark matter haloes
of 1.0 and 3.0, respetively. γ is the value we atually want to onstrain so
the missing parameters are ρ0 and rs.
We will take our duial model to represent a low mass dark matter halo
typial of those surrounding dwarf galaxies with a irular veloity vc = 50
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Halo γ ρ0/M⊙p
−3 rs 
A 1.50 0.001333 10.3 kp 7.5
B 1.00 0.009109 5.01 kp 15.0
C 0.75 0.017732 3.91 kp 19.0
D 0.50 0.027746 3.38 kp 22.0
Table 3: The parameter list of the four dierent dark matter haloes, we use
in our analytial and numerial alulations.
km s
−1
. As our appliation, later we will onsider VCC 128 whih has an
absolute bolometri luminosity of VCC 128 is MB = -15.5 mag (Debattista et
al. 2006). With that information we an estimate its irular veloity to be
vc = 35 - 65 km s
−1
using the Faber-Jakson relation of dE's (de Rijke et
al. 2005). Assuming a onentration of 15 for γ = 1.0, whih is a ommon
value for osmologially motivated dwarf spheroidals (okas 2002), we get a
r(vpeak) of 10.75 kp. For our other models we keep vpeak as well as r(vpeak)
onstant, just varying γ. This leads to the parameters given in Table 3 and
to the irular veloity urves and radial density proles, whih are shown in
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, respetively.
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Figure 13: Cirular veloities of the four dierent dark matter haloes, we use
in our analytial alulations. All four of them peak at 50 km s
−1
.
The dynamial frition sinking timesale of a massive ompat objet
an be derived using the Chandrasekhar dynamial frition formula (Chan-
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Figure 14: Radial density proles of the four dierent dark matter haloes, we
use in our analytial alulations.
drasekhar 1943). The nal equation omes out to be:
dr
dt
= −4πlnΛ(r)ρ(r)G
2Mpertr
v2c (r)d [rvc(r)] /dr
{
erf
[
vc(r)√
2σ(r)
]
− 2vc(r)√
2πσ(r)
exp
[−v2c (r)
2σ2(r)
]}
, (40)
where vc(r) is the irular speed at radius r, lnΛ(r) the Coulomb logarithm,
Mpert is the mass of the perturber. ρ(r) is the density of the dark matter
halo at radius r aording to equation (39) and σ(r) is the one-dimensional
veloity dispersion of the halo.
4.3.1 N-body simulations
We have performed N -body simulations with the haloes presented in Table 3
to study the eets of dierent mass perturbers on modifying the density pro-
les. Equilibrium N -body representations of these haloes have been reated
with the algorithm desribed in Kazantzidis, Magorrian & Moore (2004) using
the multimass tehnique of Zemp (2006). This gives strutures that have an
eetive resolution in the region of interest equivalent to using ∼ 1010 single
mass partiles. We rst use a single partile of mass Mpert = 5×105 M⊙ with
a softening length of 2 p starting at 0.4 kp on a irular orbit. You an see
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the trajetories of the single perturber in the four dierent haloes in Fig. 15.
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Figure 15: Simulated position of a single nuleus within its host halo as a
funtion of time, assuming an initial true distane of 400 p. The horizontal
line shows the observed projeted distanes of the two nulei in VCC 128.
On all trajetories you an see a kikbak, whih ours after a rst point
of losest approah (fpa). Now the nuleus moves away for a while, reahes a
maximum to ome bak to a seond point of losest approah (spa), where it
nally stalls. Usually the distane of the nuleus from the entre of the halo
is pretty muh the same at fpa and at spa. The total duration as well as
the height of the kikbak are linked to the perturbers mass via a power law.
We dene the height of the kikbak to be the dierene between the lowest
and the highest point during the kikbak period. The lowest point during
kikbak period is the smaller one of fpa and spa. It is interesting to see
that the loal minima to the right and to the left of the kikbak, fpa and
spa, are, to very good auray at the same height. We will talk about this
phenomenon in more depth later.
The stalling radii at fpa as a funtion of γ are plotted in Fig. 16, they
an be tted with an equation of the following form:
rstall = A exp (Bγ) (41)
with A = 738 p and B = −3.29.
We ran two more series of simulations keeping the haloes xed (haloes
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Figure 16: The stalling radii at fpa as a funtion of γ for MGC = 5 × 105
M⊙, together with the best t exponential.
B and C) and varying the mass of the perturber MGC. In the simulations
with halo B the nulei start at 0.8 kp and in the simulations with halo C the
perturber start at 1.2 kp so that in eah ase the orbits starts well outside the
nal ore radius. (We ould have started the perturber in halo B at 1.2 kp
as well and we would have got the same results, but this would have produed
avoidable omputational osts.) Results in all simulations are shown using
irular orbits but similar saling laws were found using more eentri orbits.
You an see the trajetories of the single perturber in halo B in Fig. 17 and
for halo C in Fig. 18. The stalling radii for haloes B and C as a funtion of
Mpert are plotted in Fig. 24 for fpa and spa. The data an be tted with
equation (51) with A = 0.07 p and B = 0.48 for γ = 1.00 and A = 0.18
p and B = 0.46 for γ = 0.75 These values a very lose to the theoretial
values given in the last setion. It is apparent that the slopes agree very well.
The mass deits within the stalling radii for haloes B and C as a funtion
of perturbers mass are plotted in Fig. 25 at fpa and spa. The data an be
tted with an equation of the following form:
Mdef = A
(
Mpert
M⊙
)B
(42)
with A = 3.40 M⊙ and B = 0.84 for γ = 1.00 and A = 1.26 M⊙ and
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Figure 17: Distane from the entre of potential of a single perturber as a
funtion of its mass within halo B as a funtion of time.
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Figure 18: Simulated position of a single perturber with varying mass within
halo C as a funtion of time.
B = 0.93 for γ = 0.75 [ompare this expression with equations (56) and
(58)℄. It beomes apparent that the mass deit does not hange during the
kikbak period. Very unlike the mass distribution: The density proles of
the host halo at fpa an at spa are plotted in Figs. 19, 20, 21 and 22.
One an learly see that the mass distribution hanges signiantly. The
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Figure 19: Density proles of the host halo with γ = 1.0 (halo B) at the rst
point of losest approah for the dierent nulei masses Mpert.
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Figure 20: Density proles of the host halo with γ = 0.75 (halo C) at the rst
point of losest approah for the dierent nulei masses Mpert.
haloes settles down into a new equilibrium between fpa and spa. The radial
density proles hange from being uspy to having a ore.
You an see the duration of the kikbak as a funtion of Mpert in Fig. 26,
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Figure 21: Density proles of the host halo with γ = 1.0 (halo B) at the
seond point of losest approah for the dierent nulei masses Mpert.
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Figure 22: Density proles of the host halo with γ = 0.75 (halo C) at the
seond point of losest approah for the dierent nulei masses Mpert.
the data an be tted with an equation of the following form:
tkickback = A
(
Mpert
M⊙
)B
(43)
with A = 10.5 Myr and B = 0.21 for γ = 1.00 and A = 129.9 Myr and
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B = 0.08 for γ = 0.75, Whih is very lose to the theoretial approah of
equations (63) and (64). You an see the height of the kikbak as a funtion
of Mpert in Fig. 23, the data an be very well tted with an equation of the
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Figure 23: Height of the kikbak as a funtion of Mpert for haloes B and C,
together with their best t exponentials.
following form:
hkickback = A
(
Mpert
M⊙
)B
(44)
with A = 0.015 p and B = 0.55 for γ = 1.00 and A = 0.040 p and B = 0.52
for γ = 0.75.
4.3.2 Analytial model
While the massive objet sinks in from its initial position rinitial down towards
the stalling radius rstall, whih we assume to be the ore radius of the halo rcore
as well, it loses energy: Its kineti energy gets less positive and its potential
energy beomes more negative. This energy is transferred to the host halo,
whih is transformed from being a uspy pure NFW-halo (Navarro, Frenk &
White 1996) (In ase of halo B, the expressions for halo C are analogue) with
the usual density prole:
ρcusp(r) =
ρ0
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
(45)
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[see equation (39)℄ into a ored halo (ompare Figs. 19 to 22) with the fol-
lowing density prole:
ρcore(r) =


ρ1
(rcore/rs)(1 + rcore/rs)2
(r ≤ rcore)
ρ1
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
(r ≥ rcore)
(46)
The new normalisation fator ρ1 has to be hosen in a way the the mass
between the entre of the halo and its virial radius is the same for both
models. The total energy dierene between this two models is half their
potential energy dierene, due to the virial theorem. The total potential
energy of a halo is
Epot =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
4πr2ρ(r)Φ(r)dr (47)
The potential Φ(r) of a spherial symmetri halo is given by
Φ(r) = −4πG
[
1
r
∫ r
0
ρ(r′)r′2dr′ +
∫ ∞
r
ρ(r′)r′dr′
]
(48)
With the help of equations (45) to (48) one an alulate the total energy
dierene of the two halo models as a funtion of ore radius rcore.
The energy provided by the perturber is the dierene between its total
energy at r = rinitial within the uspy halo and its total energy at r = rcore
within the ored halo. So:
Ediff = Mpert
{
1
2
[vcusp(rinitial)]
2 +Φcusp(rinitial)
− 1
2
[vcore(rcore)]
2 − Φcore(rcore)
}
(49)
vcusp(r) and vcore(r) are the irular veloities within the respetive haloes at
position r. The an be omputed aording to
vcir(r) =
√
4πG
r
∫ r
0
r′2ρ(r′)dr′, (50)
with ρ(r′) being the density prole of the respetive halo. With equation (49)
one an ompute the energy lost by a sinking in globular as a funtion of rcore.
Combining equations (47) and (49) one gets an expression for the ore radius
rcore as a funtion of globular luster mass Mpert. This expression is plotted
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on top of the data of the N -body simulations from the next paragraph in Fig.
24. This analyti approah has naturally two shortomings: (a) the energy
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Figure 24: The stalling radii at the rst as well as at the seond point of
losest approah as a funtion of perturber mass for haloes B and C, together
with our theoretial models.
needed to reate a ore of given size rcore is too large beause in our model
the displaed mass is evenly distributed between rcore and rvir. In reality this
mass is rather loated just outside rcore. (b): The stalling radius rcore depends
too muh on the initial radius rinitial, beause in our model all the energy is
transferred to the ore. In reality the perturber transfers a signiant amount
of its energy on its way to the outer parts of its host halo. Sine the fration
of partiles aeted is smaller in the outer regions the outer density prole is
not signiantly modied.
The theoretial models you an see in Fig. 24 an be approximated in the
low Mpert regime by a power law of the form:
rstall = A
(
Mpert
M⊙
)B
(51)
with A = 0.09 p and B = 0.48 for γ = 1.00 and A = 0.28 p and B = 0.43
for γ = 0.75. To alulate the mass deit Mdef in the entre of the halo,
we assume that the stalling radius rstall is equal to the ore radius rcore.
Additionally we know from equation (39) that the density ρ(r) goes as r−1 in
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the entral region of the halo for halo B. So:
ρ(r) =
C
r
(52)
The mass dierene between a ored and a uspy halo an by omputed via:
Mdef =
∫ rcore
0
4πr2 [ρ (r)− ρ (rcore)] dr (53)
using equation (52) this an be resolved to give:
Mdef = 4π
(∫ rcore
0
r′2
C
r′
dr′ −
∫ rcore
0
r′2
C
rcore
dr′
)
(54)
=
2
3
πCr2core (55)
Substituting equation (51) for rcore we get the following expression for the
mass deit:
Mdef =
2
3
πA2C
(
Mpert
M⊙
)2B
(56)
This expression is plotted on top of the data of the N -body simulations from
the next paragraph in Fig. 25. For halo C equation (52) has to be replaed
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Figure 25: Mass deits at the rst point as well as at the seond point of
losest approah as a funtion of perturber mass for haloes B and C, together
with our theoretial models.
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by
ρ(r) =
C
r0.75
, (57)
when evaluating these expressions, one has to be areful, beause C has dif-
ferent units for γ = 1.0 and γ = 0.75. The nal equation omes out to be:
Mdef =
4
9
πA9/4C
(
Mpert
M⊙
)9B/4
(58)
This expression is plotted on top of the data of the N -body simulations from
the next paragraph in Fig. 25 as well.
The duration of the kikbak is proportional to the rossing time tcross
within the ore, whih is
tcross =
rcore
vcir (rcore)
. (59)
Putting in the usual equation for vcir(rcore), we get:
tcross =
(rcore)
3/2
√
GMenc
, (60)
where Menc is the mass within rcore, whih an be omputed as follows:
Menc =
∫ rcore
0
4πr2ρ(r)dr (61)
Using equation (52) this omes out to be:
Menc = 2πCr
2
core (62)
Putting this into equation (60) and using equation (51) as well, we get as an
expression for the duration of the kikbak in ase of halo B:
tkickback = D
√
A
2πCG
(
Mpert
M⊙
)B/2
, (63)
with D being a free parameter, whih omes out to be 27.188. This expres-
sion is plotted on top of the data of the N -body simulations from the next
paragraph in Fig. 26. For Halo C we have to replae equation (52) again by
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Figure 26: Duration of the kikbak as a funtion of Mpert for haloes B and
C, together with our theoretial models.
equation (57) and we get nally:
tkickback = D
3A3/8
4
√
πCG
(
Mpert
M⊙
)3B/8
, (64)
with D = 27.188, as before. This expression is plotted on top of the data of
the N -body simulations from the next paragraph in Fig. 26, as well.
4.4 Appliation to VCC 128
This stalling behaviour an niely be applied to VCC 128, a dwarf spheroidal
galaxy (dSph) at the outskirts of the Virgo luster. A very lose binary nuleus
has reently been disovered there (Debattista et al. 2006). The two nulei
are very similar in their appearane with masses estimated to be 5 × 105
M⊙. These authors found altogether 3 dSph galaxies with double nulei,
looking at HST arhival images of 50 dwarf spheroidals from a survey by
Lotz, Miller & Ferguson (2004). The projeted distane of the two nulei
in VCC 128 is 32 p. This extremely small distane between the two nulei
that have masses omparable to globular lusters is very puzzling, beause
of dynamial onsiderations related to the frition-aused sink-in timesales
(Chandrasekhar 1943).
Using equation (40) we an alulate the time it would take for one of the
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nulei to sink to the entre of the system. In all our alulations we assume
a onstant Coulomb logarithm lnΛ(r) = 4.0 (see Peñarrubia, Just & Kroupa
2004, for a detailed disussion of lnΛ varying with r). If one takes 44 p as
the initial true separation from the globular luster to the entre of its host
halo then for halo A the total sink-in time is omputed to be 7.4 Myr, Halo
B's sink-in-time is 13.9 Myr, Halo C's sink-in time is 38.1 Myr and Halo D's
sink-in time is 171 Myr. The sink-in behaviour of the nulei for all four ases
an be seen in Fig. 27.
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Figure 27: Analytial omputed position as a funtion of time, during the
Chandrasekhar sink-in period for our four haloes, assuming an initial true
distane of the nuleus from the entre of 44 p.
A possible mehanism whih would stop a nuleus from sinking in is the
stalling eet desribed by Read et al. (2006). Those authors found that a
massive perturber would not sink in anymore but stall immediately as soon as
it hits a harmoni onstant density ore. This eet is amplied by the fat
that the sinking objets replae mass (El-Zant, Shlosman & Homan 2001;
Merritt et al. 2004). So while a globular luster is sinking into the very entre
and it removes some of the dark matter partiles from the innermost part
of the halo. By doing so it transforms a primordial usp into a ore. This
is mehanism whih is easily apable of transforming usps into ores unlike
tidal stripping as N -body simulations of CDM satellites indiate (Kazantzidis
et al. 2004) This happens by the following mehanism:
Debattista et al. (2006) tried to explain their disovery by employing
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a sheme of a nulear disk surrounding a supermassive blak hole (SMBH),
a situation similar to the one in M31 (Tremaine 1995). This explanation,
however, is not very onvining, beause low mass galaxies are ineient in
forming SMBHs (Ferrarese 2002).
To emphasise how important these ndings are we will, for this setion,
assume that the stalling eet desribed in the last two setions does not exist
and the two nulei in VCC 128 will sink in as predited in equation (40) and
Fig. 27. As already mentioned, the alulations presented here are based
upon the observations from (Debattista et al. 2006). Refering to this work,
we will taken as given throughout the paper that 3 out of 50 dSph have double
nulei with a projeted distane of 32 p. Our main assumptions are that all
dwarf galaxies, for whih no double nulei have been observed, (a) do not have
double nulei at their entres, (b) lost their double nulei beause of a sink-in
proess due to dynamial frition, and () have double nulei as lose as the
ones in VCC 128 (this assumption is made not only for the sake of numerial
onveniene, but also beause of lak of preise observational measurements).
However, it is important to mention that there are unertainties entering these
assumptions: Out of the 47 dwarf elliptials, whih do not have double nulei,
there might be some whih atually do have suh nulei but the latter are too
lose to eah other to be observed. Moreover, not all dwarf galaxies neessarily
developed double nulei during their lifetime.
We ran an additional series of simulations with two perturbers on either
oplanar or perpendiular orbits. Again we used the haloes presented in Table
3. The stalling behaviour is shown in Fig. 28.
In halo A the nuleus does not stall, in halo B it stalls in a rst step at
exatly 32 p (This an be seen very beautifully in Fig. 15), in haloes C and
D it stalls in a rst step way above 32 p. These results suggest for slopes like
1.5 or steeper that Read stalling does indeed not ruially hange the results
we derived analytially. However for slopes shallower than 1.0 Read stalling
does aet our results quite dramatially.
To summarise our ndings: We an indeed exlude all very steep inner
log density slopes like 1.5. The most likely explanation for the observation
is however that the two nulei transformed an initially fairly steep inner log
density slope like 1.0 or 0.75 into a ore during its initial sinking period. The
nulei would then stall at the edge of this freshly reated ore. So the existene
of the binary nuleus in VCC 128 an be interpreted as an indiret evidene
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Figure 28: Separation of the two perturbers as a funtion of time, assuming
an initial true separation of 800 p and perpendiular orbits. The horizontal
line shows the observed projeted distanes in VCC 128.
for dynamial frition. A very shallow inner log density slope like 0.75 or
smaller seems to be quite unlikely as well, beause the globular lusters would
have stalled far further away then 32 p. More likely distanes here are 100
- 200 p (See Fig. 28). Therefore one an dedue that an underlying dark
matter halo obeying a NFW-halo provides the best explanation for the shown
observations.
Further on, we an state, that the two globulars have to be on almost
perfetly irular, very oplanar orbits, otherwise they would have ollided
and merged a long time ago, beause their dynamial times are so small.
Throughout the paper we will assume that out of two orbiting nulei one
sinks to the entre of the underlying dark matter distribution and the other one
is orbiting it afterwards. So we interpret the distane between the two nulei
as the distane of one nuleus to the entre of the dark matter distribution. We
performed several N -body simulations to verify that this assumption holds.
We assume that the vetor onneting the two nulei has a random orien-
tation. So the probability distribution of its inlination is Ψ(i) = cos(i). We
dene inlination so when it is equal to 0
◦
there is a right angle between the
line of sight and the vetor. So for example we an say that in Pangle = 70%
of the ases the inlination is lower than 43
◦
or the de-projeted distane be-
tween the nulei is lower than 44 p. To make a start, we will use this value
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as the true distane.
As already mentioned earlier, for halo A the total sink-in time is omputed
to be 7.4 Myr. We assume that the urrent age of the galaxy is 5.0 Gyr. So
the time it takes for the two nulei to oalese is about 0.15% of the lifetime of
the galaxy. This means that it would be highly improbable to observe binary
nulei in the present. We will disuss the omparison of the probabilities later
in the text. Halo B's sink-in-time is 13.9 Myr, whih is 0.28% of the lifetime
of the galaxy. Again this timesale seems short ompared to ourrene of
binary nulei in dSphs to serve as an aeptable model. Halo C's sink-in time
is 38.1 Myr. This is 0.76% of the lifetime of the galaxy. Even this timesale
seems too short. Halo D's sink-in time is 171 Myr, about 3.4% of the galaxy's
age, a timesale, whih may be aeptable. The sink-in behaviour of the nulei
for all four ases an be seen in Fig. 27.
We want to elaborate a bit further on the omparison of probabilities.
The sample we are working with has 50 galaxies in total, out of whih 3 have
double nulei. For halo C the double nulei would survive for about 0.76 %
of the lifetime of the galaxy. So when we look at one random galaxy at a
random time, the probability of seeing a double nuleus is Pdn = 0.0076. The
probability of seeing more than 2 galaxies with double nulei in a sample of
50 is given by the umulative binomial distribution:
P (ndn > 2) = 1−
2∑
j=0
(
50
j
)
(Pdn)
j(1− Pdn)50−j (65)
For the values of our halo C we have P (ndn > 2) = 0.662% or alternatively
P (ndn < 3) = 99.34%. This values give the impression, that we an rule
out model C to better than 95%. Unfortunately we assumed the inlination
angle i to be smaller than 43◦, this assumption holds only in Pangle = 70%
of all the ases. Therefore we an exlude halo C only with a probability of
P excludeAnalytic = PangleP (ndn < 3) = 69.5%. So we start over and inrease the
maximum allowed inlination angle imax, redoing the whole analysis in order
to maximise P excludeAnalytic for eah halo. In Table 4 you an see those values for
the dierent haloes. A lear trend beomes apparent, what the exludability
onerns: it inreases with inreasing γ. This is very intuitive, as well. So it
is valid to say that there is an upper limit on γ.
In order to double-hek these analytial preditions we presented here,
we run a series of Monte Carlo simulations. These simulations were designed
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Halo γ imax Pangle P
exclude
Analytic P
exclude
MonteCarlo
A 1.50 72.6◦ 95.4% 93.87% 98.68%
∧
= 2.45σ
B 1.00 69.1◦ 93.4% 90.98% 97.86%
∧
= 2.30σ
C 0.75 62.9◦ 89.0% 83.85% 95.52%
∧
= 2.00σ
D 0.50 46.9◦ 73.0% 52.52% 73.49%
∧
= 1.11σ
Table 4: Summary of the statistial impliation of our analytial alulations
for the dierent halo models.
as follows: We draw a random inlination angle i, aording to its probability
density distribution Ψ(i) = cos(i). Then we alulate the true distane be-
tween the two nulei and determine their sink-in time, as well as the sink-in
time fration fsi whih is the fration the sink-in time oupies out of the
galaxies total lifetime. This value orresponds to the probability of seeing a
double nuleus in a random galaxy at a random time Pdn, mentioned earlier
in the text. Now we draw for eah of the 50 galaxies a random time fration
frt, an evenly distributed number between 0 and 1. If more than 2 out of the
50 random time frations are smaller than the sink-in time fration (frt < fsi)
the respetive halo model annot be ruled out. If for less then 3 galaxies the
random time frations are bigger then the sink-in time fration (frt > fsi) the
respetive halo model an be ruled out. Instead of drawing 50 random time
frations one an modify the sink-in time fration aording to equation (65)
to get a ombined sink-in time fration fcsi, a value whih orresponds to the
P (ndn < 3) mentioned earlier in the text. So for a random inlination angle
i we an dene:
fcsi(i) =
2∑
j=0
(
50
j
)
[fsi(i)]
j [1− fsi(i)]50−j (66)
Now we an ompare the ombined sink-in time fration fcsi of our random
inlination angle i with a single random time fration frt. If the random time
fration is smaller then the ombined sink-in time fration (frt < fcsi) the
respetive halo model annot be ruled out. If the random time fration is
bigger then the sink-in time fration (frt < fcsi) the respetive halo model an
be ruled out. Repeating this alulation several times to get a Monte Carlo
statisti we get the exlusion probabilities given in Table 4. The results by
this method, an be obtained analytially as well, by integrating the ombined
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sink-in time fration fcsi over all angles normalised by their probability density:
P excludeMonteCarlo =
∫ pi/2
0
cos(i)fcsi(i)di (67)
The Monte Carlo method gives systematially higher values than the ana-
lytial approah, beause in the latter we did some impliit onservative as-
sumptions in order to make the whole analysis feasible. Namely that the true
distane is equal to (32 p / os imax) with a probability of Pangle and equal
to innity with a probability of (1 - Pangle). In the Monte Carlo approah
these assumptions are not neessary any more. Here we work with the true
distributions. Therefore we are able to gain the most signiane out of the
information we have.
Looking arefully at the probabilities given in Table 4 we must ome to the
onlusion that in absene of the usp-ore transforming mehanism desribed
in the last two setion the inner log density slope of VCC 128 must be shallower
than 1.0.
4.5 Conlusions
Taking as given the observations by Debattista et al. (2006), we have used
dynamial and statistial arguments to show the following points:
 The inner log density slope γ of the dark matter halo underlying VCC
128 must be muh less than 1.5. Otherwise the dynamial frition sink-
in times are so tiny in omparison to the lifetime of the galaxy that one
would run into a ne tuning problem.
 When simulating the situation in VCC 128, we see a stalling eet,
as desribed by Read et al. (2006). The globular lusters oming from
outside do not sink any further then a give stalling radius, whih depends
on the inner log density slope γ.
 The primordial inner log density slope γ must be muh bigger than 0.75
for VCC 128. Otherwise globular lusters would stall muh above the
32 p they are seen at right know. One would have to wonder by what
mehanism they would have sunk in to their urrent position.
 The binary nuleus of VCC 128 has to bee seen as an indiret evidene
for dynamial frition, taking ΛCDM for granted: In this system dy-
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namial frition always moves two globulars into positions whih are
of order 32 p apart, ompletely independed of where they have been
plaed in the beginning.
 The two globulars have to be on almost perfetly irular, very oplanar
orbits, otherwise they would have ollided and merged a long time ago,
beause their dynamial times are so small.
 We desribe a mehanism whih is easily apable of transforming pri-
mordial usps into ores unlike tidal stripping as N -body simulations
of CDM satellites indiate (Kazantzidis et al. 2004). This mehanism
might help solving the usp ore problem, beause it naturally explains
ores in a ΛCDM universe.
Like two other examples of dwarf spheroidal galaxies in the literature [For-
nax (Sánhez-Saledo, Reyes-Iturbide & Hernandez 2006; Goerdt et al. 2006)
and Ursa Minor (Kleyna et al. 2003)℄, as well, this dwarf spheroidal seems
to have at least very shallow if not ored underlying dark matter halo. The
usp-ore transform mehanism desribed in this paper an help interpret-
ing these observation within the prevailing ΛCDM paradigm, as having an
initially uspy (NFW) halo whih has been transformed into a ored halo.
Although the total number of galaxies taken into aount was unavoidably
small, our alulations demonstrate that should more data beome available,
our methods an serve as a powerful tool for estimating the value of γ. The
most probable explanation for this observation is an primordial inner log den-
sity slope of about 1.0 whih has been transformed into a harmoni ore due
to dynamial frition.
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5 The survival and disruption of CDMmiro-haloes:
impliations for diret and indiret detetion ex-
periments
12
5.1 Abstrat
If the dark matter partile is a neutralino then the rst strutures to form are
uspy old dark matter (CDM) haloes ollapsing after redshifts z ≈ 100 in
the mass range 10−6−10−3M⊙. We arry out a detailed study of the survival
of these miro-haloes in the Galaxy as they experiene tidal enounters with
stars, moleular louds, and other dark matter substrutures. We test the
validity of analyti impulsive heating alulations using high resolution N -
body simulations. A major limitation of analyti estimates is that mean
energy inputs are ompared to mean binding energies, instead of the atual
mass lost from the system. This energy riterion leads to an overestimate of
the stripped mass and underestimate of the disruption timesale sine CDM
haloes are strongly bound in their inner parts. We show that a signiant
fration of material from CDM miro-haloes an be unbound by enounters
with Galati substruture and stars, however the uspy entral regions remain
relatively intat. Furthermore, the miro-haloes near the solar radius are those
whih ollapse signiantly earlier than average and will suer very little mass
loss. Thus we expet a fration of surviving bound miro-haloes, a smooth
omponent with narrow features in phase spae, whih may be unovered by
diret detetion experiments, as well as numerous surviving uspy ores with
proper motions of ar-minutes per year, whih an be deteted indiretly via
their annihilation into gamma-rays.
5.2 Introdution
If dark matter is omposed mainly of the lightest supersymmetri partner
partile, the neutralino, the rst self-gravitating strutures in the universe
are earth-mass haloes forming at high redshifts (Hofmann, Shwarz & Stöker
2001; Diemand, Moore & Stadel 2005). As many as 1015 ould be within our
Galati halo today. These abundant old dark matter (CDM) miro-haloes
have uspy density proles that an withstand the Galati tidal eld at the
solar radius. The numbers of suh haloes that lie within the viinity of the
12
This hapter has been published as Goerdt et al. (2007).
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solar system depends on how many survive the omplex merging history of
early hierarhial struture formation. N -body simulations of CDM satel-
lites indiate that tightly bound usps are very stable against tidal stripping
(Kazantzidis et al. 2004), and therefore dense miro-haloes areting late onto
more massive strutures may survive relatively intat. The exat distribution
of dark matter in the solar viinity is important for diret and indiret dark
matter detetion experiments.
Substrutures that survive the merging proess will experiene ontinuous
perturbative enounters with stars, moleular louds, and other dark matter
subhaloes. As disussed in Diemand, Moore & Stadel (2005), we expet that
these enounters lead to some mass loss but that the usps of most miro-
haloes remain intat. Reent studies by Zhao et al. (2005, 2007), Green &
Goodwin (2007) and Berezinsky Dokuhaev & Eroshenko (2006) have raised
the question whether these rst haloes would be ompletely disrupted by
lose enounters with stars. Crossing the Galati dis would also ause ad-
ditional tidal heating. Moore et al. (2005) argued that the analytial impulse
approximation and the semi-analyti models used in these studies may not
fully desribe the disruption of the high-density inner ores. Partile orbits
deep in the usp may remain adiabatially invariant to the perturbations and
preserve the struture of the usp. Only diret numerial simulations an de-
sribe these omplex dynamial proesses. In this paper, we use several sets of
high resolution N -body simulations to test the validity of analytial heating
models.
An important fator in the survival statistis of miro-haloes is how many
survive similar-mass mergers during the build-up of the Galati halo (Die-
mand, Kuhlen & Madau 2006). Even if only a few perent survive the hi-
erarhial growth, many miro-haloes would still lie within one parse from
the Sun. Their dense uspy ores would be soures of gamma-ray emission
due to self-annihilation, whih ould be uniquely distinguished by their high
proper motions on the sky of the order ar-minutes per year, assuming that
the loal dark matter density is ρ(r⊙) = 0.01M⊙ p
−3
(Holmberg & Flynn
2000) and that miro-haloes obey a Maxwell-Boltzmann veloity distribution
funtion set by the virial temperature of the Milky Way halo (for more details
see Koushiappas 2006).
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5.3 Heating by stars in the solar neighbourhood
There are various ways to dene a virialized halo. The approah often used
in osmologial simulations, whih we adopt here, is that dark haloes virialize
when their average density equals ∆ = 200 times the mean density of the
universe, ρ¯(z) = 3Ω0H
2
0 (1 + z)
3/8πG. Here H0 is the Hubble onstant, Ω0 is
the matter density parameter, and z is the redshift of virialization. Then the
virial radius of the halo, dened by the relation Mvir ≡ 4pi3 R3vir∆ρ¯(z), is
Rvir = 0.31 (1 + z)
−1
(
Mvir
10−6M⊙
)1/3
p, (68)
for Ω0 = 0.3 and H0 = 70 km s
−1
Mp
−1
. The virial veloity is dened by the
relation V 2vir ≡ GMvir/Rvir:
Vvir = 12 (1 + z)
1/2
(
Mvir
10−6M⊙
)1/3
m s
−1. (69)
These parameters determine the binding energy of the haloes, whih an be
expressed using the half-mass radius of the system: Eb ≈ 0.2GMvir/R1/2
(Spitzer 1987). Density proles of dark matter haloes in osmologial simula-
tions are often desribed by the NFW model with a onentration parameter,
c. For c < 10, the radius ontaining half of the virial mass is approximately
R1/2 ≈ (5c)−1/4 Rvir. High-redshift haloes have typially low onentrations,
suh that R1/2 ≈ 0.5Rvir. Therefore, the binding energy of rst haloes is
Eb ≈ 0.4V 2vir. As these small haloes merge into larger systems, two eets
may modify their struture: tidal trunation by the host galaxy and tidal
heating by massive, fast-moving perturbers (stars, moleular louds, other
dark matter substrutures). In the viinity of the Sun, the matter density is
dominated by stars, whih we assume to have the same mass m∗ = 0.7M⊙,
whih is the mass of an average star in the solar neighbourhood. The stellar
mass density is m∗n∗ ≈ 0.1M⊙ p−3 (Binney & Merrield 1998), whih is a
half of the total density of the dis alulated from the Oort limit (Bahall
1984). In order to remain gravitationally self-bound, the miro-haloes must
have an average density above roughly 2m∗n∗ (Binney & Tremaine 1987).
Fast enounters with massive perturbers inrease the veloity dispersion of
dark matter partiles and redue a halo's binding energy. A distant enounter
at an impat parameter b with a relative veloity Vrel inreases the energy per
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unit mass on the average by
∆E1(b) ≈ 1
2
(
2Gm∗
b2 Vrel
)2 2
3
〈
r2
〉
, (70)
where
〈
r2
〉 ∼ R21/2 is the ensemble average of the partile distane squared
from the entre of the miro-halo.
At very small impat parameters, b < b1, a single enounter would be
suiently strong to unbind the whole halo: ∆E1(b1) = Eb. As we show
later in setion 5.5, a small entral part always survives even suh a strong
perturbation, apart from diret ollisions with b = 0. Nevertheless, it is
instrutive to dene the disruptive enounter threshold, whih is given by
b1 = ac
(
Gm∗Rvir
VrelVvir
)1/2
≈ 0.2 (1 + z)−3/4 pc, (71)
where ac ≈ 0.96 (c/3)−1/8 . Equation (70) is stritly valid only in the tidal
approximation, b≫ Rvir. An enounter at b1 falls in that regime for redshifts
z < 50, whih is appropriate for our onsideration of the miro-haloes.
The number of enounters over time t as a funtion of impat parameter is
dNenc(b) = n∗Vrelt 2πbdb, where n∗ is the number density of stars. We an ob-
tain the umulative eet of multiple non-disruptive enounters by integrating
over the impat parameter:
∆Etid =
∫ bmax
b1
∆E1(b)
dNenc
db
db
= 0.4a4cπ
G2m2∗R
2
virn∗t
Vrel
(
1
b21
− 1
b2max
)
. (72)
The upper limit of integration is set by the ondition that the enounter is
impulsive, i.e. the duration of the enounter b/Vrel is shorter than the orbital
time of partiles in the halo, Rvir/Vvir. The maximum impat parameter is
given by (
bmax
b1
)2
≈ a2c
V 3relRvir
Gm∗Vvir
≫ 1. (73)
The ratio of the tidal heating energy in non-disruptive enounters to the bind-
ing energy is
∆Etid
Eb
= a2cπ
Gm∗n∗tRvir
Vvir
. (74)
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We an also alulate the eet of disruptive enounters, with b < b1. The
number of suh enounters is simply
Nenc(< b1) = πb
2
1n∗Vrelt = a
2
cπ
Gm∗n∗tRvir
Vvir
. (75)
This number is the same as equation (74) meaning that the umulative eet
of disruptive enounters is the same as that of non-disruptive enounters. The
total disruption probability, Ntot, is then twie that given by equation (74).
To alulate this disruption probability, we note that while stars in the so-
lar neighbourhood move on approximately irular orbits around the Galati
entre, small dark matter haloes would be moving on isotropi orbits inlined
with respet to the Galati dis. Their expeted vertial veloity is Vz ≈ 200
km s
−1
. The rossing time of the dis with a sale height of H = 0.2 kp
is 2H/Vz = 2 × 106 yr. In the solar neighbourhood, haloes would ross the
dis every 108 yr and have about 100 rossings in the Hubble time. The total
amount of time the haloes would spend in the region of high stellar density
m∗n∗ is then td ∼ 2× 108 yr. The total disruption probability is
Ntot = 2Nenc(< b1) =
(
1 + z
131
)−3/2( m∗n∗
0.1M⊙ pc−3
)(
td
2× 108 yr
)
. (76)
Therefore, the haloes virialized after redshift z = 130 should suer signi-
ant mass loss by passing stars in the solar neighbourhood. Due to biased
halo formation typial subhaloes in the solar neighbourhood ome from 2σ
utuations (Diemand, Madau & Moore 2005), i.e. they virialize at half the
expansion fator [or twie the (z + 1) value℄ than typial haloes of the same
mass in the eld (i.e. 1σ peaks). A formation time of z = 130 orresponds to
about a 3σ peak. Suh early struture formation is not unommon in dense
environments, for example the small, over dense region simulated in Diemand,
Kuhlen & Madau (2006) already ontains 845 miro-haloes at z = 130. A fra-
tion of about 20% of the loal mass omes from peaks above 3σ (Diemand,
Madau & Moore 2005), implying that approximately 20% of the loal subhalo
population should therefore not suer signiant mass loss.
5.4 Heating by dark matter substruture
Virialized, self-gravitating subhaloes within larger haloes (the substruture)
will also kinematially heat and disrupt their small ousins (.f. Boily et al.
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2004). N -body simulations (Diemand, Moore & Stadel 2004) show that the
number of subhaloes with masses above M within a host of mass Mhost sales
as
Nsub(> M/Mhost) ≈
(
M
10−2Mhost
)−1
. (77)
Sine stars oupy only a small fration of the volume of their host haloes,
it is important to onsider if the tidal heating by dark matter subhaloes an
disrupt a signiant fration of miro-haloes.
The analysis of setion 5.3 an be generalised for perturbers with a range of
masses, Mvir < M < 10
−2Mhost. Let f ≡M/Mhost be the dimensionless sub-
halo mass. The threshold impat parameter, at whih a single enounter with
subhalo f is disruptive, is b21(f) ≈ fVhostRhostRvir/Vvir, where we assumed
the relative veloity to be the virial veloity of the host halo, Vrel ≈ Vhost.
However, for most subhaloes this impat parameter is smaller than their size,
Rsub ≈ r[Msub/3Mhost(r)]1/3, whih is determined by tidal trunation at dis-
tane r from the entre of the host halo. Tidal approximation applies only at
b > bmin = Rsub. Therefore, most enounters will be non-disruptive.
The umulative heating by multiple non-disruptive enounters with sub-
haloes of mass Msub = fMhost is [see equation (72)℄:
∆Etid(f)
Eb
=
πG2M2subR
2
virt
VhostV
2
virb
2
min
dnsub
df
, (78)
where
dnsub
df is the number density of subhaloes f . Taking an NFW model for
the smooth omponent of the Galati halo and restriting our analysis to the
inner part of the halo, r∼<rs ≈ 20 kp, we nd the subhalo's trunation radius
Rsub ≈ rs(fr/rs)1/3. The density of subhaloes, assuming they have not been
ompletely disrupted, is
dnsub
df
≈ 10
−2f−2
4πg(c)r2s r
, (79)
where g(c) ≡ ln (1 + c)− c/(1+ c) ≈ 1.6 for a onentration parameter c = 12
(Klypin, Zhao & Sommerville 2002). For the Galaxy, a Hubble time orre-
sponds to t ∼ 5Rhost/Vhost.
Thus for the inner halo,
∆Etid(f)
Eb
=
5× 10−2c5
4g(c)
(
tVhost
5Rhost
)
R2virV
2
host
R2hostV
2
vir
f−2/3
(
r
rs
)−5/3
. (80)
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al tests of the impulsive approximation
Integrating over all subhaloes, f < 0.01, we nd
∆Etid
Eb
≈ 0.063
(
r
rs
)−5/3
. (81)
Thus, miro-haloes may be disrupted by repeated enounters with more mas-
sive haloes within r∼<0.2rs ≈ 4 kp from the entre of the Galaxy.
5.5 Numerial tests of the impulsive approximation
In this setion we test the response of a CDM miro-halo to repeated impul-
sive enounters using N-body alulations in order to test the validity of the
impulse approximation, and to study in detail how the internal struture of
the miro-haloes evolve with time.
The initial state for the miro-halo is an equilibrium prole with the same
strutural parameters as found by Diemand, Moore & Stadel (2005) at z = 26,
the epoh at whih suh strutures are typially areted into larger mass
systems. This halo obeys a uspy density prole, the general α, β, γ law
(Hernquist 1990):
ρ(r) =
ρ0(
r
rs
)γ [
1 +
(
r
rs
)α]β−γ
α
(r ≤ Rmicro), (82)
with α = 1.0, β = 3.0 and γ = 1.2. The mass of the halo isMmicro = 10
−6
M⊙
within the z = 26 virial radius Rmicro = 0.01 p. The onentration parameter
is low, Rmicro/rs = 1.6, typial of miro-haloes in the eld at z = 26. Some
experiments we repeated with miro-haloes having onentrations of 3.2. The
typial loal subhalo forms earlier (by about a fator of two in redshift, see Die-
mand, Madau & Moore 2005) than the average miro-halo in the eld. There-
fore the typial loal subhalo might be twie as onentrated and more robust
against mass loss. However, to be onservative we use the low onentration
of 1.6 throughout this paper unless stated otherwise. For numerial stability
of the prole, we make a realization of this halo extending to approximately
4Rmicro using the tehniques of Kazantzidis Magorrian & Moore (2004). At
r > Rmicro, the density prole falls o exponentially as exp(−r/rdecay), with
rdecay = 0.3Rmicro. The total mass of the system is therefore 1.81Mmicro. We
use 106 partiles of equal mass, mp = 1.81× 10−12M⊙. The fore alulations
have a softening length of 0.005Rmicro.
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Figure 29: Energy hange per partile as a funtion of radius immediately
following the perturbation (squares) and after potential relaxation (triangles),
for the enounter with b = 0.02 p, together with the analytial preditions
(solid line) aording to equation (83).
We then subjet the equilibrium miro-halo to a series of impulsive en-
ounters with a star of mass m∗ = 0.7M⊙, the mean mass per star in the
dis of the Galaxy. First we run six simulations, whih dier in the minimal
distane from the star to the entre of the miro-halo. For these six simula-
tions the impat parameters are b = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 1 p. We have
to keep in mind that the smaller an impat parameter the more damage it
will do but the less likely it is to happen and vie versa. We hoose this
set of impat parameters beause an impat at 1 p hardly does any damage
(.f. Fig. 32) and an impat at 0.005 p hardly ever ours (in our Monte
Carlo simulations at the end of this setion it ours on average one during a
Hubble time). In all runs the star moves with the relative veloity Vrel = 300
km s
−1
. The initial separation of the star and the halo along the diretion
of motion is three times the impat parameter or three times the miro-halo
radius of the halo, whihever is the greater. After the star reahes the point of
losest approah, we let it move away the same distane from the halo. Then
we remove the star and let the system evolve in isolation for 3×108 yr, whih
orresponds to 20 rossing times of the halo. Similar experiments date bak
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to e. g. Aguilar & White (1985).
Figure 30: Energy hange per partile as a funtion of radius immediately
following the perturbation, for enounters with dierent impat parameters b.
Eah enounter inreases the internal energy of the miro-halo. Following
the perturbation, the system undergoes a series of virial osillations (on-
tration and expansion) until the potential relaxes into a new equilibrium
onguration (Gnedin & Ostriker 1999). Depending on the strength of the
perturbation, this potential relaxation takes between 10 and 20 rossing times
of the halo. The nal onguration has a lower binding energy and some
partiles may esape the system entirely.
Fig. 29 shows the energy hange per partile for a yby at b = 0.02 p at
two dierent times: diretly following the enounter and after the potential
relaxation. The duration of the enounter, τ = 2b/Vvel ≈ 130 yr, is muh
shorter than the dynamial (rossing) time of the partiles in the miro-halo,
tdyn ≈ 1.5 × 107 yr. Therefore, we expet that the tidal heating an be
alulated in the impulsive approximation [.f. equation (70)℄. For ensemble-
average of stars with initial energy E, the energy per unit mass inreases by
the amount
〈∆E〉 = 4
3
(
Gm∗
b2 Vrel
)2
r2. (83)
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This predition is plotted next to the numerial result (squares) in Fig. 29
and agrees with it very well.
Subsequent potential relaxation redues the depth of the potential well of
the system, leading to another eetive energy hange. (Gnedin & Ostriker
1999) found that this additional energy hange an be approximated as a
onstant fration of the initial potential, Φi:
∆Epot(r) = c [−Φi(r)], (84)
where the onstant c is suh that the sum of ∆Epot(r) over all partiles is
twie the initial energy hange of the system, ∆E1(b), as required by the
virial theorem. The nal energy dierene is 〈∆E〉+∆Epot. This predition
is plotted next to the numerial result (triangles) in Fig. 29 and again provides
a very good t.
Fig. 30 shows the energy hanges immediately following the enounters at
dierent impat parameters, b. The analytial formula (83) provides a good
desription of the numerial results, exept in ases of extremely strong per-
turbations when the energy hanges by more than 100%, 〈∆E〉 > |E|. Fig. 31
shows the nal energy redistribution after potential relaxation, for enounters
Figure 31: Energy hange per partile as a funtion of radius after potential
relaxation, for enounters with dierent impat parameters b.
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with dierent impat parameters, b. Equations (83) and (84) desribe the
eet very aurately.
The hange of the miro-halo potential leads to the hange of the density
prole. Partiles that gain enough energy to esape the system form unbound
tidal tails. The nal density proles for the enounters with dierent impat
parameters are shown in Fig. 32.
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Figure 32: Density prole of the miro-halo in a new equilibrium, after enoun-
ters with dierent impat parameters, b. The arrow indiates the miro-halo
radius.
The amount of mass stripped from the halo depends on the denition of
the bound mass. The density of the outer halo prole extends as r−3 beyond
the nominal miro-halo radius, and all of the partiles are initially bound.
We use two pratial denitions. (i) We have dened an eetive maximum
radius, Rmax ≡ 4Rmicro, beyond whih all partiles are assumed to be lost
from the miro-halo. In pratie, this radius an be set by the external tidal
eld. (ii) We have also dened an eetive tidal potential at that radius,
Φt ≡ Φ(Rmax). We use this tidal potential to onstrut another denition of
unbound partiles, as those with E > Φt. After the potential relaxation, the
new potential Φ is used to dene Φt at the same xed radius Rmax.
Fig. 33 shows the hange of the total energy of the system immediately
following the enounter, for all partiles within Rmax. It is well desribed by
equation (70), whih is plotted as a solid line. Sine the density prole of the
system ontinues beyond the nominal miro-halo radius, the average radius
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Figure 33: Total energy hange of all partiles immediately following the per-
turbation, as a funtion of impat parameter (lled squares) and the analytial
predition in the impulse approximation (solid line).
for all partiles is
〈
r2
〉
= 1.63R2micro. We used this value for the plotted
predition.
Fig. 34 shows the mass loss as a funtion of impat parameter, using the
two denitions based on the position and energy riterion, respetively. For
large impat parameters (weak perturbations), the position riterion indiates
systematially lower mass loss than the energy riterion. Therefore, some
partiles within Rmax may be unbound at the end of the simulation. In the
strong perturbation regime, both riteria give similar results.
While the total energy hange of the system an be omputed with suf-
ient auray using the impulsive approximation, the amount of mass lost
annot. Using our numerial simulations, we seek to establish a pratial
relation between ∆M/M and ∆E/Eb. We nd that the following equation
provides a good t to the numerial results:
∆M
M
=
1
1 + 2.1
(
∆E
Eb
)−1 . (85)
For weak perturbations the mass loss sales as the energy hange, ∆M/M ≈
100
5.5 Numerial tests of the impulsive approximation
Figure 34: Mass loss of the halo as a funtion of the impat parameter b,
determined using either the energy riterion, E > Φt (open squares: immedi-
ately following the perturbation, lled squares: after the potential relaxation)
or the position riterion, r > Rmax, after the potential relaxation (triangles).
0.5∆E/Eb. For very strong enounters, the mass loss asymptotially ap-
proahes unity. Note however, that even for very small impat parameters,
when ∆E/Eb ≫ 1, a small fration of the mass always remains bound,
≈ 2(∆E/Eb)−1.
A note on notation. Stritly speaking, the tidal approximation whih was
used to derive equation (70) is only valid for b ≫ Rmicro. At smaller impat
parameters the energy hange does not sale as b−4, but it an be alulated
in the opposite asymptoti limit (e.g. Moore 1993; Carr & Sakellariadou 1999;
Green & Goodwin 2007). We take an alternative approah by parametrising
the mass loss in our numerial simulations [equation (85)℄ based on the formal
extrapolation of equation (70) to all values of b.
As Fig. 32 shows, most of the mass remaining bound to the miro-halo
after strong perturbations is onentrated near its entre. It is therefore inter-
esting to alulate the fration of lost mass that was initially ontained within
the power law density usp, at r < rs. Fig. 35 shows that this fration sales
as ∆Mcusp/Mcusp ≈ (1 + 5(∆E/Eb)−1)−1. We also performed another set
of simulations, by repeatedly perturbing the miro-halo with the same star,
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Figure 35: Mass lost inside the sale radius, r < rs, after the potential relax-
ation, as a funtion of impat parameter.
with the same relative veloity and at the same impat parameter b = 0.02 p.
After the halo has relaxed following the rst enounter, we move the entre
of mass of the remaining halo to the origin of the oordinate system and let
a star pass by in exatly the same way and again let it relax, and then repeat
the enounter a total of ten times.
The density prole of the miro-halo after n enounters is shown in Fig. 36.
Every enounter heats the system and strips some mass, but eah suessive
enounter is less and less eetive. Fig. 37 shows the umulative mass loss
after eah suh enounter. It an be desribed by the following funtion:
∆M
M
(n) = 1− exp (AnB) , (86)
with A = -0.34 and B = 0.87 for  = 1.6 and A = -0.23 and B = 0.81 for  =
3.2, whih are also shown in Fig. 37.
We tted eah of the eleven density proles, whih are shown in Fig. 36,
as well as the orresponding eleven density proles for the halo with  =
3.2, whih are not shown, with equation (82). To make the ts we used the
Levenberg-Marquardt method (Marquardt 1963) in log-log spae keeping γ
xed at 1.2. The variation of α, β, rs and ρ0 from enounter to enounter is
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Figure 36: Density prole of the miro-halo after suessive enounters with
a star with the same mass and orbital parameters (b = 0.02 p), marked by
the enounter number n.
as follows: α inreases from 1.0 to 1.5, β inreases monotonially from 3.0 to
7.0, rs stays onstant around 7.0 milli-p for the  = 1.6 halo and around 4.0
milli-p for the  = 3.2 halo and nally ρ0 osillates around 20 GeV/m
3
for 
= 1.6 and dereases from 100 down to 50 GeV/m
3
in ase of the other halo.
The resulting proles ould now be used to alulate the net ux oming from
neutralino annihilation (e.g. Lake 1990; Koushiappas 2006) via:
F = k
∫ ∞
rmin
4πr2ρ(r)2dr (87)
We have summed up the dependene of the ux on neutralino mass and inter-
ation ross setion in the onstant k. The lower bound rmin is dened as the
entral region of the miro halo, in whih the neutralinos already annihilated
eah other. The required number density for this to happen an be estimated
with the help of
th =
1
nσv
(88)
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Figure 37: Cumulative mass loss of dierent miro-haloes after a number of
idential enounters with b = 0.02 p.
where th ≈ 13 Gyrs is the Hubble time, σv ≈ 10−30 m3s−1 is a typial
ross setion and n is the number density of neutralinos. For more details see
Caláneo-Roldán & Moore (2000). The minimum radius an now be omputed
from omparing this minimum number density with the density prole in
Fig. 36. Assuming a neutralino mass of 100 GeV and deploying the above
mentioned density prole, rmin omes out to be 1.6× 10−14 p. Fig. 38 shows
then the resulting annihilation ux. It is more or less independent of the
assumed neutralino mass, beause this mass only goes into the alulation of
rmin, whih is a tiny value anyway, and not diretly into the omputation of
the ux.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of tidal heating to the struture
of the miro-halo, we have run additional simulations with dierent initial
proles. We use the uspy prole given by equation (82) and vary the slope
γ = 0, 0.5, 1, and 1.5, in addition to our duial value, γ = 1.2. This suite
of simulations is arried out using a xed impat parameter, b = 0.02 p, and
other parameters as in the duial run. Our alulations are similar to earlier
studies of impulsive heating e.g. Aguilar & White (1986), who studied the
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Figure 38: The relative ux of annihilation produts from dierent miro-
haloes after a given number of enounters (b = 0.02 p). The typial mass
loss from a halo would lead to a derease in ux of between a fator of two or
three.
strutural hange in systems with de Vaulouleur density proles.
Fig. 39 shows that up to 30% more mass is lost from the ored halo
(γ = 0) ompared to the uspy haloes (γ > 1). The eet is even stronger for
the fration of mass removed from within the sale radius, rs: 2.5 times more
material is lost from the ored halo. The strongly-bound material within the
usp is more stable against tidal disruption than that in ored proles, whih
have been typially onsidered in previous studies of tidal heating.
In Fig. 36 we show the mass loss of the miro-halo for ten suessive en-
ounters with exatly the same impat parameter. This is unlike the situation
in our Galaxy where miro-haloes orbit the dis for 10 Gyrs near the solar
radius. It spends about 0.1 Gyr moving through the dis enountering stars
at a relative veloity of approximately 300 km/s and a range of impat param-
eters. In order to model this behaviour more preisely, we use a Monte-Carlo
method, whih estimates the total amount of mass-loss it would suer. We
draw enounter impat parameters from a random distribution and alulate
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Figure 39: Total mass loss from the miro-halo as a funtion of the inner
density slope, γ, determined using the the position riterion, r > Rmax, after
the potential relaxation (triangles), as well as the fration of mass lost from
inside the sale radius, r < rs (squares).
at eah time the stripped mass. The random distribution of impat parame-
ters is dened by the assumption that spae is homogeneously and randomly
lled with stars. Beause we are only interested in the radial distane to a
ertain star in a 2D projetion, the probability density distribution funtion
of impat parameters omes out to be a linear raising funtion, being 0 for
b = 0. After eah enounter, the density prole of the miro-halo hanges
self-onsistently aording to the results found earlier with the N -body sim-
ulations. The mass loss due to the rst enounter an easily be alulated
using equation 85. From the seond enounter onwards, the halo density pro-
le hanges and it is harder to strip during subsequent enounters as we have
seen in Fig. 37. The mass Ma, the halo has after the ath enounter, deter-
mines the redution of the mass, whih is stripped in the a + 1st enounter.
This is unfortunately not a variable of equation (86). This is a funtion of n
only. So we alulate at the beginning of eah enounter a virtual enounter
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number n, whih is basially the inverse of equation (86):
n =
B
√
logeMa
A
, (89)
with A depending on the respetive onentration [see equation (86)℄. For
a given Ma it omputes the orresponding number of standard enounters
with the impat parameter b=0.02 p from gure 37. Now we an alulate
the mass Ma+1 after the a + 1st enounter. This must be a deviation from
equation (85) with some weighting funtion w(n,Ma):
Ma+1 = Ma

1− w(n,Ma)
1 + 2.1
(
∆E
Eb
)−1

 , (90)
This weighting funtion is the fration of mass, whih is stripped in the n +
1st standard enounter divided by the fration of mass stripped in the rst
standard enounter:
w(n,Ma) =
∆M
M (n+ 1)− ∆MM (n)
∆M
M (1)
(
1− ∆MM (n)
)
(91)
The
∆M
M (n) an be alulated aording to equation (86). This weight-
ing funtion reprodues the results from Fig. 37. Keeping in mind that[
1− ∆MM (n)
]
= Ma, equation (90) redues to:
Ma+1 = Ma −
Ma − exp
[
A(n + 1)B
]
∆M
M (1)
[
1 + 2.1
(
∆E
Eb
)−1] (92)
We use this equation reursively for eah enounter and then repeat the al-
ulation to obtain the probability distribution of nal masses in Fig. 40. The
entral density (at our softening length) of a perturbed halo dereases only
by a fator of about 2 (see Fig. 36), whilst the total mass dereases by an
average of 90% (see Fig. 37).
5.6 Conlusions
We have studied the disruption of dark matter miro-haloes by stars and
other substrutures using both analytial impulse approximation and self-
onsistent N -body simulations. The analyti alulations presented here are
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Figure 40: Probability density distribution funtion of the nal masses of
dierent haloes
quite similar to those of Green & Goodwin (2006) and we ome to similar
onlusions. Our alulations diered in that we used more realisti uspy
n-body models and we studied how the internal struture of these systems
evolve due to perturbations. See also Angus & Zhao (2007) for an independent
and omplementary study. Earlier studies e.g. Aguilar & White (1986), also
studied uspy systems and found similar robustness to tidal heating in the
entral regions as we nd. However our resolution allows us to study the
response of CDM haloes deep within their entral regions.
 The impulse approximation predits that those miro-haloes in the solar
viinity whih formed after z = 130 (about 80% of the loal miro-halo
population) should lose most of their mass due to lose enounters with
dis stars.
 Numerial simulations of individual enounters demonstrate that the
usual ondition of disruptive heating used in analytial studies, ∆E =
Eb, does not lead to omplete dissolution of haloes with uspy density
proles. For the inner logarithmi slope γ = 1.2, on average only 30%
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of the mass is lost from the system for this energy hange. The relation
between the frational mass loss and the energy input in the tidal ap-
proximation is given by equation (85): ∆M/M ≈ (1+2(∆E/Eb)−1)−1.
 The hange of partile energies, after the system settles into a new virial
equilibrium following the tidal enounter, is desribed aurately by the
extension of the impulse approximation aounting for virial osillations.
An apparent resistane to tidal heating of the material deep in the usp
is due to the high binding energy inside the usp.
 Repeated tidal enounters lead to diminishing mass loss from the same
miro-halo. After 10 idential enounters at impat parameter b = 2Rvir,
10% of the halo still remains self-bound even though ∆E = 5Eb.
Near the solar radius within the Galaxy most of the mass of the miro-
haloes is tidally removed. This material forms old streams in phase spae
providing a unique signal for diret detetion experiments. The dense uspy
ores of these haloes survive reasonably intat, although the mass loss leads
to a redution in annihilation produts of about a fator of only two to three.
These ores ould be distinguished by their high proper motions on the sky
of the order ar-minutes per year.
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6 The formation of ultraompat dwarf galaxies and
nuleated dwarf galaxies
6.1 Abstrat
Ultra ompat dwarf galaxies (UCDs) have similar properties as massive glob-
ular lusters or the nulei of nuleated galaxies. Reent observations of a high
dark matter ontent and their steep spatial distribution within groups and
lusters give us new lues as to their origins. We ompare two formation
mehanisms: the merging of globular lusters in the entre of a dark matter
halo, or the massively stripped remnant of a nuleated galaxy. Both models
produe density proles as well as the half light radii that an t the observa-
tional onstraints very well. However, we show that the rst senario produes
UCDs that are underluminous and ontain no dark matter - the sinking pro-
ess ejets most of the dark matter partiles from the halo entre. Stripped
nulei give a more promising explanation, espeially if the nulei form via the
sinking of gas, funneled down inner galati bars, sine this proess enhanes
the entral dark matter ontent. Even when the entire disk is stripped away,
the nuleus remains and an be dark matter dominated. The total disruption
of the galaxy beyond the nulei only ours on ertain orbits and depends on
the amount of dissipation during nulei formation. By omparing the total
disruption of CDM subhaloes in a luster potential we show that this model
also leads to the observed spatial distribution of UCDs whih an be tested
in more detail with larger data sets.
6.2 Introdution
A new type of galaxies has reently been disovered: the ultra-ompat dwarf
galaxies (UCDs) (Hilker et al. 1999). Dierent possible origins have been
proposed (Evstigneeva, Gregg & Drinkwater 2005): (a)They are simply very
big and luminous globular lusters, (b)They are nuleated dwarf galaxies,
()They are the resulting objets of the oalesene of several globular lus-
ters.
Fellhauer and Kroupa (2002) dediated some work on the third reation
senario and disovered with the help of N-body simulations, that the objet
whih results from merging several globular lusters together has the same
appearane as an UCD. They argued, that a so-alled superluster, an a-
umulation of up to fty globular lusters, might orbit a galaxy. In their
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simulations, they distributed globular lusters in suh a way, so to onstrut
suh a superluster. Then they added an artiial galati potential as well
as artiial dynamial frition so that the superluster orbits the galaxy on
fairly elliptial trajetories with distanes around 20 kp. Within the super-
luster the globular lusters merge due to ollisions, whih our while they
orbit eah other. The resulting objet looked indeed like an UCD.
Inspired by their work and we attempt to simulate the reation of a UCD,
deploying their senario. Our idea is to ombine it with the old dark matter
paradigm: Globular lusters form in dark matter haloes, whih ontain no
other baryoni matter. We assume that the halos have masses omparable
to Fornax, and allow the globular lusters orbit around their entre. Due to
the dynamial frition, the globular lusters would be ated on, by the dark
matter partiles, they would spiral in towards the entre of the halo.
We run ollisionless N-body simulations to show that the objet resulting
from the oalesene of the globular lusters reahing the entre of the halo
looks like an UCD. The resulting surfae brightness prole is similar in shape
and the half light radius is omparable with observations. Unfortunately,
this method has two major drawbaks, whih rule out this senario as we
will show later: The rst problem is the observed (Ha³egan et al. 2005)
high M/L ratio of an UCD. Suh high values an never be reahed by using
this mehanism, beause most of the dark matter partiles are expelled from
the very entre (El-Zant, Shlosmann & Homan 2001; Merritt et al. 2004).
The seond problem is the total luminosity of an UCD. You an hardly ever
nd a dark matter halo with a suient number of globular lusters in it to
produe suient bright objets (Sharina, Puzia, & Makarov 1996). Further-
on we ome bak to a dierent possible senario, namely that UCDs ould be
remnants of stripped disk galaxies (Kazantzidis, Moore, Mayer 2003). Parts of
this senario have been disussed in Bekki et al. (2001, 2003). They perform
numerial simulations on the dynamial evolution of nuleated dwarf galaxies
orbiting NGC 1399 as well as the Fornax galaxy luster and suering from
their strong tidal gravitational eld. Adopting a plausible saling relation
for dwarf galaxies, they nd that the outer stellar omponents of a nuleated
dwarf are totally removed in both ases. This is due to them being tidally
stripped over the ourse of several passages past the entral region of their
host. The nuleus, however, manages to survive. They also nd that the size
and luminosity of the remnant are similar to those observed for ultra ompat
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dwarf galaxies, if the simulated preursor nuleated dwarf has a mass of ∼
108 M⊙. Their results suggest that ultra ompat dwarf galaxies ould have
previously been more luminous dwarf spheroidal or elliptial galaxies with
rather ompat nulei. Testing this senario using SPH simulations suggests
that there is an exellent agreement with observational onstraints.
The setup of the merging simulations, their initial onditions and the prop-
erties of the merger objets are explained in setion two. A more general merg-
ing model is disussed there, too. The galaxy threshing approah is presented
in setion three and the onlusions are drawn in setion four.
6.3 The merging simulations
The N -body ode we used, is Pkdgrav2, a multi stepping parallel tree ode,
developed by Joahim Stadel (Stadel 2001). For our simulations we reate
an NFW (Navarro, Frenk & White 1996) halo, deploying the tehniques de-
veloped by Kazantzidis, Magorrian & Moore (2004), whih has the following
density prole:
ρ(r) =
ρ0
r/rs [1 + (r/rs)]
2 . (93)
In our ase ρ0 = 9228GeV/m
3
and rs = 1.5 kp. The halo has a virial mass of
1.5× 109M⊙. The onentration parameter is 20. We use a three shell model
(Zemp 2006), so it has 105 partiles for the innermost sphere with 100 p
radius, 105 partiles for the shell between 100 and 500 p and 105 partiles
for the rest of the halo. The softening lengths for these shells are 1, 10 and
100 p respetively. The ten globular lusters we use, onsist of 105 partiles,
whih are distributed aording to the King (King 1966; Mihie 1963; Mihie
& Bodenheimer 1963) model
ρ(Ψ) = ρ1 exp
(
Ψ
σ2
)
erf
(√
Ψ
σ
)
− ρ1
√
4Ψ
πσ2
(
1 +
2Ψ
3σ2
)
(94)
with a W0 parameter of 6 and a total mass of 4.2×105M⊙. These ten globular
lusters have entral veloity dispersions of 11 km/s and absolute magnitudes
of -8.5, assuming a mass to light ratio of 2. We use 1 p as softening length.
The ten globular lusters are initially distributed within the halo between
20 p and 1000 p. They are plaed aording to
ρ(r) ∝ r−4, (95)
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whih is the way globular lusters are situated in dwarf galaxies (Sharina,
Puzia & Makarov 1996), and put on irular orbits in random planes. We
tried dierent distributions like r−3 or r0 with the same results as presented
in this ase. We let this system evolve for 0.72Gyr. Afterwards we put it
into an artiial NFW potential, whih orresponds to a halo of mass 1014M⊙
with onentration 6. We let the partiles start at a distane of 100 kp with a
veloity of 650 km/s so that it orbits the entre of the potential with a distane
between 100 kp and 500 kp. For a seond simulation we put just two of these
globular lusters 10 p apart from eah other, without any initial veloity and
let them evolve purely under the inuene of their mutual gravity. For a third
simulation we put fty of these globular luster in the aforementioned halo
and let them spiral into the entre. These three simulations do not inlude
gas dynamis, therefore they are only valid after the expulsion of gas from the
star lusters.
All ten globular lusters in our rst simulation merge to a single objet
within 0.4Gyr. The assoiated timesale of this evolution an be alulated
using the Chandrasekhar dynamial frition formula (Chandrasekhar 1943).
The nal equation is:
dr
dt
= −4πlnΛ(r)ρ(r)G
2MGCr
v2c (r)d [rvc(r)] /dr
{
erf
[
vc(r)√
2σ(r)
]
− 2vc(r)√
2πσ(r)
exp
[−v2c (r)
2σ2(r)
]}
, (96)
where vc(r) is the irular speed at radius r, ln Λ(r) the so-alled Coulomb
logarithm, MGC is the mass of one globular luster. ρ(r) is the density of
the dark matter halo at radius r aording to equation (93) and σ(r) is the
one-dimensional veloity dispersion of the halo. For the derivation of equation
(96) see Goerdt et al. (2006). When we solve it numerially we get for the
dynamial frition timesale tfric = 0.4Gyr, whih is surprisingly lose to the
value we get with the simulation.
The dierent globular luster approah the entral ompat objet as seen
in Fig. 41. The entre of mass of the luminous matter orbits the entre of
mass of the total matter as shown in Fig. 42.
The entral ompat objet has a three-dimensional density proles as
shown in Fig. 43. This is very similar to observations (de Propris et al. 2005)
as well as previous simulations (f. Fig. 5 in Fellhauer & Kroupa (2002)).
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Figure 41: Median radial distane of the partiles of the ten globular lusters
from the entre of their host halo as funtion of time, as they orbit within the
uspy density distribution.
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Figure 42: Movement of the entre of luminous mass (i.e the GCs) with respet
to the entre of mass of the dark matter, shown are the x, y and z omponents.
The density prole of the baryoni matter only (i.e. just the material, whih
has been in the globular lusters before) an be well-tted with a Plummer
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Figure 43: Density prole of the UCD, before it has been put into an external
potential. The prole of all the matter, the one of the stars only and the one
of only the dark matter is shown. On top the density prole of the initial
globular luster and the best t plummer model is drawn.
model (Plummer 1911):
ρ(r) =
3M
4πb3
(
1 +
r2
b2
)−5/2
(97)
In our ase M = 1.45 × 106M⊙ and b = 7.26p. The resulting objet has a
half mass radius of 25 p and a entral veloity dispersion of 20 km/s. The
projeted surfae density prole an bee seen in Fig. 44. This an as well
be tted with a Plummer model. The equation for the t has been found by
Evans & An (2005):
Σ(r) =
A
π (1 + r2/b2)2
(98)
For our t we nd: A = 3.3 × 104M⊙/p2 and b = 8.7p. It looks fairly
similar to observations and previous simulations (f. Fig. 5 in Ha³egan et al.
(2005) or Fig. 6 in Fellhauer & Kroupa (2002)). If we assume a mass to light
ratio of three, we expet an absolute visual magnitude of -11. For omparison,
one of the UCDs found in Fornax has a entral veloity dispersion of 22 km/s,
an absolute magnitude of -12 and a half mass radius of 25 p (Ha³egan et
al. 2005; Drinkwater et al. 2003). So one would need to merge muh more
globulars to reah the observed luminosity. This turns out to be a ruial
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Figure 44: Projeted surfae density prole of the UCD, before it has been
put into an external potential. The prole of the luminous matter together
with the best t plummer model is plotted.
point in this reation senario beause more than ten globulars in suh a
halo are extremely rare (Sharina, Puzia & Makarov 1996). An interesting
feature to notie in the nal UCD is that all the dark matter is expelled from
the ore. In our simulation one does not nd a single dark matter partile
within the inner 5 p. This eet has been disussed in more detail in Read
et al. (2006). It is the seond fat whih exludes the underlying reation
senario. The observed M/L ratio annot possibly be reahed without dark
matter. Another peuliarity is that the Plummer model does not follow the
data exatly. Instead the data urve has a small belly between radii of 20 p
and 120 p (See Fig. 44). This might be the ase beause the stars from the
globular lusters, whih have been furthest away (about 120 p) have been
randomly sattered.
The two globular lusters in our seond simulation merged ompletely
within a few million years. The resulting objet had a entral veloity disper-
sion of 16 km/s and an absolute magnitude of -9.3, again assuming a mass to
light ratio of two. The fty globular lusters in our third simulation merged
ompletely within a few million years. The resulting objet had a entral ve-
loity dispersion of 37.3 km/s and an absolute magnitude of -12.75, assuming
a mass to light ratio of three. Its position is marked in Fig. 45. Its position
would roughly math an UCD.
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We mark the initial globular luster and the three objets resulting from
our simulations in a σ0-MV plane. We determine MV, by hoosing the M/L to
be 3 and alulating the magnitude aording to the mass. σ0 is determined
by the movement of the partiles in our simulations. Now we an read o
two merging vetors. These two merging vetors point in roughly the same
diretion. Looking at Fig. 45 it beomes evident, that our three objets as
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Figure 45: Central veloity dispersion versus absolute visual magnitude for
hot stellar systems. Observations are plotted together with the results from
our simulations. Data taken from Ha³egan et al. (2005); Evstigneeva, Gregg
& Drinkwater (2005) and referenes therein.
well as the merging vetor lie on the line on whih the globular lusters and
the UCDs are entred. This is due to Jeans equation (Jeans 1919):
∂ν
∂t
+
∂(νv¯i)
∂xi
= 0 (99)
This senario does not work, beause it is very unrealisti to have a suient
amount of globular lusters in a halo of that size. It beomes apparent in
Fig. 45 that it is not suient to merge only ten globulars, but fty glob-
ulars, whih would be needed, one would not nd in suh a halo (Sharina,
Puzia, Makarov 1996). The seond big drawbak of this model is that even
if found that many globular lusters in suh a halo, whih would merge to
give the UCD-like objet, the stars of the globulars, would replae the dark
matter partiles, expel them from the entre of the halo (El-Zant, Shlosman
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& Homan 2001; Merritt et al. 2004) and thus lower the M/L ratio beyond
observational onstraints (Ha³egan et al. 2005).
6.4 Are UCDs stripped disk galaxies?
To test the idea, if the UCDs are remnants of stripped disk galaxies we set
up a spherial equilibrium halo with an NFW prole and strutural parame-
ters onsistent with preditions of the standard ΛCDM model (Kazantzidis,
Magorrian & Moore 2004). We inlude a fration of the total halo mass, fb,
as a hot baryoni omponent with the same radial distribution and a tem-
perature prole suh that the gas is initially in hydrostati equilibrium for an
adiabati equation of state (EOS) for the gas.
The gas has a spei angular momentum distribution and spin parameter
onsistent with values found for dark matter haloes within osmologial N-
body simulations (Bullok et al. 2001). We onstruted a dark plus gaseous
halo model with parameters that are expeted to produe disks similar to the
Loal Group galaxy M33. The model parameters are: Mvir = 5 × 1011 M⊙,
rvir = 167 kp, vvir = 115 km/s, c = 6.2, baryoni fration fb = 6% and spin
parameter λ = 0.105. The hot gaseous halo is resolved with 2× 106 partiles
of equal mass ∼ 2×104 M⊙. We sampled the dark matter halo with 2.2×106
partiles having variable masses, the resolution inreasing towards the entre
of the system (Zemp 2006). With a single-resolution model one would need
about ten million partiles to reah a omparable resolution in the entral
region. This allows us to simulate the entral dark matter usp with softening
of 100 p and partile mass of ∼ 4.4 × 104 M⊙. The detailed desription of
the initial onditions and results of the evolution of the disk are presented in
Kaufmann et al. (2006a) and Kaufmann et al. (2006b).
We use the parallel Tree+SPH ode Gasoline (Wadsley, Stadel & Quinn
2004), whih is an extension of the pure N-Body gravity ode Pkdgrav de-
veloped by Stadel (2001). It uses an artiial visosity whih is the shear
redued version (Balsara 1995) of the standard Monaghan (1992) artiial
visosity. Gasoline uses a spline kernel with ompat support for the soft-
ening of the gravitational and SPH quantities. The energy equation is solved
using the asymmetri formulation, whih is shown to yield very similar results
ompared to the entropy onserving formulation but onserves energy better
(Wadsley, Stadel & Quinn 2004). The ode inludes radiative ooling for a
primordial mixture of helium and (atomi) hydrogen. Beause of the lak of
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moleular ooling and metals, the eieny of our ooling funtions drops
rapidly below 10 000 K, but we adopt a temperature oor of Tf = 15 000 K,
to rudely mimi the eet of heating soures suh as supernovae explosions
and radiation (e.g. ultraviolet) bakgrounds. These simulations run without
any star formation.
Due to ooling the hot gas halo loses its hydrostati equilibrium ongu-
ration quite quikly. The inner disk rapidly forms out of ooling gas oming
from a nearly spherial region lose to the entre (within ∼ 10 kp) of the
halo. After 2.5 Gyr of evolution the disk attains a near exponential surfae
density prole over a large fration of its extent, exept within a few hundred
parses from the entre, where a dense nuleus produes a entral spike in
the prole (Fig. 46). It has a mass of ∼ 3 × 107 M⊙, whih is ∼ 0.6% of
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Figure 46: The logarithmi surfae density of the M33 gas disk is plotted after
2.5 Gyr. The nuleus in the entre is learly visible.
the total disk. Central dense stellar nulei have been seen in several late-type
spiral galaxies, for example, in M33 (Regan & Vogel 1994), but also in other
late-type spirals (Carollo 1999; Carollo, Stiavelli & Mak 1998). Reent ob-
servations by Ferrarese et al. (2006) show that they are expeted in 50 - 80%
of low- and intermediate- luminosity galaxies.
In order to strip the dark matter partiles and the gas disk, we put it,
together with its dark matter halo, into an artiial NFW potential. So we
are negleting the eets of ram pressure stripping. This potential roughly
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reassembles the Virgo luster: It has a virial mass of 3 ×1014 M⊙, a onentra-
tion of 6 and a virial radius of 1.8 Mp. We start the disk at perientrum, 100
kp far from the entre of the artiial potential, and give it a perpendiular
veloity of 260 km/s, suh that it should reah an apoentrum at 30 kp. The
plane of the disk is tilted by 45
◦
with respet to the plane of the orbit. All
dark matter partiles, as well as the gas disk are atually stripped from the
nuleus. The surfae brightness prole of the resulting objet is shown in Fig.
47. It is learly visible, that it does resemble the observations quite well. The
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Figure 47: Surfae brightness proles of our simulations and observations.
Observational data is taken from De Propris et al. (2005).
half light radius is in good agreement with observations, so is the M/L ratio.
A further hint on the plausibility of this formation senario an give the
positions of the UCDs found so far. All of them are loated in galaxy lusters
lose to the luster entre. No one is further away from the entre than 200
kp. On the other hand dE(N)s appear only in galaxy lusters as well but
normally they are further away from the entre. Now we did an extensive
set of simulations to test, on whih orbits our disk gets ompletely stripped
to produe an UCD and on whih orbits it remains almost ompletely intat
to produe a dE(N). Therefore we repeated the stripping simulation just de-
sribed with varying apo- and perientres. If this formation senario is orret
then there must be a very sudden transition between these two ases, beause
in nature we only observe these very distint two types of galaxies and no
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third intermediate objet. In Fig. 48 you an see the surfae brightness pro-
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Figure 48: Surfae brightness proles of the stripped disk after orbiting an
artiial Virgo luster potential for 5 Gyr. The numbers in the legend give
the apo- and perientres of the various orbits in kp.
les of our disk after orbiting the artiial galaxy luster potential for 5 Gyr
on various orbits. As you an learly see, there is a sudden transition: if either
there is almost no stripping or there is omplete stripping destroying the disk.
In Fig. 49 you an see whether the disk got stripped or not for any given
apo- and perientres. The dividing line between omplete stripped disk and
omplete survival an be expressed as:
rperi = Arapo +B (100)
with A = -0.32 and B = 68. We repeated those stripping experiments with
the dark matter halo only, leaving out the gas disk. In Fig. 50 you an see
whether the nuleus of the halo got stripped or not for any given apo- and
perientres. The dividing line between omplete stripped disk and omplete
survival an be expressed as:
rperi = Arapo +B (101)
with A = -0.20 and B = 91.
As a next step we analysed the dynamis of a dark matter halo from a os-
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Figure 49: Disrupted and non disrupted disk as a funtion of apo- and peri-
entre for all disk-simulations we have done.
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Figure 50: Disrupted and non disrupted nuleus as a funtion of apo- and
perientre for all dark matter only simulations we have done.
mologial simulation (see appendix 6.7), whih is omparable to the halo the
Virgo galaxy luster is expeted to have. We used a halo from a osmologial
simulation instead of an artiial halo, beause in the latter ase the orbits of
the partiles are usually unrealistily less eentri (Kazantzidis, Magorrian &
Moore 2004). The radial density prole an be desribed by a generalisation
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of equation (93), the α, β, γ law (Hernquist 1990):
ρ(r) =
ρ0(
r
rs
)γ [
1 +
(
r
rs
)α]β−γ
α
(r ≤ Rvir), (102)
This halo had α = 1.23, β = 3.74, γ = 1.38, ρo = 3.54 MeV/m
3
and rs =
722 kp. We took this halo, and evolved it in isolation for 5 Gyr. We binned
all the partiles aording to their projeted distane from the entre in the
last output (i.e.
√
x2 + y2, negleting the z-oordinate). Then we omputed
the fration of partiles whih lie below the solid line in Fig. 49 and or in Fig.
50. This fration is then ompared to the fration of the number of UCDs to
the sum of the number of UCDs and the number of dE(N)s in nature (See
Fig. 51). The the pure N -body simulations with the dark matter halo only
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Figure 51: The ratio of the number of UCDs to the sum of the number of UCDs
and the number of dE(N)s as a funtion of radius. The upper osmologial
predition omes from the simulations with only dark matter in it and the
lower osmologial predition omes from the SPH simulations with the gas
disk. Observational data is taken from Jones et al. (2005).
lead to the upper osmologial predition and the SPH simulations with the
gas disk inluded lead to the lower osmologial predition. The observational
data has been prepared the following way: We took the projeted distanes
of the UCDs and dE(N)s measured in arse from Jones et al. (2006) and
onverted them into kp assuming distanes to the Virgo galaxy luster of 16
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Mp and to the Fornax galaxy luster of 20 Mp. In a ΛCDM universe all
haloes are selfsimilar, i.e. salable. This enables us to add up the ourrenes
of our objets to get a better statisti. We resale the projeted distanes of
all our objets in a way that their host halo ts the values for the halo we
took from our osmologial simulation [see equation (102)℄ as good as possible.
After resaling we binned the ourrene of the UCDs and dE(N)s aording
to their resaled projeted distane to their mutual galaxy luster entre into
ommon bins. The ontent of eah bin gets a Poissonian error attahed to it.
Finally we divide the number of UCDs in eah bin by the sum of the numbers
of UCDs and dE(N)s and propagate the errors aordingly. From omparing
our two osmologial predition with the data, we onlude that (a) both
UCDs and dENs develop from the same progenitors and (b) this progenitor
must be something in between the disk and the dark matter halo we tried in
our simulations. You have to keep in mind though, that only 15 UCDs have
been disovered so far. We put those 15 data points into 4 bins, resulting in a
very poor statisti, whih is indiated by the rather large error bars. However,
our osmologial predition agrees very well with the data, as you an learly
see.
6.5 Conlusions
Our simulations reveal, that a swarm of ten to fty globular lusters born in a
Fornax size dark matter halo will normally evolve to an objet, whih has the
same density prole as an UCD. Moreover the density prole, as well as the
half light radius of this objet is in exellent agreement with observations. The
fat that in the σ0-MV plane the start and end points of our simulations lie
on the same 'merging line' ould give rise to the suggestion that it is possible
to onstrut UCDs of dierent masses from a number of dierent globular
lusters, as long as both lie on this 'merging line'. The drawbaks of this
model are, that it is very unrealisti to have so many globular luster in a
halo of that size. It beomes apparent in Fig. 45 that it is not suient to
merge only ten globulars: fty are neessary. However suh a halo may not
exist (Sharina, Puzia & Makarov 1996). The seond big drawbak of this
model is that even if you would nd that many globular lusters in suh a
halo, whih would merge to give the UCD-like objet, the stars, onsisting
the globulars, would replae the dark matter partiles and expel them from
the entre of the halo (El-Zant, Shlosman & Homan 2001; Merritt et al.
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2004) lowering the M/L ratio beyond observational onstraints (Ha³egan et
al. 2005). Therefore we performed a seond series of simulations in whih we
grow a gaseous disk, form an objet in the very entre and strip the disk away.
This entral objet has, up to the resolution limit, all the features the observed
UCD have. On top of that this model gives a predition of the ourrene
of UCDs respetive d(E)Ns within a single galaxy luster. This preditions
agrees very well with the observations, even if one has to say that the data,
we have so far, are not suient for making proper statistis.
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6.7 The osmologial simulations
The haloes have been extrated from an existing osmologial N-body simula-
tion. This simulation have been performed with Pkdgrav, a tree ode written
by Joahim Stadel and Thomas Quinn (Stadel 2001). We adopt a at ΛCDM
osmology using the parameters from the rst year WMAP results (Spergel
et al. 2003): matter density ΩM = 0.268, baryon density Ωb = 0.044, Hubble
onstant h ≡ H0/(100kms−1Mpc−1) = 0.71, and a sale-invariant, Harrison-
Zeldovih power-spetrum with normalisation σ8 = 0.9. The initial onditions
are generated with theGrafi2 pakage (Bertshinger 2001), whih also om-
putes the transfer funtion as desribed in Ma & Bertshinger (1995). The
starting redshifts zi are set to the time when the standard deviation of the
smallest density utuations resolved within the simulation box reahes 0.2.
The ode uses spline kernel softening, for whih the fores beome ompletely
Newtonian at 2 softening lengths. Individual time steps for eah partile are
hosen proportional to the square root of the softening length, ǫ, over the
aeleration, a: ∆ti = η
√
ǫ/ai. Throughout, we set η = 0.2, and we keep the
value of the softening length onstant in omoving oordinates during eah
run. The physial values of ǫ at z = 0 is 1.16 kp. Fores are omputed
using terms up to hexadeapole order and a node-opening angle θ whih we
hange from 0.55 initially to 0.7 at z = 2. This allows a higher fore auray
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when the mass distribution is nearly smooth and the relative fore errors an
be large. The simulation has periodi boundary onditions, a Box size of 90
Mp and we evolved 600
3
equal mass dark matter partiles, obtaining a mass
resolution of 1.26 × 108M⊙.
The haloes are identied using a SO (Spherial Overdensity) algorithm. As
a rst step, andidate haloes are loated using the standard friends-of-friends
(FOF) algorithm, with a linking length bn−1/3, with n the mean partile
density and b a free parameter whih we set to 0.2. We only keep FOF haloes
with at least Nmin = 200 partiles, whih we subjet to the following two
operations: (i) we nd the point, C, where the gravitational potential due
to the group of partiles is minimum, and (ii) we determine the radius Rvir,
entred on C, inside of whih the density ontrast is ∆vir. For our adopted
osmology ∆vir ≃ 98 (using the tting funtion of Mainini et al. 2003). Using
all partiles in the orresponding sphere we iterate the above proedure until
we onverge onto a stable partile set. The set is disarded if, at some stage,
the sphere ontains less than Nmin partiles. If a partile is a potential member
of two haloes it is assigned to the more massive one. For eah stable partile
set we obtain the virial radius, Rvir, the number of partiles within the virial
radius, Nvir, and the virial mass, Mvir.
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7 Conluding remarks and future prospets
In this thesis, I have studied a number of related aspets on the urrently
prevailing theory of struture formation in a universe dominated by old dark
matter. The onordane ΛCDM osmologial model for struture formation
has been remarkably suessful in explaining most of the properties of the
universe on large sales and at various osmi epohs. Reent results from mi-
rowave bakground experiments and large redshift surveys have highlighted
the ability of this model to reprodue observations as diverse as the abun-
dane and lustering of galaxies and lusters and the statistial properties
of the Lyα forest within onstraints set by measurements of the primordial
utuation spetrum, observations of distant Type Ia supernovae, and grav-
itational lensing statistis. However, on non-linear sales the ΛCDM model
has been neither onviningly veried nor disproved, and several outstanding
issues remain unresolved.
One of the major shortomings of any CDM model is the diulty in
mathing the steep observed luminosity funtion with the at mass spetrum
of haloes predited from simulations or Press-Shehter models. From osmo-
logial N -body simulations this problem manifests itself as a lak of observed
substruture in the viinity of our Milky Way and other galaxies. Several
alternative dark matter andidates have been proposed to address this and
related problems, suh as the harmoni ore at the entre of the Fornax dwarf
spheroidal, many of whih an be tested using observations of galaxies on
small sales. An alternative osmology, whih provides a natural explana-
tion for the lak of substruture, is warm dark matter, whih introdues an
additional free parameter - the free streaming sale.
In hapter 2, I disussed that the dark matter dominated Fornax dwarf
spheroidal has ve globular lusters orbiting at ∼ 1 kp from its entre. In
a uspy CDM halo the globulars would sink to the entre from their ur-
rent positions within a few Gyrs, presenting a puzzle as to why they survive
undigested at the present epoh. I show that a solution to this timing prob-
lem is to adopt a ored dark matter halo. I use numerial simulations and
analyti alulations to show that, under these onditions, the sinking time
beomes many Hubble times; the globulars eetively stall at the dark mat-
ter ore radius. I onlude that the Fornax dwarf spheroidal has a shallow
inner density prole with a ore radius onstrained by the observed positions
of its globular lusters. If the phase spae density of the ore is primordial
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then it implies a warm dark matter partile and gives an upper limit to its
mass of ∼ 0.5 keV, onsistent with that required to signiantly alleviate the
substruture problem.
In hapter 3, I showed using analyti alulations and N -body simula-
tions that in onstant density (harmoni) ores, sinking satellites undergo an
initial phase of very rapid (super-Chandrasekhar) dynamial frition, after
whih they experiene no dynamial frition at all. This ours beause, for
the speial ase of harmoni potentials, there are stable solutions where the
bakground partiles move on epiyles about the in-falling satellite. The sys-
tem moves rapidly into this stable onguration. In doing so, the satellite
experienes a brief moment of enhaned frition. One in equilibrium, there
is no net momentum transfer between the bakground partiles and the satel-
lite and frition eases. For density proles with a entral power law prole,
ρ ∝ r−α, the infalling satellite heats the bakground and auses α to derease.
For α < 0.5 initially, the satellite generates a small entral onstant density
ore and stalls as in the α = 0 ase.
The existene of galaxies with binary nulei, like VCC 128 observed re-
ently by Debattista et al. (2006), provide a puzzle for old dark matter
models whih ubiquitously predit entral usps. VCC 128 has two dense
stellar lusters separated by 50 parses. In hapter 4, I have alulated the
dynamial frition timesale for these two nulei to sink and oalese within
dierent dark matter uspy haloes. For a CDM halo, I nd that this should
happen within a few million years, thus to observe this system in its urrent
state appears to be unlikely. I investigated the statistis of suh systems and
thus plae onstraints on the inner usp slopes of the galaxies - shallower
slopes give rise to longer frition timesales. Furthermore, as I showed earlier,
long lived binary nulei an only exist in onstant density ores - whih again
may be onneted to the nature of the dark matter.
If the dark matter partile is a neutralino then the rst strutures to form
are uspy old dark matter (CDM) haloes ollapsing at redshifts z ≈ 100−50
in the mass range 10−6 − 10−3M⊙. In hapter 5, I arried out a detailed
study of the survival of these miro-haloes in the Galaxy as they experiene
tidal enounters with stars, moleular louds, and other dark matter substru-
tures. I test the validity of analyti impulsive heating alulations using high
resolution N -body simulations. A major limitation of analyti estimates is
that mean energy inputs are ompared to mean binding energies, instead of
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the atual mass lost from the system. This energy riterion leads to an over-
estimate of the stripped mass and underestimate of the disruption timesale
sine CDM haloes are strongly bound in their inner parts. I showed that a
signiant fration of material from CDM miro-haloes an be unbound by
enounters with Galati substruture and stars, however the uspy entral
regions remain relatively intat. Thus I expet a signiant smooth ompo-
nent with narrow features in phase spae, whih may be unovered by diret
detetion experiments, as well as numerous surviving uspy ores with proper
motions of ar-minutes per year, whih an be deteted indiretly via their
annihilation into gamma-rays.
Ultra ompat dwarf galaxies (UCDs) are a new and interesting lass of
galaxies that have some resemblane to very large globular lusters. Indeed, a
popular formation mehanism for UCDs is via the sinking of globular lusters
by dynamial frition, thus merging at the galati entre to form a single
dense nuleus. In hapter 6, I have studied this proess with high resolution
numerial simulations and nd that this produes density proles and half
light radii whih t the observed UCDs very well. Unfortunately, this model
has two major drawbaks. The observed UCDs are too luminous and have
a mass-to-light ratio whih is too high. Therefore I investigated a seond
possible formation senario - that UCDs are the dense nulei of stripped disk
galaxies. My results show that this explanation seems to math all the obser-
vational onstraints and also gives a predition of their radial distribution in
lusters.
There are several key unsolved problems within the standard osmologial
model. One of the most outstanding issues is to understand the formation
of galaxies and their stellar omponents suh as globular lusters. The on-
netion between these omponents and the dwarf galaxies may bring together
several areas of researh. To reveal their formation mehanisms would help
solving some of the ontemporary mysteries of our universe. Interesting unan-
swered questions in osmology and galaxy formation are for example:
The formation of globular lusters is still a fasinating unsolved problem
in osmology. Literally thousands of papers have been written on observa-
tional studies of these objets, yet theoretial studies have not made muh
progress in the last thirty years. One wishes to explore the possible onne-
tion between dark matter substrutures at high redshift and globular lusters.
Reent studies have made a onnetion between the radial distribution of bi-
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ased dark matter and the radial distribution of galati globulars. One is
interested in the gas proesses that our within the rst dark matter stru-
tures that are massive enough to ool baryons and whih may be the sites of
luster formation. Using smoothed partile hydrodynamial simulations one
would like to attempt to follow the fragmentation of the gas louds within
these early systems and to study the eets of supernovae and merger trig-
gered star formation.
The history and evolution of our very own Milky Way has always been a
very interesting topi. Its stellar disk is believed to have grown slowly over
time. A globular luster orbiting around the this stellar disk over its whole
lifetime would have experiened its hanging potential. Several old globular
luster and streams of distorted objets have been observed in the outer halo
of our galaxy. One is running N -body/SPH simulations of objets orbiting
a growing disk to ompare to those observations. By doing so, one hopes to
gain some insight about the evolution history of the Milky Way.
Dynamial frition is an essential omponent in galaxy formation and
galati dynamis. Without dynamial frition we ould not have the hierar-
hial build up of strutures as observed in numerial simulations. Indeed, it
is a fundamental predition of osmologial models in whih the dark matter
is a ollisionless partile. Therefore it would be of extreme interest to atually
verify that dynamial frition happens in nature. This ould be a diret test of
the ollisionless nature of dark matter for example. I am investigating obser-
vational tests whih inlude looking for the visible density enhanements, for
example in the wakes in the diuse intra-luster stars behind orbiting galaxies,
or the wakes introdued in elliptial galaxies from the motions of dark matter
substrutures.
For globular lusters orbiting a disk galaxy oplanar within its disk, many
of the assumptions Chandrasekhar made in deriving his dynamial frition
formula do not hold. For example, the net veloity of bakground stars maybe
omparable to the motion of the globular luster. The bias in sinking times
of prograde versus retrograde lusters maybe lead to interesting observable
onsequenes, suh as a net rotational signature of the globular luster system.
One would like to study this eet using high resolution stable galati models
in an attempt to understand the kinematis of the disk population of Galati
globular lusters, as well as heking the validity of the frition formula under
suh irumstanes.
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It would be interesting to quantify the stripping behaviour of haloes in gen-
eral. The work presented in hapter 5 gave the rather unexpeted result that
the stripping behaviour, as a funtion of repeated enounters, of the miro-
haloes, we used, is easily quantiable. It would be interesting to investigate
further on this and try to nd a theoretial underlying for the empirially
found relationships. Another goal ould be to predit the nal density prole
of a halo of a given mass after n enounters.
Many galaxies have dense, stellar nulei, from large elliptials to dwarf
spheroidals. The origin of these nulei is debated and suggestions have ranged
from sinking star lusters to gas ows in stellar bars. The properties of these
nulei have reently been onneted to the saling relations involving super-
massive blak holes. Using high resolution smoothed partile hydrodynamial
simulations, one aims to investigate the properties of these dense nulei that
form via hydrodynamial instabilities. For example, the formation of a bar
during the early phase of galaxy formation may be responsible for funneling
gas to the entral regions of galaxies. One wishes to study how the proper-
ties of this gas ow, and the nal entral baryoni mass, orrelate with the
environment and initial onditions.
However the most puzzling questions of osmology What is the physial
nature of the dark matter? is still far from being solved. This question is also
of partiular interest for partile physis. One of the most popular andidate
for a DM partile is the neutralino from super-symmetri (SUSY) senarios.
Experiments at the LHC at CERN will searh for indiret evidene of these
partiles. Besides new data from suh experiments, there is a huge amount of
new astronomial and osmologial observations expeted (e.g. new WMAP
results, GAIA or LISA) in the next few years. Theoretial models that try to
keep up and explain the observations will likely have to inlude more details on
the physial proesses. Computational resoures are beoming more powerful
than ever. So it appears that in future numerial astrophysis will beome
even more outstanding.
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